
ABSTRACT 

NASH, JESSICA A.  In Silico Design and Characterization of DNA Nanomaterials (Under 

the direction of Yaroslava G. Yingling and Thomas H. LaBean). 

Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) and ribonucleic acid (RNA) function biologically as carriers 

of genetic information. However, due to their ability to self-assemble via base pairing, 

nucleic acid molecules have become widely used in nanotechnology. In this dissertation, in 

silico techniques are used to probe the structure-property relationships of nucleic acid based 

nanomaterials.  

In Part 1, computational methods are employed to formulate nanoparticle design rules for 

applications in nucleic acid packaging and delivery. Nanoparticles (NPs) play increasingly 

important roles in nanomedicine, where the surface chemistry allows for control over 

interactions with biomolecules. Understanding how DNA and RNA compaction occurs is 

relevant to biological systems and systems in nanotechnology, and critical for the 

development of more efficient and effective nanoparticle carriers. Computational modeling 

allows for the description of bio-nano systems and processes with unprecedented detail, and 

can provide insights and guidelines for the creation of new nanomaterials.   

Using all-atom molecular dynamics simulations, the effect of nanoparticle surface chemistry, 

size, and solvent ionic strength on interactions with DNA and RNA are reported. In Chapter 

2, a systematic study of the effect of nanoparticle charge on ability to bend and wrap short 

sequences of DNA and RNA is presented. To cause bending of DNA, a nanoparticle charge 



of at least +30 is required. Higher nanoparticle charges cause a greater degree of compaction. 

For RNA, however, charged ligand end-groups bind internally and prevent RNA bending.  

Nanoparticles were designed to test the influence of NP ligand shell shape and length on 

RNA binding using these results. In Chapter 3, all-atom simulation of NPs with long double 

stranded RNA are reported. Simulations show that by shortening NP ligand length, double 

stranded RNA can be wrapped. In Chapter 4, we consider compaction of long DNA by 

nanoparticles. NPs with +120 charge can fully compact DNA, but the wrapping is unordered 

on the surface. Chapter 5 reports the influence of NPs on the structure of single stranded 

DNA and RNA, showing that NPs have a greater influence on poly-pyrimidine strands than 

poly-purine strands, and can interrupt hydrogen bonds and π-π stacking.  

In Part II of this dissertation, computational techniques are applied to study DNA tiles and 

origami. Due to base-pairing DNA can be used to place objects with nanoscale precision, 

with applications in nanoscience and nanomedicine. Chapter 6 presents the development of 

anticoagulants using DNA weave tiles and aptamers. More effective anticoagulants can be 

created by varying the DNA aptamer used, and increasing local concentration by attaching 

aptamers to a DNA tile. Molecular dynamics simulations show that increasing the number of 

helices on a DNA weave tile increases tile flexibility.  

Chapter 7 introduces a tool developed for visualization of DNA origami design.  We develop 

circle map visualizations for DNA origami and maps of the base composition, allowing for 

visualizations of DNA origami that were not previously available. This tool is currently 

available online via nanohub (open source) for users around the world. 



The results reported here provide a fundamental understanding of the behavior of DNA 

systems in nanotechnology. Results are expected to aid in the development of more effective 

NP compaction agents, DNA delivery vehicles, and DNA origami design. 
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1.1. Nucleic Acids in Materials Science – Structure, Properties, and Applications 

The field of materials science and engineering focuses on structure-property relationships 

using the “materials tetrahedron” (illustrated in Figure 1.1). In this tetrahedron, the four 

vertices are “structure”, “processing”, “performance” and “properties” – referring to the 

structure of materials (ranging from atomic arrangement to microstructure, etc), processing 

steps used to create materials, and behavior of the produced materials respectively. 

Traditionally, materials science and engineering describes materials such as glasses, 

ceramics, or metals. However, the discipline has expanded to cover biological and 

biologically inspired materials in recent years. Biologically-based materials, such as peptides 

and nucleic acids, have found wide application as sensors, drug delivery vehicles, medical 

devices, or structural materials.  
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Figure 1.1:  The materials tetrahedron. The four vertices are structure, properties, processing, 

and performance. 

Though deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) and ribonucleic acid (RNA) are not conventional 

materials in the realm of materials science, their properties may also be described using the 

same concepts presented in the materials tetrahedron. RNA and DNA are best known as 

biological molecules which store genetic information in cells. However, the local atomic 

structure of the nucleic acid molecules has a profound impact on the application of the 

molecules as materials and performance. In this work, I examine how different structural 

properties of DNA and RNA may be used to engineer molecule properties, applications, and 

performance of nanoscale materials. 

Figure 1.2 shows two aspects of nucleic acid structure which affect behavior of the 

molecules. Two important components which affect the properties of nucleic acid materials 
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are nucleic acid base interactions, such as Watson-Crick base pairing (left), and the negative 

charge on the nucleic acid backbone (right). 

 
Figure 1.2 : Structure, properties, and applications of the DNA molecule. The left side of the 

figure shows Watson-Crick base pairing interactions A-T and G-C. These base pairing 

interactions can be used to create DNA tiles or origami. The right side of the figure describes 

negative the charge on the nucleic acid backbone. DNA and RNA can also be assembled into 

shapes through non-specific electrostatic interactions.  DNA origami reproduced with 

permission from 1 

There are five naturally occurring nucleic acid bases, capable of forming three distinct types 

of base pairs. Guanine (G) and Cytosine (C) form stable WC base pairs in both DNA and 

RNA. The other two possibilities of WC base pairs are Adenine (A) and Thymine (T) in 

DNA or Adenine (A) and Uracil (U) in RNA. Thus, in DNA base pairs are either A-T or G-

C, while in RNA base-pairs are A-U or G-C.  DNA and RNA spontaneously form base-pairs 

in aqueous salt solutions – meaning the molecules are capable of self-assembly.  Base 

identity may also influence aspects of the nucleic acid molecule such as local flexibility, 
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structure, or stability (melting and annealing points).2 The base-pairing capabilities of nucleic 

acids are most often harnessed for applications such as DNA tiles and origami, which will be 

discussed in Part II of this dissertation. 

The local structure of nucleic acids may be described in great detail through the definition of 

a coordinate system. Typically, a coordinate system on a base pair is defined where the x-

axis points into the major and minor grooves, the y axis points into the backbone strands, and 

the z-axis points along the long direction of the molecule, as illustrated in Figure 1.3. Using 

this coordinate system, we can define the movement of two bases to one another (inter-base 

movement). There are three possible translational motions – slide, shift, and rise – indicating 

movement in the x, y and z directions respectively. The three possible rotational motions are 

roll, tilt, and twist, indicating rotation perpendicular to the x, y and z directions. There are 

also three translational and three rotational motions for bases within a basepair, and possible 

translational motions of base pairs.  
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Figure 1.3: Coordinate system to define the movement of two bases relative to one another. 

There are six possible degrees of freedom - three rotational and three translational 

Differences in the atomic structure of DNA and RNA lead to differences in helical forms. 

Double stranded DNA most often occurs in B form (Figure 1.4 left), while double-stranded 

RNA typically occurs in A form (Figure 1.4 right). Structure parameters for these forms of 

nucleic acid are given in Table 1.1.3  In chapters  3 and 4 of this dissertation, the implications 

of structural differences of DNA and RNA on interactions and binding of nanoparticles are 

discussed. 
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Figure 1.4: B form and A form nucleic acid helices. DNA most often occurs in B form, while 

RNA typically occurs in A form. Figure reproduced from 2 

Table 1.1: Properties of A-DNA and B-DNA structures. 

Property B-DNA A-DNA 

Handedness Right Right 
Base-pairs/turn 10 11 
Rise/base-pair 3.4 Å 2.6 Å 
Helix Diameter ~20 Å ~26 Å 
Bp inclination 0 20º 
Major Groove wide and deep narrow and deep 
Minor Groove narrow and deep very wide and shallow 
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In addition to base-pairing, the negative charge on the nucleic acid backbone also plays a role 

in materials properties. Each nucleoside is connected to a sugar ring, followed by a phosphate 

group which makes up the nucleic acid backbone (illustrated in Figure 1.5). The phosphate 

group imparts a charge of -1 on each base (a -2 charge on each base pair). Thus, DNA and 

RNA are very highly negatively charged molecules. In techniques such as DNA origami, this 

charge can be a hindrance, and high salt-concentrations are required to assemble origami 

structures. However, charge plays a vital role biologically, and can be harnessed to perform 

self-assembly through electrostatic interactions by pairing with molecules such as cationic 

dendrimers or nanoparticles. 

 

Figure 1.5: Illustration of sugar-phosphate DNA backbone. Figure reproduced from 2 

I consider these aspects of nucleic acid molecules and their effects on materials behavior. 

This is done primarily through computational studies, in particular, all-atom molecular 
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dynamics simulations. In Part II of this dissertation, I also introduce a new tool for 

visualizing the design of DNA origami.   

1.1. Interactions of Nucleic Acids and Nanoparticles 

Engineered inorganic nanoparticles (NPs) have shown potential for use as gene delivery 

vehicles,4 contrast agents for imaging,5 or anticancer agents6  due to their unique optical or 

electronic properties. However, many obstacles remain to successfully integrate NPs into 

biological systems. Challenges include nonspecific distribution, and accumulation and 

localization of NPs at target sites.7 In order to optimize the use of NPs in these and future 

applications, a comprehensive understanding is needed of the effect of NP properties such as 

the core material(s), core size, NP shape, and surface functionalization on interactions with 

biomolecules such as nucleic acids or proteins. For example, the extent of interactions 

between NP-nucleic acids may depend on nanoparticle design such as size, shape, surface 

chemistry, or ligand length and on nucleic acid sequence and type.   

1.1.1 Nanoparticles for Mimicking Biological DNA Packaging 

Every living cell contains genetic material made up of either DNA or RNA.  Even relatively 

simple organisms, such as viruses, have genomes which must fit into spaces which are much 

smaller than their contour length. For instance, the bacteriophage λ, carrying a genome 

consisting of 5,386 base-pairs (bp) with a length of approximately 1,939 nm, must be 

packaged into a space with length of only 25 nm, a reduction of almost two orders of 

magnitude.8  There are approximately 6 billion base-pairs of DNA in the human genome 

which must fit into each cell’s nucleus (diameter ~10-20 microns), totaling a length of 

approximately 2 meters.  
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In viruses and prokaryotic cells, genomes folds through a process called supercoiling. 

However, in eukaryotic cells, DNA is compacted through interactions with cationic proteins 

called histones. The left panel of Figure 1.6 shows biological compaction of DNA from the 

double-stranded form (top) to chromosomes (bottom). In the first stage of DNA compaction, 

the nucleic acid wraps around a cationic protein called the histone octamer, forming a 

nucleosome.9 Each nucleosome contains approximately 146 bp of DNA wrapped in a 

superhelical ramp (~1.7 turns). The size of the histone octamer is approximately 6 nm. Thus, 

it is hypothesized that nanoparticles may be designed with similar sizes and charges to 

interact with DNA in a way similar to the histone octamer.  
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Figure 1.6: Conceptual overview of packaging of DNA by biomimetic nanoparticles. The left 

panel shows the process for DNA compaction in eukaryotic cells.9 The right top panel shows 

an image of the histone octamer rendered from the PDB (id 1AOI) 10, while the bottom panel 

shows a cartoon of NP-DNA packaging. 

There have been experimental and computational studies describing attempts to create 

nanoparticles capable of mimicking DNA compaction.11–13 For example, cationic silica 

nanoparticles paired with DNA have been observed to form a similar “beads on a string” 

morphology that occurs in chromatin.13 However, a comprehensive examination of NP 

parameters leading to nucleic acid compaction had yet to be reported. In Chapters 3 and 4 of 

this dissertation, various aspects of nanoparticle design including nanoparticle charge, core 

size and ligand length on DNA compaction are examined. 
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1.2 Nucleic Acids as Structural Materials – DNA tiles and origami 

Since DNA was first proposed as a structural material in the 1970’s and 80’s,14 DNA 

nanotechnology has become a thriving field, and researchers have pursued a myriad of 

applications  ranging from the arrangement of molecules, to “nanorobots”,15 to 

nanoelectronic devices.16,17  The ability of nucleic acid structures to self-assemble through 

base pairing allows for “bottom-up” assembly of complex structures where moieties such as 

nanoparticles and proteins can be placed with nanometer scale precision. 

Double stranded DNA typically occurs as a linear molecule, however, the Holliday Junction 

crossover (Figure 1.7A) can be used to hold helices in close proximity to one another. The 

Holliday Junction  is observed biologically as an unstable structure during genetic 

recombination.18 Initial designs in structural DNA nanotechnology focused on using short 

oligonucleotides to create two or three-dimensional periodic lattices through the use of tiles. 

Some examples are shown in Figure 1.7B. Though these structures made significant strides 

and represented a major leap forward in nanoscale assembly, structures were typically small 

(in the case of DNA tetrahedron,19 for example), or were limited to periodic structures. 
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Figure 1.7: Holliday junction crossover and examples of DNA tiles. A - The Holliday 

junction crossover. Here, four ssDNA molecules join to bring two DNA helices next to each 

other. B,C – examples of structural DNA nanotechnology made using tiles to create periodic 

two dimensional lattices. B,C modified and reproduced from 2 

In 2006, the field of DNA nanotechnology shifted when DNA origami was introduced  by 

Paul Rothemund.1 In the DNA origami method, a long single stranded viral DNA, is folded 

into complex shapes using designed complementary strands. This process is illustrated in 

Figure 1.8A. Use of a long viral scaffold enabled the design of highly complex structures, 

consisting of thousands of base pairs of DNA. The first reported DNA origami was 

assembled with the circular genome of the virus M13mp18 (7,249 bp). This scaffold is still 

commonly used, though DNA origami using other viral scaffolds has been reported.20 The 

LaBean group has recently created both larger (51 kilobase)21 and smaller (~2.5 kb) scaffolds 

for DNA origami.22  
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Figure 1.8: Overview of scaffolded DNA origami. A- Cartoon illustrating DNA origami 

concept. B-H- Examples of DNA origami from literature. Figure reproduced from 2 

 

Though the field of DNA origami continues to see significant strides, much work remains 

before the technique can be widely implemented on a large scale. In particular, questions 

remain about effective formation of DNA origami and how design influences melting, 
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annealing, and stability of structures. Some recently reported works have attempted to 

address this through clever probing of DNA design and formation efficiency.23–25 

1.3 Methods 

Computational techniques can give rules for materials design and be used as powerful tools 

for fundamental investigations of systems in detail not accessible by experimental methods. 

Depending on the computational method used, researchers can study optical properties, 

electronic structure, time-dependent binding, or equilibrium conformations of systems in 

nanotechnology. Robust and well-tested methods and force fields exist to study inorganic 

NPs and nucleic acids, and recent advances in computing algorithms and architecture, such 

as the use of graphics processing units (GPUs), allow for the simulation of increasingly large 

and complex systems. For instance, a single GPU-accelerated server can provide a 

comparable computational throughput to ~50 CPU-only servers at a markedly reduced cost 

and power utilization.26 Consequently, simulation methods show tremendous potential for 

providing details of NP-nucleic acid complexation and NP design rules. 

There are a variety of computational methods which are relevant to molecular systems. These 

include density functional theory (DFT), molecular dynamics simulations (MD), and 

dissipative particles dynamics (DPD). These methods all describe systems at different time 

scales and system resolutions. Figure 1.9 summarizes methods relevant for biomolecules 

with their various size scales and performance limits based on recently reported 

benchmarks.27–32  Each computational method has strengths and weaknesses; for example, 

techniques which can capture the electronic behavior of molecules are applicable to only 

equilibrium structures or short time scales, while larger-scale methods lose electronic or 

atomic resolution. Thus, the phenomena of interest for a system determine the choice of a 

computational method.  Here, results primarily from all-atom molecular dynamics 

simulations are presented, shown in green on Figure 1.9.  
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Figure 1.9: Performance limit (simulation time/day) vs. system size scale for various 

molecular modeling methods. The highest resolution methods in the lower left corner 

describe systems with the most detail, but these systems also have the lowest performance 

limit and system size. As size scale increases, the systems are described with less detail and 

the performance limit increases due to the increased timesteps (Δt) that are possible. The 

bottom of the image shows snapshots depicting the application of various computational 

methods to the NP-nucleic acid interface. DFT image rendered with data from 33 – Published 

by the PCCP Owner Societies. 
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1.3.1 All-atom Molecular Dynamics 

Traditionally, MD neglects the electronic nature of molecules and instead models atoms as 

spheres connected by spring-like bonds, which move according to Newton’s equations of 

motion. The forces each atom feels during the simulation is dependent on the potential 

energy function and forcefield used for the simulation. The potential energy equation used in 

the AMBER force field and software packages is shown in Equation 1-1.  The first line of 

this equation accounts for bonded interactions including bond stretching, rotation, and 

torsion. Nonbonded terms, shown on the bottom line of Equation 1-1, account for van der 

Waal and electrostatic interactions. The constants in this equation vary depending on force 

field, and play a critical role in simulation accuracy.  

Equation 1-1: Potential energy function used for AMBER. 

𝑉(𝑟) =  ∑ 𝑘𝑏(𝑙 − 𝑙0)2

𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑠

+  ∑ 𝑘𝑎(𝜃 − 𝜃0)2

𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒𝑠

+  ∑
𝑉𝑛

2
𝑑𝑖ℎ𝑒𝑑𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑠

 [1 + cos(𝑛𝜔 −  𝛾)] … 

… +  ∑ [(
𝐴𝑖𝑗

𝑅𝑖𝑗
12) − (

𝐵𝑖𝑗

𝑅𝑖𝑗
6 )]

𝑖<𝑗

 +  ∑ [
𝑞𝑖𝑞𝑗

𝜀𝑅𝑖𝑗
]

𝑖<𝑗

 

All-atom MD simulations are now able to describe the behavior of biomolecular systems 

which are up to hundreds of millions of atoms in size29,34 or for maximum time scales on the 

order of microseconds.35,36 The success of these studies depends on the quality of the force 

fields employed. Some all-atom MD force fields, such as AMBER37, CHARMM,38–40 and 

OPLS-AA,41 have been carefully parameterized (and are continuously refined) for 

biologically relevant molecules such as carbohydrates, lipids, nucleic acids, and proteins.   
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Force fields that describe the inorganic-bio interface are a subject of active research and are 

much more difficult to develop since parameters will change as a function of nanoparticle 

inorganic core material, surface and ligand chemistry, and solvent medium. Current force 

field parameters have been based upon, for example, experimental densities and surface free 

energies of metals42 and DFT-calculated and experimental interaction energies between gold 

and amino acid-like model compounds.43  

1.3.2 Coarse-grained Molecular Dynamics 

Though recent advancements in computing allow for simulation of increasingly large all-

atom systems, it is often desirable to simulate larger-scale behavior. Coarse-grained MD 

(CGMD) involves the grouping of atoms into beads, thereby reducing the resolution or detail 

of the molecular representation and allowing for larger system sizes, longer time scales, and 

larger timesteps. MARTINI is a popular coarse-grained force field in which four heavy atoms 

are grouped into one bead, though occasionally other grouping schemes are used.44,45  

MARTINI was originally developed to model lipid systems, but it has been extended for 

proteins46,47  and DNA.48 CGMD permits longer timesteps to be used due to the decreased 

molecular resolution involved. While all-atom MD typically involves timesteps of 1-4 

femtoseconds (fs), CGMD force fields such as MARTINI can employ timesteps of 10-40 fs, 

which greatly improves the practical time scale of the simulation. MARTINI force field 

parameters have been derived from all-atom structural distributions and experimental data 

such as densities, diffusivities, and partitioning free energies. However, one should be careful 

in translating time-dependent properties such as diffusivity, since the all-atom to coarse-

grained mapping and smoother CG potential energy surface may not permit direct 

comparison to all-atom and experimental quantities.45 Some challenges with CG models can 

include the absence of potentially important structural details and interactions (e.g., hydrogen 

bonds), difficulties with modeling non-fluid/liquid phases (e.g., gas and solid phases), and 

the exclusion of long-range electrostatic interactions.  
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1.3.3 Choice of Solvent Model 

When modeling biomolecular interfaces, choosing a proper solvent model is an important 

factor. Explicit solvent models, where solvent particles are included in the simulation, have 

been most widely used, and non-polarizable fixed-charge models have been the most 

prevalent. Explicit solvent can afford the prediction of important solvent effects such as 

solute-solvent interactions. However, due to the increased number of simulated particles, 

considerable computational resources are required to simulate systems containing explicit 

solvent.49 Moreover, careful parameterization is required to represent solvents and solute-

solvent interactions accurately and the choice of the force field for solvent becomes 

imperative.50 Even for water alone, there are many different all-atom models that have been 

developed, including the most frequently used OPC51, SPC52, SPC/E53, TIP3P54, TIP4P55, 

and TIP5P43, all of which are able to represent different properties of water with different 

degrees of accuracy. In explicit solvent simulations, the choice of force field parameters for 

salts is also important, since nucleic acids are charged molecules. For example, incorrect 

parameterization of monovalent ions has led to incorrect results, or conclusions in simulation 

studies based on artifacts.56  

Implicit solvent models for all atom simulations, where the solvent is treated as a continuum 

dielectric with the average properties of real solvent, can significantly reduce computational 

expense due to the reduced number of simulated particles and their associated degrees of 

freedom; furthermore, the absence of viscosity increases rate at which the solute explores its 

conformational space and reduces the real-world time needed to capture such dynamic 

processes.57–59 However, implicit solvent models cannot capture, e.g., viscosity effects60 and 

specific solute-solvent interaction mechanisms.61  

In the case of explicit solvent models for CGMD and DPD, multiple solvent molecules are 

grouped into beads (e.g., four water molecules in a MARTINI CG bead).44,45  CG implicit 
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solvent models have also been developed, e.g., to simulate lipid bilayers.62 Coarse-grained 

solvent models, in particular, require very careful interpretation of predicted dynamic 

behaviors.  

1.4 Properties of Nanoparticles and the Nanoparticle Ligand Corona 

The surface chemistry of inorganic nanoparticles can be controlled through attachment of 

organic ligands to the nanoparticle. Changes in surface chemistry may be achieved through 

ligand identity (i.e. – charge, hydrophobicity) and control over the surface morphology of 

ligands (Figure 1.10 - Janus, striped NPs, etc.). Understanding the properties of 

functionalized nanoparticles prior to combination with biomolecules is crucial for the 

successful optimization of NP-nucleic acid interface. Before modeling complex interactions 

with biomaterials, one should fundamentally know (1) the behavior of ligand corona grafted 

to the NP surface and (2) particle-particle interactions within a medium. In the case of (1), 

this may be a phase separation between ligands on the surface of the NP, whereas in (2), the 

ability for ligands to stabilize NP suspensions within a specific matrix may be critical to 

performance.63  
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Figure 1.10:  Nanoparticle ligand morphologies and PMF calculations. A – Schematics of 

striped, Janus, and patchy NP ligand morphologies. B-PMF calculations are used to quantify 

the interaction energies between nanoparticles as a function of distance and can be obtained 

from computational modeling. This graph shows contributions from electrostatic, van der 

Waals and hydrophobic (indicated as “phobic” above) interactions to the total interaction 

energy between two NPs. Snapshots on the bottom show representative snapshots of particles 

at various interaction distances. B is adapted with permission from 66. Copyright 2013 

American Chemical Society. 

1.4.1 Modeling Ligand Behavior 

Since the work of Ghorai and Glotzer, which used CGMD to describe the phase behavior of 

alkanethiol ligands on a gold NP surface,67 computational models have been influential in 

predicting and describing NP corona behavior. Many recent MD studies have focused on 
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descriptions of multi-species ligand phase separations to produce various ligand 

morphologies, including striped and Janus NPs (Figure 1.10),68–71 revealing ligand 

composition and length as crucial design parameters. For instance, in systems with mixed 

ligand lengths, both atomistic and DPD simulations have shown the formation of striped 

domains to be entropically controlled; longer ligands increase their free volume (and 

conformational entropy) by being surrounded by short NP ligands, leading to smaller striped 

domains where the ratio of NP ligand lengths is large.67 Overall, computational investigations 

have been able to reveal and explain experimentally relevant ligand behavior in diblock-

copolymer- and mixed-polymer-coated NPs utilizing CGMD72 and efficient field theory73 

approaches.  

1.4.2 Modeling Inter-particle Interactions 

In the case of simulations when multiple nanoparticles interact with biomolecules, 

knowledge of interparticle interactions and solubility are important. The distance-dependent 

interaction energy profile between two NPs can be used to predict self-assembly and phase 

behavior. Moreover, a detailed explanation of the components of this interaction energy 

profile allows researchers to predictably manipulate and modify NP-NP interactions via their 

environment. Given the complex nature of NP functionalized groups, it is often found that 

generalized approaches such as Derjaguin-Landau-Verwey-Overbeek (DLVO) theory fail to 

fully describe NP-NP interaction energies.66 Hence, many studies have calculated interaction 

energies as a function of distance in silico by investigating systems containing two NPs. 

A common method for determining interaction energies between two bodies as a function of 

distance is through calculation of the potential mean force (PMF).  There are many different 

methods to compute PMF through simulation, and a robust generalized review of these 

methods74 has been performed. Recent studies employ CGMD techniques75–77 as well as 

steered MD78 to calculate PMF between two NPs on a variety of ligand compositions and 
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matrix materials. Figure 1.10B shows a PMF curve generated from Monte Carlo simulation 

of two charged nanoparticles at varying distances. These calculations showed that 

hydrophobic interactions between ligands are the driving force causing aggregation .66  

Beyond two-NP systems, the prediction of aggregation and self-assembly behavior of many 

NPs in a medium is often desired but require use of CG MD76,79,80 or DPD81 approaches, as 

the high number of atoms necessary makes all atom approaches prohibitively slow.  

1.4.3 The Nucleic Acid – NP Interface 

NP-nucleic acid conjugates are created either through surface functionalization of NPs with 

nucleic acids, or through noncovalent binding of nucleic acids with ligands of functionalized 

nanoparticles.  In the first class of material, hybridization with complementary nucleic acid 

molecules allows for assembly of complex periodic structures, while in the second class, NPs 

can be designed to wrap and cause compaction of nucleic acids.  Here, we focus on the 

second class of material where nucleic acids interact with NPs through non-covalent 

interactions.  

1.4.4 Coarse Grained Simulations of DNA and Cationic Nanoparticles 

For coarse-grained simulations of the nanoparticle-nucleic acid interface, nucleic acids are 

typically represented as a generic polyelectrolyte chain and nanoparticles are represented as 

spheres with uniform charge, allowing for simulation of large systems at the cost of atomic 

detail (Figure 1.11A). An early coarse-grained MD study by Zinchenko et al. which 

examined the binding of cationic nanoparticles with long strands of  DNA with both CGMD 

and experimental methods, identified three modes of interactions of NPs with DNA 

depending on the relative size of the NP, which were (1) collection of NPs on DNA, (2) 

wrapping of DNA around NPs, (3) adsorption of DNA to NP surfaces (Figure 1.11B).13 

CGMD simulations have shown that the extent of DNA wrapping around cationic 

nanospheres depends on overall NP charge.  NP charge was shown to influence the quality of 
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DNA wrapping around the nanoparticles, where very high NP charges caused randomly 

orientation of the DNA chain on the surface of the NP, in contrast to lower charges which 

resulted in ordered wrapping.82 CGMD has also been used to examine the effect of charge 

distribution on the nanoparticle through simulation of polyelectrolyte binding to Janus 

particles in response to changes in nanoparticle size,  and surface charge density.83   

1.4.5 Atomistic Modeling of the NP-Nucleic Acid Interface 

The simulations described above mostly considered NPs as spherical beads with uniform 

charge, or the nucleic acids as generic polyelectrolytes. However, details such as nanoparticle 

ligand identity or specific conformational changes of DNA and RNA may influence the 

behavior of the NP-nucleic acid complex. In order to observe the role of ligand corona, it is 

desirable to model chemically explicit ligands using all-atom methods, while use of all-atom 

models of DNA and RNA allow for evaluation of DNA and RNA bending mechanisms.  

Our group has performed multiple studies using atomistic molecular dynamics simulations of 

the binding of functionalized gold NPs to nucleic acid, revealing the key role ligands play in 

nucleic acid binding.84,85 For instance, Railsback et al. found that high concentrations of 

functionalized NPs with low charge could induce DNA strand separation in a study which 

combined results from atomistic MD, UV-Vis spectroscopy and gel electrophoresis.84  
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Figure 1.11 : Results from computational studies of DNA-NP interactions. A – Illustration 

of all-atom vs. coarse grain models for nanoparticles and DNA. B – Results from CGMD 

study of NPs binding to DNA. Depending on NP size, modes of interaction are adsorption, 

wrapping or collection. Modified and reproduced with permission from 13. Copyright 2007 

American Chemical Society. C – Snapshots of all-atom simulation of 1.5 nm gold 

nanoparticles binding to double stranded DNA and RNA in 0.1 M NaCl. The NP charge is 

indicated below the snapshot. NPs of high charge are able to induce wrapping of DNA, but 

do not induce wrapping of RNA. Modified and reproduced with permission from 85. 

Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society. D- All-atom molecular dynamics provides 

insight into the NP-nucleic acid interface with a high level of detail. This plot shows a 

comparison of the conformation of DNA when wrapped around a charged NP to that of DNA 

in a crystal structure. Modified and reproduced with permission from 85. 

 

In this dissertation, I report all-atom GPU-enabled MD simulation of variable charge gold 

NPs binding to double stranded DNA and RNA, with system sizes and simulation times 
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which were previously unfeasible with traditional CPU computing.  The use of all-atom 

system allowed for examination of the bending mechanisms of DNA and RNA, where 

structural changes could be evaluated by base-pair and compared to experimentally 

determined crystal structures of DNA wrapping around the biological histone proteins  

These simulations of cationic nanoparticles with nucleic acids were the first to examine 

differences in interactions of inorganic nanoparticles with double-stranded RNA and DNA. 

Though double stranded DNA and RNA are both linear and highly charged polyelectrolytes, 

they show distinct differences in behavior in response to ions. For example, in response to 

multivalent cations, DNA readily condenses, while RNA does not.86 A dual computational 

and experimental study proposed this was due to differences in binding of ions to the nucleic 

acid strands; for DNA ions bind to the outside of the helix allowing for condensation to 

occur, while for RNA, the ions bind internally, preventing condensation.87 Similar to the 

behavior of RNA with multivalent ions, even high charge NPs were not able to bend RNA, 

but readily caused DNA bending. Our simulations showed this is because long NP ligands 

bind to the inside of RNA’s major groove and inhibit RNA from bending.85 Recent atomistic 

MD simulations of single stranded DNA and RNA binding to cationic ligand-functionalized 

NPs have shown that the influence of NPs on the structure of single-stranded DNA and RNA 

depends on NA sequence, with poly-pyrimidines showing greater response to NP binding 

than poly-purines.88  
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2.0 Characterization of Nucleic Acid Compaction with Histone-Mimic Nanoparticles 

through All-Atom Molecular Dynamics 

Reprinted (adapted) with permission from 

J.A. Nash; A Singh.; N. K. Li; Y.G. Yingling; Characterization of Nucleic Acid Compaction 

with Histone-Mimic Nanoparticles through All-Atom Molecular Dynamics.; ACS 

Nano.  9 (12), 2015, 12374–12382 

Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society 

2.1 Abstract 

The development of nucleic acid (NA) based nanotechnology applications rely on the 

efficient packaging of DNA and RNA. However, the atomic details of NA-nanoparticle 

binding remain to be comprehensively characterized. Here, we examined how nanoparticle 

and solvent properties affect NA compaction. Our large scale all-atom simulations of ligand-

functionalized gold nanoparticle (NP) binding to double stranded NAs as a function of NP 

charge and solution salt concentration reveal different responses of RNA and DNA to 

cationic NPs. We demonstrate that the ability of a nanoparticle to bend DNA is directly 

correlated with the NPs charge and ligand corona shape, where more than 50% charge 

neutralization and spherical shape of the NP ligand corona ensured the DNA compaction. 

However, NP with 100% charge neutralization is needed to bend DNA almost as efficiently 

as the histone octamer. For RNA in 0.1 M NaCl, even the most highly charged nanoparticles 

are not capable of causing bending due to charged ligand end groups binding internally to the 

major groove of RNA. We show that RNA compaction can only be achieved through a 

combination of highly charged nanoparticles with low salt concentration. Upon interactions 
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with highly charged NPs, DNA bends through periodic variation in groove widths and 

depths, whereas RNA bends through expansion of the major groove. 

2.2 Introduction 

The ability to control nucleic acid (NA) structural conformation such as stretching, bending, 

and wrapping is crucial for many existing and emerging applications. Stretched DNA may be 

used as a template for graphitic ribbons,1 or as superior tracks for nano-walkers.2 The 

behavior of double stranded RNA is much less well characterized, but is crucial for 

developing RNA nanotechnology.3 Efficient wrapping or packaging of DNA is important for 

the burgeoning field of gene delivery,4 where nucleic acids are transported across cell 

membranes with the help of transfection vectors such as proteins, cationic dendrimers or 

nanoparticles. Because DNA/RNA transfection is dependent on the size, shape, and surface 

properties of the DNA/RNA-vector complex,5 control over assembly structure is critical for 

creating effective transfection agents. 

Since nucleic acids are highly negatively charged molecules, the presence of cationic entities 

has a profound impact on DNA and RNA conformation. Divalent ions are known to stabilize 

nucleic acids in solution.6 Moreover, multivalent ions with charge greater than or equal to +3, 

such as cobalt hexamine or linear polycations, can cause the compaction of DNA into 

toroids.7  Proteins have long been known to induce conformational changes in nucleic acids 

and to play a role in gene regulation.8,9  In the cell nucleus, proteins package DNA to fit into 

spaces that are many orders of magnitude smaller than the DNA molecule’s contour length. 

Such compaction of DNA begins with the wrapping of the DNA duplex around the histone 

octamer, a cylindrical protein, to make a nucleosome which packs with other nucleosomes to 

form chromatin and eventually, chromosomes. Nanoparticles, dendrimers, and lipids have 

also been shown to affect DNA function and/or conformation.10 For example, transcription 

by T7 RNA polymerase may be inhibited by the binding of 2 nm AuNPs functionalized with 
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tetraalkylammonium ligands to DNA.11 Cationic NPs, such as silica nanoparticles 

functionalized with poly-lysine12,13 or AuNPs with ammonium cation ligands,14 of size 

similar to the histone octamer have been thought of as model histones. The proposed 

mechanism of DNA compaction involves wrapping of DNA around nanoparticles similar to 

DNA/histone packaging,12,15 however the quality of compaction is difficult to assess. 

Packaging of RNA with and without nanoparticles, however, remains underdeveloped and is 

very challenging due to the higher rigidity and sensitivity of RNA. 

It is known that many factors including solvent, surface chemistry, size, shape, and 

concentration of nanoparticles can play a detrimental role in structural integrity of DNA and 

efficiency of compaction. For example, the addition of bulky hydrophobic groups to NP 

ligands have been shown to increase cytotoxicity5 and high concentrations of nanoparticles 

with ligand end groups consisting of quaternary amines and hydrophobic groups may cause 

changes in the structure of DNA such as unwinding of the helix.14 Our previous study also 

showed that high concentrations of weakly charged ligand-functionalized nanoparticles are 

capable of causing DNA strand separation.16 Thus, it is unclear what properties of 

nanoparticles and ligands allow for efficient DNA bending and stretching, and 

simultaneously can preserve the structural integrity of DNA/RNA. Detailed characterization 

of nucleic acid compaction with cationic NPs are now critical for further development of 

efficient gene carriers and for the synthetic compaction and storage of nucleic acids. 

Crystal structures17–19 and computer simulations20 provide an in-depth analysis of DNA’s 

conformation when packaged into a nucleosome. However, there are currently few studies 

reporting atomically detailed binding and conformational changes of biomolecules or nucleic 

acids with cationic dendrimers21 or nanoparticles.22 Here, we report the results of first 

comprehensive all-atom molecular dynamics (MD) simulation study of the binding of 

cationic functionalized gold nanoparticles to 30 base pairs (bp) double stranded DNA or 

RNA. Atomistic MD simulations were chosen to provide unbiased details of NP binding as a 
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dynamic process as well as detailed characterization of a final nucleic acid conformation.23 

The size of nanoparticles was chosen to be similar to a histone octamer and also agrees well 

with NPs previously used in experimental studies by the Rotello group14 for gene delivery 

applications. Specifically, our nanoparticle contained 135 gold atoms, with a 1.6 nm diameter 

a similar size to the Au144 nanoparticle. The NP was stabilized with 60 alkyl ligands that 

were attached through sulfur linkages to the surface of the nanoparticle. The number of 

ligands was chosen based on an experimental study 24 by Fields-Zinna et. al. which identified 

through electrospray ionization that 60 ligands are attached to 1.6 nm gold nanoparticle. Our 

ligands consisted of a sulfur bound to chain of 11 carbons with a methyl or ammonium cation 

terminal group (i.e., Au-S-(CH2)11-CH3 or Au-S-(CH2)11-NH3
+, respectively). The charge of 

the nanoparticle was modified by varying the ratio of ligands with ammonium cation and 

methyl end groups. The sequence of 30-mer DNA helix was taken from a crystal structure of 

DNA wrapped around a nucleosome19 (TTCTACCAAAAGTGTATTTGGAAACTGCTC). 

The sequence for RNA is the same, except that thymine is replaced with uracil. Systems were 

simulated at two different salt concentrations. In the low salt (neutralized), or 0 M case, salt 

was added to only neutralize the system. In higher salt environments, ions were added to 

neutralization and in excess to achieve 0.1 M NaCl. To the best of our knowledge this is the 

first study that characterizes atomistically the binding of DNA and RNA with cationic ligand 

functionalized NPs. We demonstrate that the shape of the nanoparticle ligand corona as well 

as the charge of the nanoparticle impact DNA binding and conformation. The quality of 

compaction and structural integrity of DNA depends on nanoparticles charge and salt 

concentration. RNA compaction can only be achieved with highly charged nanoparticles and 

at very low salt concentrations. 
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2.3 Methods 

2.3.1 Molecular Dynamics Simulations.  

All-atom molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were performed using the AMBER 12 

software package25 with the GPU-accelerated PMEMD code 26–28 and FF99bsc0 force field 

for DNA and RNA29. The terminal DNA residues were modified to give the DNA molecule a 

charge of -60. AMBER force fields do not typically include phosphates on the 5’ end of 

DNA. Terminal 5’ and 3’ residues contain charges of -0.3079 and -0.6921 respectively, 

leading to a charge of -1 together. Internal NA residues, however, each have a charge of -1. 

Thus, a NA chain typically has a negative charge of “number of bases – 1”.  For this study, 

phosphate groups were added to the 5’ DNA bases, and internal DNA residues were used for 

the 3’ and 5’ bases. Thus, the charge of all nucleic acid molecules was equal to -60, leading 

to 100% charge neutralization when paired with the +60 NP.  

Ligands for the NP were modelled using the General Amber Force Field (GAFF)30and the 

partial charges were assigned using AMBER’s antechamber program and the HF/6-31G* 

electrostatic potential grid using the Restrained Electrostatic Potential (RESP)31, and are 

given in  

Figure 2.1, below. Partial charges and additional force field parameters for the nanoparticle 

were described previously16 and are listed in Table 2.1..   
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Figure 2.1: Partial charges on nanoparticle ligands 

Table 2.1: Force field parameters for gold NP core. 

Term Types Parameters 

BOND S-Au32 
K

r
 = 37.87 kcal/mol/Å

2

 

r
eq

 = 2.65 Å  

BOND Au-Au33,34 
K

r
 = 303.84 kcal/mol/Å

2

  

r
eq

 = 2.88 Å  

ANGLE c3-S-Au35 
K

θ
 = 11.6 kcal/mol/rad

2

 

θ
eq

 = 99.5 deg  

NONB Au36 R* = 1.467 Å  

𝜖 = 0.039 kcal/mol  
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Control simulations of NAs and NPs alone were also performed to establish solution 

properties in the absence of nanoparticles. For simulations of NPs and DNA binding, the NP 

was initially placed with a center of mass distance of approximately 5 nm from the nucleic 

acid. For nanoparticles with low charge (+6), nanoparticles did not bind to the major groove 

and were placed near the minor groove.  Nanoparticles with charge +18 and above were 

placed close to the major groove of the DNA fragment and allowed to bind. Although the 

+18 nanoparticle was placed in the major groove initially, the nanoparticle migrated to the 

minor groove.   

NA-NP systems were solvated with TIP3P water in a truncated octahedral box with a 

minimum of a 15 Å buffer surrounding the solute to ensure that the nanoparticle could not 

interact with the NA or itself across periodic boundaries. Solution salt concentration was 

controlled through the addition of sodium and chloride ions, using parameters from Joung 

and Cheatham.37 Salt was added either to neutralization (“0.0 M” or “neutralized” systems) 

or neutralization plus excess ions to achieve a salt concentration of 0.1M NaCl. Even though 

it is known that the presence of divalent cations in solution is important for structure and 

stability of nucleic acids, we used NaCl in all of our simulations since monovalent cations are 

well parameterized and characterized for MD simulations.37  The properties of divalent ions 

are poorly represented by pair potentials primarily due to lack of charge transfer effects and 

long lifetime of divalent hydration shells.38,39 Typically, a 30-bp DNA-NP system contained 

around 150,000 atoms.   Details of all simulation systems are given in Table 2.2. 
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Table 2.2: Properties of DNA + nanoparticle systems 

 

A two-step protocol was used for minimization and heating. The system was first minimized 

using a steepest descent method for 10,000 cycles. Subsequently, the system was heated to 

300 K over 100 picoseconds using a Langevin thermostat. The heating step was performed 

using an isothermal-isobaric (NPT) ensemble to allow the solvent to adjust to the appropriate 

density. 
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Simulations of NP-DNA complexes were run for a minimum of 120 ns in the isothermal-

isobaric (NPT) ensemble using a Berendsen thermostat40 until structural conversion occurred. 

Simulation length was determined by monitoring the degree of bending of the NA (Figure 

2.2, Figure 2.3). All together, the NA-NP systems had over 3 million atoms and were 

simulated for 3.1 µs of simulation time. In order to compare the efficiency of dsDNA 

bending to that of DNA with the histone octamer, we also performed a 30-ns explicit solvent 

refinement of a crystal structure of a nucleosome (PDB ID: 1AOI),19 of which the last 5 ns 

was used for analysis.  

Analysis of simulations was performed using CPPTRAJ41 and in-house scripts. End-to-end 

distance and global bending angle were averaged for the last 5 nanoseconds of simulation 

time. Structural analysis of DNA was performed using a combination of the two well-known 

programs: 3DNA42,43 and Curves+.44 Curves+ offers the advantage of the definition of a 

helical axis, measurements of axial bend, and ability to analyze ion distribution using the 

program Canion.45 The program 3DNA also performs analyses of DNA helical parameters; 

however, 3DNA does not define a global helical axis and is thus less appropriate for 

quantifying bending. Given base pair parameters as an input, 3DNA is able to generate 

desired DNA structures, which was used to identify parameters most important for DNA 

bending. Visualizations were produced using the Visual Molecular Dynamics (VMD) 

software.46  
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Figure 2.2 Time (y axis) vs. base index colored by DNA axial bend for (a,b) +18 NP, (c,d) 

+30 NP, and (e,f) +60 NP. Columns indicate salt concentration with (a,c,e) neutralized 

solution and (b,d,f) 0.1 M NaCl. This figure shows that configurations of DNA were stable 

by the end of the 120-150 ns simulation for each system.  
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Figure 2.3: Time (y axis) vs. base index colored by RNA axial bend for (a,b) +18 NP, (c,d) 

+30 NP, and (e,f) +60 NP. Columns indicate salt concentration with (a,c,e) neutralized 

solution and (b,d,f) 0.1 M NaCl. This figure shows that configurations of RNA were stable 

by the end of the 120-150 ns simulation for each system. 
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2.4 Results and Discussion 

2.4.1 Effect of NP charge and solution salt concentration.  

Double stranded DNA has a persistence length of approximately 50 nm (∼150 base pairs) 

under physiological conditions. At the length scale considered in this study, DNA is well 

below its persistence length and should behave as a rigid rod. Therefore, a reduction in the 

DNA end-to-end distance can be considered as an indication of the degree of bending. Our 

results show that the NP binding can reduce the DNA end-to-end distance. To quantify the 

efficiency of DNA bending, we compared the change in DNA end-to-end distance upon 

nanoparticle binding with two control cases: DNA in solution (represents linear case) and 

DNA on the histone octamer (represents compacted case) from simulations of the 

nucleosome crystal structure (shown as black and purple horizontal dashed lines on Figure 

2.4C). In solution, the end-to- end distance of 30-bp DNA is approximately 9.4 nm, which is 

reduced to 7.5 nm when bound to the histone octamer in the nucleosome. In our simulations, 

we observed that binding of NPs with charges below +30 did not cause significant bending or 

deviation from the structural parameters of DNA in solution (Figure 2.4 C,D,E) for either 

salt concentration. Increasing nanoparticle charge above +30, however, caused a reduction in 

the end-to-end distance of the DNA for both salt concentrations, with more highly charged 

nanoparticles inducing greater DNA bending (Figure 2.4 C,D,F,G). Additionally, for 

nanoparticles below charge of +30, the solution salt concentration had little effect on the 

observed conformation of DNA. Our simulations show that the cationic nanoparticles with 

charge greater than +30 are able to bend and wrap DNA. The length and time scale of DNA 

compaction agrees with simulation studies by Nandy et al.21 of 37-mer DNA with cationic 

dendrimers. 
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Figure 2.4: Simulation motivation and DNA bending as a function of NP charge. (A) A 

spherical gold core with 1.5 nm diameter was combined with varying ligands to create the 

nanoparticle model. (B) The model nanoparticle has a similar size as the histone octamer 

(purple), a protein which wraps DNA in the cell nucleus. (C-D) End-to-end distance and total 

bend of DNA wrapped around nanoparticles of varying charge measured for the last 5 ns of 

simulation time. The error bars on this plot represent the standard deviation of the value over 

the final 5 ns of simulation time. (E-F) Representative snapshots of DNA with nanoparticles 

of +18, +30 and +60 charge in 0.1 M NaCl solution 

The total degree of bending along the axis of the 30-mer DNA helix, or global bend angle 

(Figure 2.4 D), which was measured as the sum of bending between adjacent base pairs 

using Curves+, 44 also gave insight into DNA bending by the NPs. As for the end-to-end 
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distance, the global bend angle starts to deviate significantly from the solution value for 

DNA with nanoparticles of charge greater than +30. Salt concentration had little effect on the 

global bend angle for nanoparticles with low charge contrary to that of high charge NPs. 

Although the +30 and +40 nanoparticle were able to bend DNA, the end-to-end distance and 

the global bending angle experience a high degree of fluctuation, indicating incomplete and 

unstable wrapping of the DNA. However, at 0.1 M NaCl binding of +48 and +60 NPs 

induces DNA global bend angles similar to that of DNA on the histone. 

Based on results in Figure 2.4, three regions of DNA bending can be defined based on NP 

charge. Nanoparticles with low charge (up to +24) can bind to DNA without causing bending 

(insignificant deviation in DNA end-to-end distance from that in solution). For intermediate 

charge (+30, +40), a reduction of end-to-end distance was observed but with insufficient 

DNA global bend and high degrees of fluctuation in the DNA conformation. Highly charged 

nanoparticles (+48, +60) caused a significant reduction in the end-to-end distance with little 

fluctuation, indicating a tighter wrapping of DNA by the NP. However, very highly charged 

NPs can cause a greater reduction in DNA end-to-end distance than that observed in the 

nucleosome, particularly for the lower salt concentrations. Thus, as NPs charge increases, salt 

concentration plays a greater role in nanoparticle binding and DNA conformation. 

The net positive charge of the nucleosome core particle used in our explicit solvent 

simulations is about +94.19 This nucleosome is able to wrap 147 basepairs of DNA, which 

results in 32 % charge neutralization. However, the distribution of charges on the surface of 

the histone octamer is not uniform; positive charges are more common along the cylindrical 

face of the protein where DNA binds, which consequently increases the local charge 

neutralization.47  According to theory only 6% charge neutralization of the DNA backbone is 

required for DNA bending in the histone octamer at physiological salt concentration.48 

However, previous computational studies have identified 100% charge neutralization as the 

minimum for optimal wrapping of DNA and cationic dendrimers.21 Our results showed that 
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for the nanoparticles considered here, the minimum neutralization of DNA required for 

bending is around 50% for both salt concentrations with lower salt concentration leading to a 

greater reduction in end-to-end distance of DNA. Although binding of +30 NP (50% charge 

neutralization) caused DNA bending, the global bend angle was lower than that on histone 

which is indicative of structural differences. The threshold for the histone-like DNA bending 

appears to be around 80% charge neutralization, corresponding to the +48 nanoparticle.  

2.4.2 Correlation between NP Corona Shape and DNA bending.  

Spatial location of charge plays a role in wrapping of DNA around the histone octamer.17,18 

The nanoparticle used in this study has a small spherical inorganic core of fixed size and 

relatively long hydrophobic organic ligands which are covalently bound to surface atoms of 

the gold nanoparticle.  The dynamic reorganization of ligands in the corona permits the 

change of the overall nanoparticle shape as a function of total nanoparticle charge and salt 

concentration in a solvent. For example, more highly charged NPs assume more spherical 

shape, due to increased ligand hydrophilicity and increased electrostatic repulsion between 

charged ligand end groups (Figure 3A). We quantified the overall nanoparticle shape using 

the relative shape anisotropy(κ2)49 (hereafter called anisotropy index) of the ligand terminal 

groups, a property which can be calculated from the gyration tensor. An anisotropy index 

value of 0 corresponds to isotropic (sphere) and 1 to anisotropic (line) shape. We observed 

that in solution the low and intermediately charged NPs were less spherical, which can be 

explained by the tendency of the hydrophobic alkyl ligands to pack in aqueous solutions to 

minimize contact with water. This observation also agrees well with previous reports of 

simulations of ligand coated AuNPs.50 As NP charge increased, ligands became more 

hydrophilic and the nanoparticle cationic end groups repel each other, leading to a more 

spherical nanoparticle shape (Figure 2.5 A). For highly charged nanoparticles, lower salt 

concentrations lead to a more isotropic nanoparticle since there were fewer ions to screen the 

charged ligands and greater repulsion between the end groups. 
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Figure 2.5: Effect of ligand corona NPs shape on DNA binding. (A) Simulations snapshots of 

nanoparticles showing the change in nanoparticle ligand corona shape with charge. Charge of 

the nanoparticles decrease from left to right. (B) DNA end- to-end distance vs NP anisotropy 

index in solution (prior to binding) colored by NP charge, salt concentration is indicated by 

shape (diamond for neutralized solution and triangle for 0.1 M NaCl). (C) Shape change of 

NP after binding - anisotropy index difference (bound NP-unbound NP). A positive value 

represents a NP which becomes less isotropic after binding. The greatest shape change is 

observed for NPs with intermediate charge. Error bars represent standard deviation of 

measured values on both plots. 

Binding of an intermediate to highly charged NP to DNA changed the shape of the NP ligand 

corona as the ligands moved to make contacts with the DNA. We measured the change in 

shape of the nanoparticle by subtracting the anistropy index of the unbound state from that of 

the bound state (∆κ2). In this case, a positive value of ∆κ2 indicates that the nanoparticle 
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became less spherical after the binding of DNA (Figure 2.5 C). There are large changes of 

shape observed particularly for nanoparticles of intermediate charges. Such change in the 

shape of the nanoparticle ligand corona suggests that flexibility of the nanoparticle ligands 

may also be an important factor for inducing a conformational change of DNA. This may be 

compared to what is observed in the nucleosome where the insertion of positively charged 

side chains into the minor groove of DNA facilitates wrapping of DNA around the histone 

octamer, while flexible tails on histone proteins play a role packaging multiple nucleosomes 

into chromatin.17,18 

Our results indicate that the nanoparticle corona shape and consequently the spatial 

distribution of charges on the NP surface are important for bending of DNA. The correlation 

between DNA end-to-end distance and the NP anisotropy index in solution (Figure 2.5 B) 

shows two distinct clusters: (1) NPs with higher anisotropy and lower charge induced no 

DNA bending and (2) NP with lower NP anisotropy and higher charge caused DNA bending. 

Nanoparticles that have a greater shape change upon DNA binding have a larger variation in 

DNA end-to-end distance, as indicated by the vertical error bars on the plot. Nanoparticles 

with low charge and high anisotropy do not bend DNA. The change in anisotropy index 

threshold is at +30 charge of a NP, which also corresponds to the minimum charge observed 

for DNA bending suggesting that a more spherical shape of ligand corona is associated with 

increased wrapping efficiency. 

2.4.3 Evaluation of the DNA wrapping quality by nanoparticles.  

It is known that DNA bending may occur through various mechanisms and with different 

efficiency. We observed that binding of +60 NP will cause DNA bending in neutral and 0.1 

M NaCl solutions; however, the difference in the quality of wrapping, which can be 

represented by different structural conformation of the DNA helix, is observed. The lower 

salt concentrations show shorter end-to-end distances of DNA and greater bending than the 
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higher salt concentration. Examination of simulation snapshots shows that for the lower salt 

concentration, the helix appears to be opened at two locations (Figure 2.6). For the 0.1 M 

NaCl, however, bending along DNAs axis is smooth. 

 

Figure 2.6: Snapshots showing conformation of DNA with nanoparticles in low salt 

(neutralized) systems for (A) +18, (B) +30, and (C) +60 nanoparticles respectively 

The advantage of all-atom simulations is that the details of DNAs conformational changes 

and the type of DNA bending can be characterized through examination of DNAs base pair 

parameters. Nucleic acid base pairs are anisotropic, which allows for the definition of two 

axes on a base pair. One points into the major and minor grooves of double stranded DNA, 

while the other points into the nucleic acid backbone. The roll base pair parameter describes 

the angle between two base pairs (bp steps) along the groove axis, while the tilt base pair 

parameter describes the angle between bp steps along the direction pointing into the nucleic 

acid backbone. Roll, tilt, and twist have previously been identified as being the most 

important for DNA bending in the nucleosome.17 The bending of nucleic acids can be 

described through the change of the angle between two base pairs using either axis, or a 

combination of the two. For example, some proteins, such as histones, induce smooth 

bending along DNAs axis through periodic changes in the roll and tilt parameters. Other 

proteins, such as catabolite activator protein induce kinks in order to bend DNA.51 
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The type of DNA bending observed with highly charged NPs at low salt concentration 

resembles an extreme case of DNA kinking, characterized by the deformation of the helix at 

a few discrete locations through changing of the roll base pair parameter.51 Moreover, the 

kinks observed in low salt were not transient, unlike kinks observed in the nucleosome.52 

DNA bending observed with nanoparticles at 0.1 M NaCl was more consistent with what is 

observed for the structure of this sequence in the nucleosome. Figure 2.7 A shows snapshots 

of DNA with the +60 NP in 0.1 M NaCl and in the nucleosome, where the residues within 5 

Å of the histone octamer or nanoparticle are colored in red. For 0.1 M NaCl, bend was evenly 

distributed along the axis of the helix (Figure 2.7 B). In case when DNA is bent around the 

nanoparticle, the minor or major groove that faces the nanoparticle becomes compressed. 

This leads to a periodic variation in major groove width, shown in Figure 2.7 B. Groove 

width is directly related to DNAs roll parameter, with negative and positive values indicating 

expansion and compression of the major groove, respectively. Generally, DNA experienced 

positive roll when DNA’s major groove faced the NP and negative roll values when DNA’s 

minor groove faced the NP, similar to what is observed for the histone octamer. 

 

To identify the effectiveness of DNA bending by NP, the contributions of roll and tilt base 

pair parameters to global bend angle were isolated and compared with the parameters of 

DNA bound to the histone octamer (Figure 2.7 C). For example, to isolate the contribution 

of the roll base pair parameter on DNA bending, the 3DNA software42,43 was used to build a 

DNA helix with the base pair roll taken from simulations and idealized twist and tilt 

parameters (set to 36o and 0o respectively). The global bend of this new helix was then 

measured using Curves+ (“Roll” category in Figure 2.7 C). The “Final Snapshot” category 

corresponds to the global bend with base pair parameters measured from the final simulation 

frame. Structures with ideal roll, twist and tilt parameters but measured values of shear, 
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stretch, stagger, propeller twist, opening, shift and slide was also created for the most highly 

charged nanoparticle; however, changes in these base pair parameters did not cause 

significant conformational changes for DNA. Though the slide parameter has been shown to 

be the parameter that determines the pitch of the superhelix for DNA in the nucleosome,53 

slide also showed no significant contribution to bending in our simulation. The 30-mer is 

likely too short to show significant changes in nucleic acid path from this parameter. 
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Figure 2.7: DNA parameters and bending. (A) DNA when bound to +60 NP and in the 

nucleosome in 0.1 M NaCl. DNA residues which make 5  Å  contact with the nanoparticle or 

protein are shown in red. (B) Axial bend, Major Groove Width and Minor Groove width vs 

base pair step for DNA with +60 NP, in the nucleosome and in solution. Error bars represent 

the standard deviation of the measured values. Reference values for groove width from 54 (C) 

Comparison of contributions of Roll and Tilt to global bending angle induced by charged NP 

and in nucleosome. 
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The results show that the roll parameter was most strongly correlated to the global bending 

angle. Tilt showed a lesser contribution to bending, and twist did not contribute to DNA 

bending, although the addition of twist is necessary for reproducing the overall bending 

observed in simulation. Decreasing nanoparticle charge led to a decrease in global bending 

angle, with the total bending from roll also decreasing as nanoparticle charge decreased. 

Combination of the roll and tilt parameters yields global bending angles similar to those from 

simulation for both DNA when bound to nanoparticles and in the nucleosome (Figure 2.7 

C). This is consistent with the observation from previous analysis of DNA in the 

nucleosome17 and is also shown in Figure 2.8. Overall, the change in base air parameters 

indicated that at 0.1 M NaCl, NPs with charges above +30 can bend or wrap the 30 bp DNA, 

but the quality of such wrapping is variable with highly charged nanoparticles, +48 and +60 

charge, showing more agreement with that of nucleosome. Moreover, NPs with charge of 

+60 (100% charge neutralization) can compact DNA with almost the same efficiency as the 

histone octamer. 
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Figure 2.8: Base pair parameters for DNA with +60 NP, in 0.1 M NaCl (red markers) and on 

the histone octamer (navy markers). DNA alone in solution given for reference (black 

markers).  
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2.4.4 Can cationic nanoparticles bend RNA?  

The binding of charged NPs with double stranded RNA of the same base pair length and 

similar sequence as DNA was examined. The end-to-end distance of the 30 bp molecule of 

RNA is shorter than the 30 bp DNA, measuring only about 8 nm in solution in contrast to 

DNA’s 9.4 nm. This is due to the inherent inclination of RNA base pair steps, leading to a 

shorter distance between phosphate groups on the backbone and a lower helical rise. Double 

stranded RNA’s persistence length of approximately 60 nm55 is also higher than that of 

double stranded DNA.  

It has been reported in literature that double stranded RNA and DNA have drastically 

different compaction behavior. RNA resists condensation with multivalent ions at the same 

conditions where DNA is easily condensed.56 This may be due to specificity of ion 

interactions and binding with the RNA helix. Whereas the multivalent ions were present on 

the surface of the DNA molecule (external binding), the majority of ions interacting with 

RNA helix penetrate the major groove of RNA and bind internally.57 Our simulations showed 

similar behavior with sodium ions (Figure 2.9, Figure 2.10), which tend to bind inside the 

major groove of RNA. Similarly, RNA and DNA showed drastically different conformations 

when paired with cationic nanoparticles. RNA did not bend, even when paired with the most 

highly charged nanoparticles in 0.1M NaCl (Figure 2.11A). Instead, the nanoparticles 

adsorbed to the RNA molecule. The behavior of charged end groups during binding to 

nucleic acids can be quantified by calculations of how far the charged end groups are located 

from the helical axis. Shown in Figure 2.11F is the comparison between the radial 

distribution function from the nucleic acid helical axis defined by Curves+ for the +60 NP 

with double stranded DNA and RNA. Similar to observations of multivalent ions behavior by 

Tolokh et al,57 charged NP end groups bind internally to RNA, and externally to DNA. The 

internal binding of charged end groups deep into RNA helix might be responsible for 

blocking RNA bending. In some cases, the nanoparticles binding caused a slight increase in 
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the end to end distance of the RNA in 0.1 M NaCl, however, simulation snapshots (Figure 

2.11A-C) show that RNA stayed primarily in a linear conformation. 

 

Figure 2.9: Sodium ion positions within 3 angstroms of DNA (top row) or RNA (bottom 

row). Purple spheres represent positions of Na+ sampled every nanoseconds for the last 30 ns 

of simulation time. (A,D) DNA/RNA without NP bound(B,E) DNA/RNA with +60 NP 

bound. Blue spheres represent the charged NP end groups while purple spheres represent 

sodium ions. (C,F) Same as (B,E), but with NP shown. 
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(A)  

DNA  

(B) 
RNA 

 
 

(C) 

 

(D) 

 
(E) 

 

(F) 

 
Figure 2.10: Distribution of end-groups of +60 NP with DNA (left column) and RNA (right 

column) from Canion45.  (A-B) Distribution along base pair steps vs. angle. Lines indicate 

minor groove. (C-D) BP steps vs. distance from helical axis. Line indicates helix width. For 

RNA, NP end groups bind internally. (E-F) View of end group distribution looking down 

axis. 
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For highly charged nanoparticles in low salt concentrations, reductions in the end-to-end 

distance of RNA were observed at 50% charge neutralization, similar to DNA. However, 

unlike DNA, this bending did not occur through systematic changes or variations in the base 

pair parameters. Instead, the structure of the RNA helix became distorted (Figure 2.11C), 

with the major groove expanded, where ligand end groups and ions prefer to bind (Figure 

2.11E).  
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Figure 2.11: Nanoparticle RNA Binding (A-C) Simulation snapshots of charged 

nanoparticles, +18 in 0.1 M NaCl (A), +60 in 0.1 M NaCl (B) and +60 in low salt solution 

(C) with RNA. (D) End-to-end distance of RNA vs nanoparticle charge. The dashed line is 

the end-to-end distance for RNA in solution. Unlike with DNA, these nanoparticles are not 

able to induce RNA bending. (E)RNA axial bend, major groove width and minor groove 

width. (F) Distribution of end groups on the +60 NP when paired with DNA (black) and 

RNA (red) in 0.1M NaCl as a function of distance from the nucleic acid helix. For RNA, 

charged ligand end groups bind internally to the grooves preventing RNA bending. 

Overall, packaging of RNA is only possible with highly charged nanoparticles at very low 

salt concentration. However, during such compaction, the structural integrity of RNA is not 

maintained. Nanoparticles could be designed to bend DNA, but due to the decreased 

flexibility and length of the RNA molecule, the nanoparticle must have different 

characteristics (i.e. different shape, diameter or ligand chemistry) to induce RNA packaging. 
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2.5 Conclusions 

We demonstrated that large-scale all-atom molecular dynamics simulations are able to 

characterize in detail the bending and compaction of double stranded DNA and RNA with 

cationic ligand-stabilized nanoparticles in explicit aqueous solution. These simulations 

provide information which is inaccessible with coarse grained simulation approaches and 

current experimental methods. We showed that a nanoparticle with a charge greater than +30 

(50 % charge neutralization) is capable of bending DNA. However, the same nanoparticle 

does not cause bending of RNA under similar conditions. 

The ability of a nanoparticle to bend DNA was observed to be correlated with the 

nanoparticle’s charge and ligand corona shape, where high charge and spherical shape of the 

NP ligand corona are required for DNA bending. A lower salt concentration was associated 

with a higher degree of DNA bending, albeit at a price of structural integrity. Highly charged 

NP binding to DNA at 0.1 M NaCl induced smooth bending; however, at a lower salt 

concentration DNA bending occurred through the formation of permanent kinks about every 

10 to 15 base pairs. Analysis of helical parameters showed that nanoparticle-induced DNA 

bending caused a greater variation in groove width and depth when compared to the same 

sequence of DNA on the nucleosome. However, the roll parameter showed periodic variation 

similar to that of DNA on the nucleosome with a periodicity of approximately one turn. Roll, 

and to a smaller extent tilt, were determined to be the base pair parameters which contributed 

most to DNA bending. Moreover, we show that the +60 NP (100% charge neutralization) can 

bend DNA almost as efficiently as the histone octamer. For RNA, highly charged 

nanoparticle binding did not cause compaction in 0.1 M NaCl. To compact double stranded 

RNA, highly charged nanoparticles with low salt concentrations were required. The 

wrapping behavior observed in this paper was influenced by nanoparticle charge, shape of 

the nanoparticle ligand corona, and nanoparticle ligand length and flexibility. More work 

should be performed to address the role of nanoparticle size and ligand flexibility on the 
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conformations of DNA and RNA. Results from this paper can be used to guide the future 

design of efficient NP vectors for gene delivery and other biomimetic materials. 
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Chapter 3 

Designing nanoparticles for RNA binding, bending, and 

wrapping 
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3.0 Designing nanoparticles for RNA binding, bending, and wrapping 

3.1 Abstract 

Cationic nanoparticles are able to bend and wrap double-stranded DNA, but it has previously 

been shown that RNA exhibits different behavior. Here, we examine the effect of 

nanoparticle ligand length and sphericity on binding to RNA. Our results indicate that free 

volume of the nanoparticle ligands controls the ability of ligands to bind internally to RNA’s 

major groove. By limiting ligand length, and thus free volume, our simulations show that 

RNA bending and wrapping by nanoparticles is possible. NPs which are able to induce RNA 

bending cause a periodic variation in RNA’s major groove width.  

3.2 Introduction 

Every living cell carries genetic material in the form of either deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) 

or ribonucleic acid (RNA). Even relatively simple organisms, such as viruses, have genomes 

which must fit into spaces which are much smaller than their contour lengths. For instance, 

the bacteriophage λ, carrying a genome consisting of 5,386 base-pairs (bp) with a length of 

approximately 1,939 nm, must be packaged into a space with length of only 25 nm, a 

reduction of almost two orders of magnitude.1  In the human genome, There are 

approximately 6 billion base-pairs of DNA, totaling a length of approximately 2 meters, 

which must fit into each cell’s nucleus (diameter ~10-20 microns). 

Biologically, DNA is packaged in the eukaryotic cells by cationic histone proteins. The 

wrapping of DNA around these proteins, as well as higher order compaction into chromatin 

fibers, are active areas of research.2–5 Nanomaterials such as dendrimers6,7 or nanoparticles8–

10 may be created to mimic histone proteins and to compact DNA. In particular, inorganic 

nanoparticles show promise in applications such as gene delivery, due to tunable size and 
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surface chemistry.11,12 Understanding compaction of nucleic acids by nanostructures also can 

give insight into the biological process of nucleic acid compaction, and will be critical in the 

development of biomimetic materials such as artificial cells.13 

We have recently reported results from molecular dynamics simulations of histone-mimic 

nanoparticles with single-stranded nucleic acids (ssDNA and ssRNA)14 and short sequences 

of double-stranded DNA and RNA.15 Our simulations showed that cationic nanoparticles 

bind to, and can disrupt intramolecular interactions of single-stranded nucleic acids,14 while 

NPs with dsDNA can cause bending and wrapping of the DNA around the NP. For RNA, 

bending was not observed for physiological salt concentrations, but could be induced in low 

salt concentration conditions. Structural changes causing RNA bending, however, were 

different than those which occurred for DNA.  

While having similar characteristics to double-stranded DNA, the behavior of double-

stranded RNA differs in a number of ways. In contrast to DNA, RNA does not condense 

when paired with multivalent ions16 or spermine.17 Similarly, our work has shown that 

nanoparticles which can bend DNA, do not cause changes in conformation of double 

stranded RNA. Simulations suggest that both these phenomena may be a result of the way 

positively charged groups bind to RNA. Cations prefer to bind internally to RNA’s major 

groove,15,18 limiting the ability of the molecule to bend and/or condense with multivalent 

ions.  

In this letter, we examine the possibility of causing compaction of double-stranded RNA with 

cationic nanoparticles through variation of nanoparticle design using all-atom molecular 

dynamics simulations. The design of nanoparticles and the ligand shell have been shown to 

have a critical impact on the behavior of NPs in biological systems. Our previous simulations 

showed a correlation between shape of the ligand shell and a nanoparticle’s ability to bend 

DNA.15 Simulations by Van Lehn et al. have shown that the ligand shell of nanoparticles 
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with sufficiently long ligands is able shift and deform to optimize insertion into lipid 

membranes.19  Similarly, in our previous simulations, the ligand shell was able to change 

shape in response to nucleic acid binding due to the ligand length and the high nanoparticle 

free volume. 

Conformation of NP-nucleic acid complexes depends on many factors including nucleic acid 

type, salt concentration, and nanoparticle properties. Thus, studying nucleic acid compaction 

presents a considerable challenge. All-atom molecular modeling techniques, however, 

provide the opportunity to study these systems in detail.20  Here, we report results from large-

scale all-atom simulation of the binding of cationic nanoparticles to double stranded RNA. 

We test two factors of nanoparticle design -- sphericity of the ligand shell, and free volume 

of the ligands -- through variation in nanoparticle core size, ligand length, and end group.  

Figure 1A-C illustrates the nanoparticles studied. In the first nanoparticle design (NP1), the 

size of the core and ligand are identical to our previous reports,15,21 where the core diameter 

was 1.5 nm with 60 S-(CH2)11-NH3
+ ligands attached to the surface.22 In the second 

nanoparticle design (NP2), we shorten the interior carbon chain slightly, and make the end-

group bulkier (S-(CH2)10-N(CH3)3
+). This has the effect of increasing the hydrophobicity of 

the end-group, and reducing packing of the ligands. For the third nanoparticle design (NP3), 

the gold core is increased to 3 nm, while the length of the ligand chain is reduced (S-(CH2)6-

NH3
+). The total number of ligands attached to the 3 nm NP is 200, and comes from 

calculations based on the reference.23 These changes in design lead to nanoparticles that 

differ in NP core size, ligand length, and hydrophobicity, but have the same overall size and 

charge (Figure 1A-C). We paired each nanoparticle type with 100 base-pairs of double-

stranded RNA having sequence 

AUCAAUAUCCACCUGCAGAUUCUACCAAAAGUGUAUUUGGAAACUGCUCCAU

CAAAAGGCAUGUUCAGCUGAAUUCAGCUGAACAUGCCUUUUGAUGGAG. This 

sequence is analogous to the first 100 base-pairs of DNA in a crystal structure of the histone 
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octamer,24 and is a continuation of the sequence from our previous paper.15  As a control, we 

also simulated each ligand type with short RNA duplexes (30 basepairs (bp)), to observe the 

binding location of unattached ligands. 

Our simulations showed that ligand free volume is the primary factor affecting the ability of 

a nanoparticle to cause conformational changes to RNA. Limiting the length of ligands 

attached to NP surfaces reduces the volume they are able to explore and limits the ability of 

charged end groups to bind inside RNA’s major groove. However, we observe differences in 

the way each nanoparticle binds to RNA, based on ligand properties. The use of all-atom 

molecular dynamics simulations allows us to evaluate the bending of RNA in detail. Similar 

to DNA, RNA bends through periodic variation in major groove widths caused by changes in 

the roll base pair parameter. 
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Figure 3.1:  Experiment design and nanoparticle characterization. Three nanoparticles were 

designed with varying ligand end group and core size, so that the overall size of the 

nanoparticle was the same (A-C). A – 1.5 nm diameter gold core with long ligand, B – 1.5 

nm diameter gold core with long ligand and bulky end groups, C – 3.0 nm diameter gold core 

with short ligands. D – Snapshots from explicit solvent simulation of the nanoparticles. E-F – 

Nanoparticle characterization metrics, relative shape anisotropy (κ) and ligand free volume 

(Δv).  

 

3.3 Results and Discussion 

3.3.1 Nanoparticle Characterization  

Organic ligands coated on the surfaces of nanoparticles serve to prevent nanoparticle 

aggregation and control NP interaction with other molecules through surface chemistry. 

System properties such as ligand length, nanoparticle core diameter, or system temperature 

have been shown to affect the behavior of alkanethiol ligands on NP surfaces. For example, 
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ligand length and solution temperature affect ability of alkanethiol ligands to pack,25 and 

ligand behavior at solvent interfaces.26   

We have used the relative anisotropy index, κ2, to quantify nanoparticle shape previously. 

This metric ranges from 0 (spherical system) to 1 (line), and measures the shape of the 

nanoparticle ligand shell. Figure 3.2D shows representative snapshots from simulation of the 

three nanoparticle designs in 0.1M NaCl solution. The ligand shell for NP1 and NP2 are 

more flexible and show greater shape response than that of NP3, due to the longer ligand 

length. Measurement of the relative shape anisotropy, κ2, from simulation (Figure 3.2E) of 

the three nanoparticle designs shows that although all nanoparticle ligand shells are 

somewhat spherical, the anisotropy is reduced by limiting ligand packing (NP2), or 

shortening ligand length (NP3). 

Another measure that may be used to characterize ligand behavior is the ligand free volume, 

defined in Equation 3-1, which gives the excess volume a ligand may sample due to 

nanoparticle curvature relative to a flat surface.26 Here, σ specifies the ligand grafting 

density, l is ligand length, and r is radius of the nanoparticle. As shown in Equation 1, the 

free volume accessible to a ligand increases with increasing ligand length and decreasing 

nanoparticle diameter.  

Equation 3-1: Equation for nanoparticle ligand free volume. 

𝛥𝑣 =
𝑉𝑠𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 − 𝑉𝑓𝑙𝑎𝑡

# 𝑜𝑓 𝑙𝑖𝑔𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑠
 

𝛥𝑣 = (
1

3𝜎
) [

𝑙3

𝑟2
+

3𝑙2

𝑟
] 
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Figure 3.2F shows the approximate ligand free volume for each NP design, while the details 

of ligand length and core diameter for the calculations are shown in Supplemental 

Information. Designs NP1 and NP2 had approximately the same ligand free volume, while 

NP3 had a significantly smaller ligand free volume. Shortening ligand length and increasing 

the size of the NP core reduces ligand free volume through both the r and l parameter. Thus, 

with these nanoparticle designs, we examine the effect of nanoparticle ligand shell sphericity 

and ligand free volume on NP-RNA binding, while keeping the overall nanoparticle charge 

and size the same. 

Table 3.1: NP ligand properties 

 

3.3.2 RNA/NP Binding  

Representative snapshots of the final system conformations from our simulations are shown 

in Figure 3.2for NP1 (A), NP2 (B), and NP3 (C). Snapshots of the control simulations with 

free ligands are shown in Figure 3.2E-H. Although the charge and approximate size of each 

nanoparticle is the same, the final RNA conformation differs. When paired with NP1 and 

NP2, RNA remains in a linear conformation. However, RNA bends and wraps around NP3. 

Measurement of the RNA radius of gyration in each of the three simulations (Figure 3.2D) 

reveals that NP1 and NP2 do not cause expansion or contraction of RNA’s size, but NP3 

causes a reduction in radius of gyration through bending around the nanoparticle.  
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Figure 3.2: Ligand and nanoparticle binding to RNA. A-C – Representative snapshots form 

simulation showing final conformations of nanoparticles and RNA. Nanoparticles are NP1 

(A), NP2 (B), and NP3(C). D- Radius of gyration of RNA. Dotted reference line indicates 

radius of gyration of RNA in 0.1 M NaCl without nanoparticle bound. Uncertainty is 

represented with the standard deviation. 
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In our simulations, the overall nanoparticle size and charge are the same, but result in much 

different RNA behavior. Simple theory models, however would not predict this difference. 

Theoretical models which predict the bending energy of nucleic acids neglect atomic details 

and model the polyelectrolytes as bendable charged rods. For example, in the well-known 

worm-like chain model, the parameters determining bending energy are bending angle, 

segment length, and persistence length.4,27 In theoretical calculations by G.S. Manning, 

parameters such as the Bjerrum length and charge separation along the molecule  are used to 

calculate that 6% minimum charge neutralization of DNA is required for bending on a 

superhelical ramp similar to the nucleosome.28  Based solely on these type of descriptors 

(persistence length, charge separation along NA backbone, etc.), theory would not predict 

difference between nanoparticle behavior in these systems. Similarly, theory does not predict 

significant differences in mechanical properties of RNA and DNA. However, RNA and DNA 

exhibit different bending and condensation with multivalent ions.18,29 Thus, the molecular 

structure of the nanoparticles or nucleic acid molecules plays a significant role in interaction 

and behavior.  

We next examined the atomic details of ligand-RNA binding. Visually, the snapshots in 

Figure 3.2show differences in NP-RNA binding; the charged groups of NP1 appear to favor 

RNA’s major groove, while more spherical nanoparticles make contact with both groove. 

Measurements of the preferred binding locations of NP end groups, shown in Figure 3.3, 

demonstrate this quantitatively Figure 3.3 shows the binding location of the nitrogen on each 

nanoparticle end group for each nanoparticle as a radial distribution function (A-C) and a 

heatmap looking down the z-axis of the RNA helix (E-G for ligands attached to NPs, and I-L 

for ligands not attached to NPs).  Figure 3.3H shows a schematic of major and minor groove 

locations on an RNA base pair. In the radial distribution plots, red line at 0 represents RNA’s 

helical axis, while the black line indicates the outside of RNA’s helix.  
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Figure 3.3:Ligand binding locations on RNA for RNA+NP systems (A-C, E-G) and RNA + 

ligands (I-L). Data is presented here in columns, with the columns representing NP1, NP2, 

and NP3 (A, B, C), or their associated ligands respectively. D – Schematic of RNA’s helical 

axis (red) and outside of the helix. These reference lines are also present on E-G. A-C – 

Radial distribution plots of end group locations relative to RNA’s helical axis.  E-G – 

Heatmaps of binding locations for charged nanoparticle end-groups. Charged NP end groups 

prefer RNA’s major groove. 
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When ligands are not constrained by the nanoparticle core, they tend to bind RNA in both the 

major and minor groove of RNA for all systems (Figure 3.3I-L).  For ligands which contain 

only the NH3
+ end group, the major groove is preferred. However, for ligands with the 

methyl end groups (N(CH3)3
+), more ligands bind to RNA’s minor groove due to increased 

ligand hydrophobicity.  

Binding of NP1 to RNA is consistent with our earlier simulations, where the NH3
+ end-

groups bound inside of the RNA helix.15 For both small core NPs, NP1 and NP2, the ligands 

bind primarily inside of RNA, as shown in the radial distribution plots. However, for NP3, 

which had a smaller ligand free volume, the movement of the ligands was restricted and the 

majority of charged ligands bound to the outside of RNA. This binding to the outside of the 

RNA helix was associated with RNA bending, and also occurred in the second simulation of 

this system. In RNA-NP systems where ligands bound inside the major groove, no RNA 

bending occurred.  

Interestingly, from the radial distribution plot, NP3 still appears to have ligands bound inside 

of the RNA’s helix. However, examining the location of ligand binding in the major and 

minor grooves gives insight to this. Short unbound ligands travel deeper into the RNA major 

grooves, residing closer to RNA’s helical axis. Additionally, bound ligands generally show a 

greater preference for the minor groove compared to free ligands. Figure 3.3I-J shows a 

heatmap of ligand binding locations for each nanoparticle type, while For NP1 (Figure 3.3J), 

all charged ligands prefer to bind to RNA’s major groove, with many of them penetrating the 

helix. For NP3, however, charged ligand groups do not go into RNA’s major groove. For 

NP2 and NP3, the more spherical nanoparticles, some ligands also contact RNA’s minor 

groove. For NP3, where ligands bind inside of the minor groove, this is probably due also to 

increased hydrophobicity of the NP end-groups, as the RNA minor groove is more 
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hydrophobic. Overall, RNA bending with nanoparticles is associated with the absence of 

ligands inside the major groove of RNA. 

3.3.3 RNA Bending Parameters  

The orientation of two nucleic acid base pairs to one another may be described using six 

parameters. Three of these are translational – shift, slide, and rise – while three are rotational 

– roll, tilt, and twist. The roll base pair parameter, which describes groove width and depth, is 

particularly important for DNA bending.15,30 Bending of nucleic acids can be achieved 

through periodic variations in the roll and tilt parameters, or a combination of both. Figure S3 

and Table S2 show models of RNA bending which have been achieved through the 

application of periodic variation of roll, and/or tilt. We built these models using the program 

3DNA31,32, and performed an energy minimization in implicit solvent in order to obtain 

energies associated with each type of bending for RNA and DNA. 

As shown in Table S2, the bending energies for RNA and DNA do not differ greatly. The 

energy penalty per base-pair is highest for changes in the tilt base-pair parameter (4.3 

kcal/mol and 5.2 kcal/mol for RNA and DNA respectively), and lower for roll or 

combination roll-tilt bending (~2.1-2.8 kcal/mol for all samples).  
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Figure 3.4: Models of 30 bp of RNA bent using variation of the roll base pair parameter, the 

tilt base parameter, or both. 

Table 3.2: Bending energies for DNA and RNA bending models. 
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Figure 3.5 shows axial bend, major groove width, and roll and tilt base pair parameters for 

RNA in each simulation. For each parameter, we did a three point smoothing average across 

the RNA helix in each snapshot to reduce noise from bp movement before taking a time-

average for the plot values. Figure 3.5A shows that NP1 and NP2 do not cause significant 

bending, however, bending is higher for NP3. This bending is accompanied by a periodic 

variation on the major groove width (Figure 3.5B). Tilt showed no significant variation for 

any of the samples, indicating it does not contribute greatly to RNA bending. However, 

Figure 3.5C shows that bending of RNA with NP3 was associated with a periodic variation 

on RNA’s roll parameter (bottom panel). This periodic variation was not observed for RNA 

with NPs which did not cause bending, indicating the RNA bending occurs through periodic 

changes in the roll parameter. Variations in roll parameter show direct correlation with 

RNA’s major groove width. The width of the major groove is smallest for high roll angles. 

At the lowest values, the major groove width is approximately 0 Å, suggesting that RNA 

bending by nanoparticles can only occur when ligands are not inside the major groove. In 

contrast, the minor groove shows much smaller variation in width (Figure 3.6). 
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Figure 3.5: RNA structure and bending. A – Plot of axial bend between base-pairs for RNA 

with NP1, NP2, and NP3 for last nanosecond of simulation. Dotted line shows average for 

RNA in solution with no nanoparticle. B –Plot showing major groove width for RNA with 

each nanoparticle. For A and B, shaded regions on each line indicate the standard deviation. 

C- Roll (red) and tilt (pink) parameters for NP1 (top), NP2 (middle), and NP3 (bottom). 

Large values of axial bend are associated with periodic variation in the roll parameter. 
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Figure 3.6: Minor groove width for RNA+NP samples 

3.4 Conclusions 

Herein, we have examined the effect of three nanoparticle and ligand designs on the shape 

and conformation of double stranded RNA using large-scale all-atom molecular dynamics 

simulations. Based on nanoparticle behavior and observed preferred binding sites for cationic 

end groups of nanoparticles, we tested three nanoparticle designs.  

Results show that reducing ligand free volume effectively inhibited ligand from binding 

inside the major groove and caused bending of the RNA around the NP.  NPs with long 

ligands with cationic end groups bound internally to RNA, and did not cause bending. 

Characterization of RNA’s base-pair parameters showed that RNA bending was associated 

with periodic variations in RNA’s roll parameters, and consequently major groove width. 

The minor groove was affected to a lesser extent, however. Overall, results suggest that NP 

design is critical in the interaction of NPs with nucleic acids.  
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3.5 METHODS 

3.5.1 System Details  

Systems consisted of 100 bp RNA and one nanoparticle in an explicit solvent box. RNA was 

aligned along the z-axis of the simulation box. Because of the length of RNA, the solvent box 

was much larger in the x and y dimensions, with a solvent buffer of 20 to 25 angstrom, to 

allow rotation of the RNA. Nanoparticles were initially placed with a center of mass distance 

of at least 4 nm from RNA’s helical axis. All systems were solvated with TIP3P water, with 

ions added to neutralize the system, and sodium and chloride ions added to achieve a salt 

concentration of 0.1M NaCl. The DNA was described using ff99bsc0 force field33 with 

sequence was taken from a crystal structure of the histone octamer.24 Systems typically 

contained between 750 thousand to just over 1 million atoms (long DNA systems) including 

solvent and ions. 

The force field for nanoparticles were the same as described in our earlier work. Gold 

nanoparticles consist of a spherical gold core decorated with alkanethiol ligands. In this 

paper, we describe gold nanoparticles with a 3.0 nm diameter having 200 total ligands or a 

1.5 nm diameter have 60 total ligands. The number of ligands on the 1.5 nm particle is based 

on experimentally determined measurements showing that a NP with size 1.5 nm has 60 

alkanethiol ligands on its surface.22 For the larger nanoparticle, we calculated the number of 

ligands based on theory of the number of ligands which can be attached to curved NP 

surfaces.23 Partial charges on the nanoparticle ligands were calculated using the R.E.D 

Server.34 Partial charges for all ligands in this study are shown in Figure 3.7. 
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Figure 3.7: Partial charges of nanoparticle ligands. 
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To achieve a charge on the nanoparticle, ligands were attached to the NP surface. For the 1.5 

nm NP, all ligand end-groups were charged, but differed in the charged end. The ligands 

were S-(CH2)11-R where R indicates an end group which is either an amine end group 

(R=NH3+) or a trimethyl amine end group (R=N(CH3)3
+). For the larger nanoparticles, not all 

ligands were charged. The ligands were S-(CH2)5-R, where R is either an amine end group 

(R=NH3
+) or a methyl end group (R=CH3). The number of charged end groups on a 

nanoparticle determines the nanoparticle charge (i.e., NPs with charge +60 have 60 amine 

terminated ligands).  

3.5.2 Simulation Procedure  

All-atom molecular dynamics simulations were performed using the Amber1435 and Amber 

16 software packages. Minimization and solvent equilibration simulations were run using 

CPUs, while production simulations were run using Amber’s GPU-accelerated code.36–38  

We used an 11-step minimization and equilibration routine before production simulations. 

Systems were first minimized for 10,000 cycles using a steepest descent method, followed by 

several steps of constrained heating and solvent equilibration. During equilibration, the RNA 

and nanoparticles were held in place using gradually reduced harmonic constraints, using an 

isotheral-isobaric ensemble to allow adjustment of system density. After solvent 

equilibration, all constraints were released, and simulations were switched to a constant 

volume and temperature (NVT) ensemble using a Berendsen thermostat.39 Simulations were 

run  with a 2 fs timestep. Simulation continue until structural conversion occurred, but for a 

minimum of 120 ns for all NP-RNA systems. 
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3.5.3 System Analysis  

Simulations were analyzed using CPPTRAJ40 and in-house scripts. For analysis of RNA base 

pair parameters, we used the program Curves+.41 Visualizations were produced using the 

Visual Molecular Dynamics (VMD) program.42 
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Chapter 4 

Tuning Nanoparticle Core Size and Ligand Length for 

DNA Packaging 
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4.0 Tuning Nanoparticle Core Size and Ligand Length for DNA Packaging 

4.1 Abstract 

For this chapter, results from all-atom molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of the binding 

of one nanoparticle of differing core size to DNA molecules of differing lengths is presented. 

We investigate the effect of NP charge and gold core diameter, ligand length, and DNA 

length on DNA conformation and binding dynamics. Nanoparticles with charge +30, +60 and 

+120, and two DNA lengths (30 base-pairs and 100 base-pairs (bp)) were simulated. 

4.2 Methods 

4.2.1 System Details 

Systems were made up of DNA and one nanoparticle in an explicit solvent box. 

Nanoparticles were initially placed with a center of mass distance of at least 4 nm 

from DNA’s helical axis. All systems were solvated with TIP3P water and a salt 

concentration of 0.1M NaCl. The DNA was described using ff99bsc0 force field1 with 

sequence was taken from a crystal structure of the histone octamer,2 

ATCAATATCCACCTGCAGATTCTACCAAAAGTGTATTTGGAAACTGCTCCA

TCAAAAGGCATGTTCAGCTGAATTCAGCTGAACATGCCTTTTGATGGAG. 

Systems typically contain between 250 thousand (short DNA systems) to just over 1 

million atoms (long DNA systems) including solvent. 

The force field for nanoparticles were the same as described in Chapters2 and 3 of this 

dissertation and in my published work.3,4 Gold nanoparticles consist of a spherical 

gold core decorated with alkanethiol ligands. In this chapter, gold nanoparticles with a 

3.0 nm diameter having 200 total ligands or a 1.5 nm diameter have 60 total ligands 

are described. The smaller core NPs were initially introduced in Chapter 3. The 
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number of ligands on the 1.5 nm particle is based on experimentally determined 

measurements showing that a NP with size 1.5 nm has 60 alkanethiol ligands on its 

surface.5 For the larger nanoparticle, we calculated the number of ligands based on 

theory of the number of ligands which can be attached to curved NP surfaces.6 

To achieve a charge on the nanoparticle, two types of ligands were attached to the NP 

surface: S-(CH2)6-R or S-(CH2)11-R , where R indicates an end group which is either a 

methyl end group (R=CH3) or an amine end group (R=NH3
+). The number of amine end 

groups on a nanoparticle determines the nanoparticle charge (i.e., NPs with charge +60 have 

60 amine terminated ligands). Nanoparticles with differing core sizes were designed to have 

the same overall radius of gyration, but differ in the free volume of the NP ligands (Figure 

4.1A-B). The partial charges of the ligands were calculated using the R.E.D. Server.7 

Partial charges of the ligands are the same as shown in Chapter 3, Figure 3.7. Because 

the 3 nm NP has a larger surface area, a greater number of ligands can be attached and the 

NP can achieve a higher charge. Thus, we also examined the binding of a 3 nm particle with 

greater than +60 charge to DNA, choosing an overall charge of +120 for the NP.  
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Figure 4.1:Simulation system details and length scales. (A) 1.5 nm gold nanoparticle with 

C12 ligand (B) 3.0 nm gold nanoparticle with C6 ligand. The nanoparticles were designed so 

that the nanoparticle core and ligand combined had the same overall size. (C) 100 basepairs 

of DNA (D) 30 basepairs of DNA. 

 

4.2.2 Molecular Dynamics Simulations 

I performed all-atom  molecular dynamics (MD) simulations using the AMBER 14 software 

package8 with the GPU-accelerated PMEMD code.9–11   Systems were prepared for 

production simulations using a 10-step equilibration. Systems were first minimized using a 

steepest-descent conjugate gradient minimization, followed by 200 kcal/mol- Å2 heating from 

0K to 300K over 100 picoseconds. The systems density and ions were then allowed to adjust 

in several isothermal-isobaric (NPT) simulations where the DNA and nanoparticles were 

constrained (constraints ranging from 200 kcal/mol- Å2 to 25 kcal/mol- Å2). After solvent 

equilibration, another steepest-descent minimization was performed, and the system was 

again heated to 300K. After equilibration, simulations were performed using constant volume 

and temperature (NVT ensemble) for a minimum of 120 ns (short DNA systems) or 150 ns 
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(larger DNA systems) until structural convergence occurred as judged by RMSD of the 

nucleic acid backbone. Analysis of trajectories was performed using the program 

CPPTRAJ,12 part of the Amber Tools suite, Curves+,13 and in-house scripts. Visualizations 

were prepared with Visual Molecular Dynamics (VMD).14 

4.3 Results & Discussion 

4.3.1 Nanoparticle Complexation with Short DNA 

Final DNA Conformation: The complexation of NPs with varying core size and ligand 

length to short 30 bp fragments of DNA is first investigated. Figure 4.2 shows representative 

snapshots of the nanoparticle-DNA systems for the 1.5 nm particles (A-B) and the 3.0 nm 

particles (C-D). The average of the end-to-end distance, Dete, for the last 5 ns of simulation 

time is shown in Figure 4.2F. The dashed line indicates the average Dete of DNA in solution 

without nanoparticles, while the standard deviation is presented as uncertainty associated 

with the averages. 

In Chapter 2, we presented results of the binding of 1.5 nm particles to 30 bp of double 

stranded DNA.4 We found that the minimum charge which was able to bend 30 bp DNA was 

+30 for the 1.5 nm NPs. Results from simulations of the 3.0 nm particles with 30 bp of DNA, 

however, shows different behavior. Upon binding with the 3.0 nm particle, the 30 bp DNA 

remains in its linear conformation, and does not undergo bending.  

The +60 NP is able to cause bending for both nanoparticle core sizes. However, the end-to-

end distance, Dete , is greater for the larger nanoparticle. Examination of the final 

conformation of the DNA with the 3 nm +60 NP shows incomplete wrapping of the DNA 

around the NP (Figure 4.2D). 
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Figure 4.2: Final conformation of 30 bp DNA and nanoparticle systems A- +30 1.5 nm NP; 

B - +60 1.5 nm NP; C- +60 3.0 nm NP; D - +60 3.0 nm NP; E - +120 3.0 nm NP; F – End to 

end distance (Dete) vs. nanoparticle charge for nanoparticles with varying core size and 

charge.  
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4.3.2 Nanoparticle Complexation with Long DNA 

Final DNA Conformation 

Because biological DNA molecules are at least thousands of bp in length, it is desirable to 

study the interaction of NPs with longer DNA molecules. Most all atom simulation of DNA 

compaction has been limited to very short fragments of DNA with length less than 50 bp; 

however, the use of GPU computing for these simulations allows us to simulate much larger 

systems.  

I next simulated the binding of NPs to longer DNA with length equal to 100 bp. This length 

of DNA has an end-to-end distance in solution of approximately 30 nm in its extended 

conformation (Figure 4.1C), compared to the ~9 nm end-to-end distance observed for 30 bp 

DNA, and is a larger DNA molecule which has been reported in such simulations to date. 

With water molecules and ions, each simulation system contained approximately 750,000 to 

1 million atoms. Figure 3 shows final simulation snapshots of various NPs with the 100 bp 

DNA molecule. 

Here, the nanoparticle is considered to be able to cause DNA bending if the conformational 

change of DNA observed in the simulation is not transient. Similar to complexation with 

shorter DNA fragments, the small core +30 nanoparticle is able to bend DNA, while the 

nanoparticle with the larger core does not cause the formation of a permanent bend in the 

DNA. Higher nanoparticle charges led to a greater degree of DNA bending and a reduced 

DNA radius of gyration compared to DNA in solution for both nanoparticle core sizes.  The 

+60 nanoparticles of both core sizes were able to bend DNA in approximately one 

superhelical loop, with excess DNA dangling from the end. For longer DNA, there is a 

distinction between DNA bending and wrapping. For DNA to be wrapped, it must make 

approximately one turn around the nanoparticle. Thus, the lower NP charge (+30) only cause 

DNA bending, while higher charges (+60, +120) cause bending and wrapping of the DNA. 
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Figure 4.3: Representative snapshots of the final conformation of 100 bp DNA with 

nanoparticles of varying core size and charge.  
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DNA Wrapping Kinetics 

Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5 show annotated maps of DNA bending per residue for both +30 

NPs and +60 NPs studied. Here, the y axis indicates simulation time, while the x-axis 

indicates the DNA base considered. The map is colored by the bending angle between 

adjacent bp, and gives an indication of the bending of DNA through time. Annotated 

snapshots are shown next to the plots, and show the DNA conformation during nanoparticle 

binding before and after bending occurs. 

The +30 nanoparticle for both core sizes are able to bend DNA for long sequences, but only 

the smaller core NP bends DNA for the 30 bp strand, with the bend being persistent (Figure 

4.4). It is important to note that the ability of the nanoparticle to bend the longer DNA may 

be correlated with fluctuations in the nucleic acid shape. The persistence length of DNA is 

approximately 50 nm, or 150 bp of DNA. Although this sequence is below the persistence 

length, it is sufficiently long that the DNA experiences some bending due to thermal 

fluctuations. In contrast, the 30 basepair segment considered earlier may be considered as a 

rigid rod.  The end-to-end distance of the 100 bp DNA sequence when alone in solution 

fluctuates more than the shorter DNA sequence. Thus, the +30 nanoparticle with the larger 

core is able to bend the longer DNA in some cases, but the bend is transient.  

Figure 4.5 shows a similar figure for the + 60 NPs with DNA. The pattern of bending for 

both of these nanoparticles is very similar. Nanoparticles bind to, and begin bending 

nanoparticles in approximately the same place. For +60 NPs, bending persists after formation 

with both nanoparticle sizes. For both nanoparticles, DNA wraps around one time, with the 

wrap taking approximately 60 base pairs.  
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Figure 4.4:DNA wrapping for +30 NPs. A and B show heat maps of bending angles between 

base pairs. As shown here, bending for the +30 NP is transient when there is a larger core. 

However, for the smaller core NP, bending persists after formation. 
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Figure 4.5: DNA wrapping for +60 NPs. A and B show heat maps of bending angles between 

base pairs.  
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Nucleic Acid Basepair Parameters: 

Use of all-atom molecular dynamics allows for the observation in the details of changes in 

DNA structure as the nanoparticles bind and wrap DNA. As discussed previously, DNA 

bending may occur through various changes in the DNA structure including changes in 

helical rise, twist, or groove width and depth. Here, we consider the structure of DNA in its 

final conformation with nanoparticles.  

Analysis of bending energies in Chapter 3 showed that for DNA, roll bending or roll-tilt 

bending is lowest energy (Table 3.2). Figure 4.6 shows the roll and tilt base pair parameters 

for the two +60 NPs and the 3 nm +120 NP.    
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Figure 4.6: Roll and tilt base pair parameter for +60 1.5 nm NP (A) +60 3 nm NP(B), and 

+120 3 nm particle (C)  

The roll parameter shows a periodic variation, as expected for nucleic acid bending, for all 

samples. The periodicity of this variation, however, is greater than the number of base pairs 

per turn (~10.5), suggesting that the DNA is underwound.. Analysis of this DNA sequence 

without a nanoparticle bound shows underwinding, with a twist of ~32º, compared to 36º 

typically expected for B-DNA. This underwinding persists when DNA is wrapped around the 

nanoparticle. 

In the nucleosome, DNA wraps around the histone octamer approximately 1.5 times, 

equating to around 147 bp of DNA. Variation in the roll and tilt parameters used previously 

in this dissertation are useful for bending of DNA. Previously, we have showed that DNA 
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bending occurs primarily through changes in the roll base pair parameter. For example, 

Figure 2.7 showed that the tilt parameter resulted in a much lower degree of bending than the 

tilt parameter.  This is also true for the larger DNA studied here, however, other base pair 

parameters have to be considered to describe when DNA is able to wrap more than 1 time 

around the NP, as is observed for the +120 NP. The slide parameter has been shown to 

contribute significantly to the superhelical ramp of DNA in the nucleosome.15 For the 

nucleosome, changes in the roll parameter are accompanied by periodic changes in slide. 

However, for the +120 particle, this occurs primarily at one spot (shown in red Figure 4.7A), 

where shift and slide change.  
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A 

 

B 

 

Figure 4.7: DNA wrapped around +120 NP colored by shift bp parameter (A). Outline of 

DNA backbone showing change in structure with shift + slide (B) 
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Ion Binding Locations 

Next, we compare the binding locations of the NP end groups for DNA and RNA (reported 

in the previous chapter). For RNA, charged end groups of the nanoparticle preferred to bind 

to the major groove. This was shown in Chapter 3, but can also be seen in Figure 4.8. For 

DNA, however, the charged end groups seem to prefer the minor and parts of the major 

groove. Additionally, wrapping of the DNA shows contact of the charged end groups around 

the helix, rather than favoring a groove. 
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Figure 4.8: Location of charged end groups for +60 NPs with RNA and DNA. We compare 

to RNA here to distinguish nanoparticle behavior with DNA vs RNA from that of the 

previous chapter.  

4.4 Conclusions 

Here, we have evaluated the binding of nanoparticles of varying charge and gold core size to 

double stranded DNA.  My simulations results showed that nanoparticles of similar overall 

sizes can have different binding behaviour depending on their core size, and ligand length. 

Large core nanoparticles were less efficient in causing DNA to bend, and in general, caused 

bending to occur more slowly than their counterparts with small cores and long ligands. 

Analysis of base pair parameters showed bending and wrapping to occur through changes in 
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the roll parameter. In the case (+120 NP), where the DNA wrapped around the NP more than 

once, slide and shift base pair parameters played a role in DNA wrapping.  
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Chapter 5 

Binding of single stranded nucleic acids to cationic ligand 

functionalized gold nanoparticles

5.0 Binding of single stranded nucleic acids to cationic ligand functionalized gold 

nanoparticles 

Chapter reprinted (adapted) with permission from 

J.A. Nash; T.L. Tucker; W. Therriault; Y.G. Yingling; Binding of single stranded nucleic 

acids to cationic ligand functionalized gold nanoparticles; Biointerphases. 11, 2016. 

5.1 Abstract 

The interactions of nanoparticles with single stranded nucleic acids (NAs) have important 

implications in gene delivery and other biomedical applications. In this work, we examine 

the complexation of cationic ligand functionalized gold nanoparticles with single stranded 

DNA and RNA using all atom molecular dynamics simulations. The results indicate that 

complexation depends mostly on charge of nanoparticle, and, to lesser extent, sequence and 

type of nucleic acid. Findings indicate that for cationic nanoparticles, electrostatic 

interactions between charged ligands and the nucleic acid backbone dominate binding 

regardless of nanoparticle charge.  Highly charged nanoparticles bind more tightly and cause 

compaction of the single-stranded NAs through disruption of intrastrand π- π stacking and 

hydrogen bonding.  However, poly-purine strands (polyA-DNA, polyA-RNA) show less 
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change in structure than poly-pyrimidine strands (polyT-DNA, polyU-RNA). Overall, the 

results show that control over ssNA structure may be achieved with cationic NPs with a 

charge of more than 30, but the extent of the structural changes depends on sequence.  

5.2 Introduction 

In gene therapy, foreign nucleic acids are introduced into cells to affect gene expression. This 

field holds the great promise to treat a number of genetic disorders and diseases.1 However, 

efficient and effective delivery vehicles are required for transporting genetic material into 

cells. Positively charged dendrimers or nanoparticles can be used to bind negatively charged 

nucleic acids (NAs) through electrostatic interactions and act as delivery vectors.2,3 Ligand 

functionalized  inorganic nanoparticles (NPs) are particularly promising in this area of 

research3,4  because of potential stimuli responsiveness and tunable surface chemistry. 

Control over shape, size, and charge of the NP-nucleic acid complex is crucial for its delivery 

efficiency and transport into cells. For example, studies of the cellular uptake of citrate 

stabilized gold nanoparticles have shown strong size effects, with maximum uptake occurring 

with 50 nm particles,5 whereas increasing nanoparticle ligand hydrophobicity has been 

shown to increase cytotoxicity of nanoparticles.6  

The interactions between NPs and nucleic acids can be engineered to occur in a predictable 

manner.  Recent studies show that positively charged nanoparticles7 and DNA micelles8 were 

able to interact with and across  the cellular membrane. Additionally, ligand chemical 

identity and charge can control biodistribution of nanoparticles, with charged nanoparticles 

accumulating in different organ regions as compared to uncharged NPs.9  However, the NP 

design rules for effective gene delivery are yet to be fully formulated. 

Computational techniques can provide atomic level details of the mechanism of interactions 

between nanoparticles with DNA and predict the required properties for NPs. All previous 
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computational investigations focused on interactions between NP and double stranded DNA 

(dsDNA). For example, atomistic molecular dynamics simulations have shown that cationic 

dendrimers cause different conformational changes to dsDNA depending on the dendrimer 

generation and overall charge.10 Smaller dendrimers bind and conform to the structure of 

dsDNA, resulting in local deformation of the helix. In contrast, binding of higher generation 

dendrimers causes bending of dsDNA. The Yingling Group has shown that high 

concentrations of nanoparticles with low charge can damage dsDNA by inducing DNA 

strand separation,11  and for low concentrations of nanoparticles, the bending of dsDNA 

around the nanoparticle depends on the NP charge (discussed in next chapter). 

Though structural conformations of ssDNA and ssRNA are essential for recognition by other 

nucleic acids and proteins and their biological functions, the nature of non-covalent 

complexation of NPs with a single stranded DNA or RNA (ssDNA, ssRNA) remain much 

less well characterized and understood. Many applications in nanotechnology rely on 

ssDNA’s ability to hybridize with complementary strands through base pairing, which is 

used to assemble complex shapes and structures such as DNA origami12 or tiles13, or to 

induce a nanoscale motion such as “nanorobots”14 or DNA walkers.15  Thus, NP binding to 

nucleic acids may induce changes that can be used to further modify and control the 

processes of hybridization and interrupt RNA’s and DNA’s intramolecular interactions.   

In this chapter we present results from simulations of nanoparticles of three different total 

charges: +6, +30, and +60 with ssRNA and ssDNA. To observe the differences which may 

be imparted by nucleic acid sequence, either poly-Adenine (polyA-DNA and polyA-RNA), 

poly-Thymine (polyT-DNA) or poly-Uracil (polyU-RNA) were investigated.  
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5.3 Methods 

All-atom molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were performed using the AMBER 14 

software package16 with the GPU-accelerated PMEMD code.17–19 Single stranded NAs were 

simulated using the ff99bsc020 force field. The force field parameters and the preparation of 

ligand functionalized nanoparticles with metal core diameter of approximately 1.5 nm were 

described previously.11 The nanoparticle core consisted of 135 gold atoms functionalized 

with 60 S-(CH2)11-R organic ligands, where R is an end-group. The end-group of the ligands 

were either an ammonium cation (R=NH4
+) or a methyl group (R=CH3), allowing for 

variation of nanoparticle charge by varying the number of charged nanoparticle ligands.  

Single stranded poly-Adenine (polyA-DNA or polyA-RNA), single stranded poly-Thymine 

(polyT-DNA) and single stranded poly-Uracil (polyU-RNA) were each 60 bases long. All 

nucleic acid sequences were equilibrated (folded) in implicit solvent for at least 60 ns prior to 

introduction of NPs for simulation of nanoparticle binding. Systems containing NPs and 

DNA were first simulated in implicit solvent for 20 ns then subjected to an explicit solvent 

refinement for 10 ns. Implicit solvent was chosen for simulations of folding an initial binding 

because the reduced viscosity in implicit solvent allows for greater sampling of 

conformational space and faster conformational convergence.21  

Implicit solvent simulations were performed using igb=1 option in AMBER, which uses the 

pairwise descreening method of Hawkins, Cramer and Truhlar.22 This implicit solvent 

technique has been found to be a good model for nucleic acids in solution.23 In explicit 

solvent simulations, systems were solvated with TIP3P water and sodium chloride (NaCl) 

ions with force field parameters from Joung and Cheatham24 at a concentration of 0.1M 

NaCl. Simulation analysis was performed using CPPTRAJ25 and in-house scripts, while 

images were created using Visual Molecular Dynamics (VMD).26 
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5.3.1 Implicit Solvent Simulations 

Implicit solvent simulation systems were prepared using a four-step protocol for 

minimization and heating.11 The system was first subjected to a 10,000 step steepest descent 

minimization, followed by constrained 20 kcal/mol- Å2 heating to 300 K and two consecutive 

constrained MD equilibrations with 1 kcal/mol- Å2  and 0.1 kcal/mol- Å2  constraints 

correspondingly.  Production simulations were run with no constraints with implicit salt 

concentration of 0.5 M and 1 fs time step using a Berendsen27 thermostat with no cut-off for 

nonbonded interactions. Simulations in implicit solvent were carried out for at least 20 ns. 

The implicit solvent simulations were also used for analysis of initial nanoparticle binding to 

the nucleic acid chain. 

5.3.2 Explicit Solvent Simulations 

Final stable conformations from implicit solvent simulation were used to perform explicit 

solvent refinement simulations. The explicitly solvated system was first minimized using a 

steepest descent method for 10,000 cycles. Subsequently, the system was heated to 300 K 

over 100 picoseconds using a Langevin thermostat. The heating step was performed using an 

isothermal-isobaric (NPT) ensemble to allow the solvent to adjust to the appropriate density. 

Production simulations were performed using the pmemd.cuda in the AMBER software 

suite. For production simulations, we used the isothermal-isobaric ensemble with a 

Berendsen thermostat27 with a 9 Å cut-off for non-bonded interactions. Long-range 

electrostatic interactions were calculated using a Particle Mesh Ewald summation. 

Simulations were run for a minimum of 10 ns in explicit solvent for structure refinement, of 

which the last 5 ns was used for analysis.  
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5.4 Results and Discussion 

5.4.1 Nanoparticle Contact with Nucleic Acids 

The nanoparticle ligands are hydrophobic alkyl chains capped with either an ammonium 

cation or a methyl group. Thus, binding of such NPs to NAs can be achieved through 

contacts with the positively charged end-group (electrostatic and hydrogen bonding) or 

through hydrophobic contacts with the alkyl chain. Figure 5.1shows a comparison of 

intermolecular contacts of hydrophobic  and electrostatic part of the ligand for +6 and +60 

NPs with polyT-DNA and polyU-RNA (Figure 5.1(d)-(e)) and the corresponding 

simulations snapshots (Figure 5.1(f)-(g)).  Here, NA residues are considered to be ‘in 

contact’ with the NP when interatomic distance of less than 3.5 Å between NAs atoms and 

either the ammonium cation end-group (charged contact) or of the hydrophobic carbon chain 

(hydrophobic contact) is achieved.  Initially, all NP atoms are farther than 3.5 Å away from 

NAs and the number of NP/NA atom contacts is zero. The number of NP-NA contacts 

increases as the simulation progresses, with the number of contacts levelling off by about 10 

ns simulations time for all systems. Highly charged NPs bind to nucleic acids and reach a 

stable conformation more rapidly than NPs with low charge. The simulations indicate that the 

interaction type between the nanoparticle and NAs depends on the NP charge.   
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Figure 5.1: Simulation snapshots and NP-NA contacts. Snapshots for NPs with (a) polyT-

DNA in solution, with (b) +6 NP and with (c)+60 NP. (d-e) show NP-NA contacts data for 

the (d)+6NP and the (e)+60 NP. Number of NA contacts with charged ligand end groups are 

in red, and number of contacts with hydrophobic ligand chain are in black for polyT-DNA 

(solid lines) and polyU-RNA (dashed lines). Snapshots for (f) NPs with polyU-RNA in 

solution, with (g)+6 NP and with (h)+60 NP  

 

Analysis shows that each charged group is able to interact with more than one base; for 

example, the number of charged contacts between the +6 NP and polyT-DNA and poly-U 

RNA bases is around 11-14, meaning that each charged ligand can interact with more than 
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one base. A representative illustration of interactions of NP ligands with DNA is shown in 

Figure 5.2.   

 

Figure 5.2: Illustration of ligand-nucleic acid interactions (charged ligand with RNA). Green 

dashed line shows hydrogen bonding/electrostatic interactions, while, the dashed pink line 

shows a hydrophobic vdw interaction. Each ligand can have multiple interactions with the 

nucleic acid. 

For the +6 NP, the interactions of NAs with the hydrophobic part of the NP ligand is more 

dominant than with the charged end group (Figure 5.1(d)). This trend is reversed for the +60 

NP where nucleic acids make a greater number of contacts with the charged ligand end 

groups than with the hydrophobic part of the ligands. Due to constraints in the ligand 

movement around the NP, not all of the ligands are able to bind to the nucleic acid chain 

(Figure 5.1(b-c)). This results in a lower number of nucleic acid contacts per charged ligand 

for the +60 NP relative to the +6 NP. The observed trends are the same independent of 

sequence and type of nucleic acid (Figure 5.3). Increasing nanoparticle charge also increases 

the number of hydrophobic contacts with the nucleic acid as charged end groups are able to 

bind with the DNA through both electrostatic and hydrophobic interactions 
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.  

Figure 5.3:  Nanoparticle contacts with polyA-DNA (A,B), polyA-RNA (C,D) and polyU-

RNA (E,F). Atom contacts are defined as being within 5 angstrom of NP ligands. Plot 

showing number of atoms contacted by charged groups (red) and uncharged alkyl chains 

(black) for +6 NP(top row) and +60 NP (bottom row). 

5.4.2 Solvent Accessible Surface Area  

We observed that change in nucleic acid conformation upon binding with a NP depends on 

NP charge. One way to detect structural changes is by considering the surface area of the 

nucleic acid molecules which interacts with the solvent in a complex, or the solvent 

accessible surface area (SASA).  Nanoparticle binding to nucleic acids is expected to 

decrease the SASA of the NA molecule because the NP and NP ligands blocks part of the 

surface area of the molecule available to solvent. Shown in Figure 5.4 is the change in SASA 

for polyT-DNA (a), polyA-DNA (b), polyU-RNA (c) and polyA-RNA (d) upon binding with 
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various NPs. The SASA is divided into contributions from the nucleic acid backbone (red) 

and from the nucleic acid bases (gray) in this plot. 

 

Figure 5.4 Solvent accessible surface area for (a) polyT-DNA, (b) polyU-RNA, (c) polyA-

DNA, and (d) polyA-RNA as a function of interactions with various nanoparticles. The 

contribution to SASA from the backbone and bases are colored as red and gray respectively. 

 

In general, SASA of hydrophobic molecules is lower than SASA of hydrophilic molecules in 

aqueous solutions. For example, for the nanoparticles considered here, the SASA for 

nanoparticle with uncharged alkyl ligands in 0.1 M NaCl is 7.3 x 103 ± 130 Å2  while the 

SASA for the most highly charged nanoparticle is 9.5 x 103 ± 140 Å2,  representing an 

increase of nearly 30% due to charge or protonation. As the number of charged groups on the 

nanoparticles increases, the surface area of the nanoparticle increases due to electrostatic 

repulsion between the end-groups and increase hydrophilicity of the nanoparticle.  

The structure of ssNAs in aqueous solution represents partially folded conformation which 

occurs through minimization of the hydrophobic surface area of the nucleic acid bases and 
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through the formation of intramolecular interactions such as hydrogen bonding and π 

stacking. Thus, the charged NA backbone is accessible to solvent. In our simulations, we 

observe that in the absence of NP, the SASA for NA molecules is dominated by the polar, 

highly charged backbone (Figure 5.4). A change in SASA of nucleic acids upon NP binding 

indicates NA structural changes.  

All nucleic acid sequences under study show similar trends in SASA upon interaction with 

NPs. In the absence of NPs, the backbone SASA is higher than that of the bases due to 

partially folded conformation of nucleic acids. In general, the binding of charged NPs caused 

a decrease in SASA of the NA backbone, with higher nanoparticle charge causing a greater 

reduction in backbone SASA. This indicates that interactions of charged ligand with the NA 

backbone changes hydration properties and conformation of the backbone (Figure 5.1 (a)-

(c), (f)-(h)). For ssNAs alone or NAs bound to nanoparticles with low charge (+6), the SASA 

of the NA backbone remains greater than the SASA of the NA bases and also corresponds to 

a smaller change in conformational properties of NAs. However, our results indicate that the 

ability of a nanoparticle to change the conformation of nucleic acids is related to the nucleic 

acid sequence. As can be seen in Figure 5.4, the pyrimidine samples (polyU-RNA & polyT-

DNA) show greater response to nanoparticle binding, and a greater tendency for bases to 

become exposed. For RNA, a NP charge greater than +30 (50% charge neutralization) causes 

the SASA of the NA bases to be greater than that of the backbone. Similar behavior occurs 

for polyT-DNA with +60 NPs (100% charge neutralization). However, for polyA-DNA, this 

trend is not observed and the SASA of the backbone remains higher than that of the bases. 

An increase in SASA of the NA bases indicates that the NP can significantly affecting the 

intramolecular interactions within single stranded nucleic acids. 
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5.4.3 Effect of NP binding on intramolecular interactions of DNA 

Single stranded DNA does not form a well-defined structure, as compared to dsDNA, even 

though bases participate in base pairing and base stacking interactions. In solution, a ssDNA 

molecule folds on itself to form various structural conformations. For example, poly-Guanine 

and poly-Cytosine in DNA can form G-quadruplexes or i-motifs,28 while complementary 

sequences may form hairpin loops. Single stranded RNA molecules are well-known to fold 

into complex three-dimensional structures that are particularly important for function.29  

To more clearly define the effect of nanoparticles on nucleic acid structure, we analyzed the 

intramolecular interactions of the nucleic acid molecules.  
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Table 5.1shows data for the number of unique base to base hydrogen bonds and π stacking 

interactions as well as the occupancy for these interactions during the last 5 ns in explicit 

solvent for all samples. Occupancy is defined as the average percentage of time an 

interaction was present for the last 5 ns of simulation time. For example, for polyU-RNA in 

solution, 134 unique base-base hydrogen bonds were observed, and on average a hydrogen 

bond was present for 12.5% of the simulation time.   

Binding of highly charged nanoparticles to polyU-RNA or polyT-DNA leads to a decrease in 

intrastrand hydrogen bonds and π-stacking interactions ( 
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Table 5.1).  Moreover, the increase in SASA of bases (Figure 5.4) is directly correlated with 

a significant decrease in the number of unique hydrogen bonds and π-stacking interactions 

between bases.  For example, binding of +6 NP does not change the number of unique 

hydrogen bonds within polyU-RNA as compared to NA in solution; however, interactions 

with highly charged NPs (+30 or +60 NP) lead to about 20-25% decrease in the number of 

unique hydrogen bonds. For polyT-DNA, binding of +60 NP causes ~40% decrease in the 

number of unique H-bond and a similar decrease in π-stacking interactions as compared to 

other NPs. For all systems, the number of unique intramolecular interactions within NA 

decreases with nanoparticle binding, however, the occupancy does not change significantly. 

This suggests that nanoparticle binding disrupts NA intramolecular interactions within its 

immediate proximity, i.e. only a section of the NA structure closest to the NP binding is 

disrupted. 
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Table 5.1 Number of unique hydrogen bonds and π-stacking interactions and their averages 

for nucleic acids in solution and NA-NP systems. The average hydrogen bonding occupancy 

is the average percentage of time the interactions were present in the last 5 ns of simulation. 

 # Unique H-

Bonds 

Avg H-Bond 

Occupancy 

(%) 

# Unique 

Pi Bonds 

Avg Pi Stack 

Occupancy 

(%) 

polyT-DNA 54 17.5±17.2 50 62.5±35.9 

6NH3+polyT-DNA 49 14.0±15.6 44 59.3±37.2 

30NH3+polyT-DNA 44 17.0±18.7 44 55.9±39.5 

60NH3+polyT-DNA 27 11.2±14.0 30 62.13±35.0 

     

polyU –RNA 134 12.1±13.8 43 28.1±28.6 

6NH3+polyU-RNA 131 12.0±16.3 31 27.1±27.4 

30NH3+polyU-RNA 99 12.4±15.6 29 33.1±29.1 

60NH3+polyU-RNA 105 11.0±14.8 27 31.7±27.7 

     

polyA -DNA 72 8.4±11.0 45 55.4±36.0 

6NH3+polyA-DNA 62 9.0±10.9 43 54.0±39.9 

30NH3+polyA-DNA 81 5.7±7.2 35 49.2±34.1 

60NH3+polyA-DNA 61 12.2±18.0 36 43.4±35.1 

     

polyA-RNA 147 10.7±13.7 36 51.7±38.3 

6NH3+polyA-RNA 140 11.0±14.4 41 65.0±60.0 

30NH3+polyA-RNA 125 13.9±17.0 30 46.6±37.7 

60NH3+polyA-RNA 130 10.7±15.4 27 47.5±36.4 

 

The local disruption of the NA structure due to NP binding can be further characterized by 

the distribution of NA intramolecular interactions. In Figure 5.5, scatter plots per NA residue 

show the location of intramolecular interactions for polyT-DNA and polyU-RNA, where blue 

circles and red triangles represent π-stacking interactions and hydrogen bonding respectively. 

The occupancy of the interaction is indicated by the intensity of the color. Here, for clarity, 

we show only the intramolecular interactions which had anoccupancy greater than 20%. For 

hydrogen bonding, the x-axis represents the H-bond donor and the y-axis represent the H-

bond acceptor. Therefore, red triangle at (20,30), for example, represents a hydrogen bond 
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with the 20th base being the hydrogen bond donor and the 30th base being the hydrogen bond 

acceptor. For π-stacking interactions, since no donor or acceptor is specified, points at 

(20,30) and (30,20) are equivalent. Thus, only π interactions on the upper portion of the 

graph are shown. Plots for polyA-DNA and polyA-RNA are shown in Figure 5.6. Line plots 

adjacent to the scatter plots is the distance between the NA base’s and the NPs center of 

mass, where the dashed straight line shows the NP radius of gyration (Rg). When this NA-

NP distance approaches Rg, this means that these NAs bases are within close proximity and 

directly interacts with NP (shaded squares of the graph, Figure 5.5). 
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Figure 5.5: Intrastrand hydrogen bonding and π stacking interactions for (a)-(d) polyT-DNA 

and (e)-(h) polyU-RNA for (a),(e) NA in solutions and NA with NP of charge (b),(f) +6, 

(c),(g) +30,  (d),(h) +60 shown as scatter plots. Line plots show the distance between NA 

bases and NP center of mass, where the dashed line indicates the radius of gyration of the 

nanoparticles. Nucleic acid bases which are close to the nanoparticle ligands are indicated by 

shaded regions. The arrows in (b) show the direction of increasing distance from the NP core. 

Scatter plots show location of π-stacking interactions (blue circles) and hydrogen bonding 

(red triangles) on strand. A darker color indicates a higher occupancy. Corresponding 

snapshots are shown beside the plots.   
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Figure 5.6: Intrastrand hydrogen bonding and π stacking interactions for polyA-DNA and 

polyA-RNA.  Scatter plots show  location of π-stacking interactions (blue circles) and 

hydrogen bonding (red triangles) on strand. A darker color indicates a higher occupancy.  (A-

D) polyA-DNA, with increasing nanoparticle charge bound: no nanoparticle, +6 NP, +30 NP, 

+60 NP, increasing down the page. (E-H) Shows the same for polyA-RNA. 
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For DNA in solution, π-π stacking interactions occur primarily for bases which are next to 

one another (π stacking is diagonal line across plot) (Figure 5.5(a), (e)). PolyT-DNA shows a 

region at the end of the molecule, between bases 50 to 60, where many hydrogen bonds 

between non-adjacent bases occur. PolyU-RNA in solution, in contrast, forms a loop in the 

middle of the molecule, as indicated by the presence of hydrogen bonds between non 

adjacent base pairs.  

Nanoparticle binding causes changes in NA intramolecular interactions. For polyT-DNA, 

even though NPs of varying charge bind to the DNA chain in different locations, the plots 

show that disruption to the DNA intramolecular structure occurs primarily within the region 

where nanoparticles are bound. For example, the +6 NP binds to the DNA at bases 9-12, 22-

27, 33-4 and 58. These regions show a reduced number of hydrogen bonds, as can be seen by 

comparing Figure 5.5(a) and Figure 5.5(b). The hydrogen bond-rich region at the end of the 

molecule (bases 50-60) remains mostly unaffected.  In contrast, the +30 NP is bound close to 

bases 37-60, and the hydrogen bond region at the end of the polyT-DNA strand is disrupted. 

Binding of the most highly charged NP (+60) completely disrupts ssDNA initial structure, as 

all DNA bases, 1-60, shows almost a complete loss of intrastrand hydrogen bonding. Pi 

stacking interactions for adjacent DNA bases, however, are well maintained. Thus, the 

decrease in unique π-π stacking interactions observed in  
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Table 5.1occur to lower occupancy π-π stacking interactions which occur through non-

adjacent base pairs. For polyU-RNA, the occupancy of π-stacking interactions is much lower 

than the occupancy for these interactions in polyT-DNA. However, a greater number of 

hydrogen bonding between bases occurs. Similar to DNA, the intrastrand interactions are 

affected locally by NP binding.  

5.5 Conclusions 

In this chapter, we examined the possibility of non-covalent complexation of single stranded 

nucleic acids with charged ligand functionalized gold nanoparticles using all-atom molecular 

dynamics simulations. The results indicated that complexation depends mostly on charge of 

nanoparticle, and, to a lesser extent, sequence and type of nucleic acid. Complexation of NAs 

with nanoparticles of low charge primarily occurs through hydrophobic rather than 

electrostatic contacts, while highly charged nanoparticles bind to NAs through electrostatic 

interactions. Complexation with nanoparticles with charges above +30 causes disruption of 

nucleic acid structural conformation, loss of hydrogen bonding and π-π stacking interactions, 

which occurs simultaneously with an increase in solvent accessible surface area of the 

nucleic acid bases.   

It is shown that complexation is also sequence dependent, as poly-purines (polyA-DNA and 

polyA-RNA) show less structural response to NP binding and smaller NA conformational 

change than the poly-pyrimidines (polyT-DNA and polyU-RNA), with the structure of 

polyA-DNA changing the least. Sequences containing only polyU-RNA or polyT-DNA show 

a greater structural response to nanoparticle binding, which is attributed to changes in the 

NAs solvent accessible surface area and loss of stabilizing intermolecular interactions.  

Stability of NP-NA complexes is important for their successful use in gene delivery and 

nanotechnology applications. Overall, our results show that control over NP binding strength 
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and ssNA structure can be achieved through the use of NPs with a charge of more than +30.  

Our results indicated that NP charge is crucial for NA structural stability and NA-NP contact 

area, which may affect the ability of the nucleic acids to hybridize with complementary 

strands. The three dimensional structure of NA dictates interactions with other molecules, 

thereby changes induced by nanoparticle binding may change behavior and function of NAs.  
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Chapter 6 
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DNA aptamers and nanostructures 
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6.0 Design of potent and controllable anticoagulants using DNA aptamers and 

nanostructures 

Chapter based on published article 

A. Rangenekar; J.A. Nash; B. Goodfred; Y.G. Yingling;  T.H. LaBean; Design of Potent and 

Controllable Anticoagulants using DNA Aptamers and Nanostructures. Molecules. 21(2). 2016 

6.1 Abstract 

Regulating thrombin activity offers an opportunity to regulate blood clotting because of the 

central role played by thrombin in the coagulation cascade. Thrombin-binding DNA aptamers 

have been used to inhibit thrombin activity. In the past, to address the low efficacy reported for 

these aptamers during clinical trials, multiple aptamers have been linked using DNA 

nanostructures. Here, we modify that strategy by linking multiple copies of various thrombin-

binding aptamers using DNA weave tiles. The resulting constructs have very high anticoagulant 

activity in functional assays owing to improved cooperative binding affinity to thrombin due to 

optimized spacing, orientation, and the high local concentration of aptamers. We also report the 

results of molecular dynamics simulations to gain insight into the solution conformations of the 

tiles. 

6.2 Introduction 

 

Thrombin is a crucial component of the blood coagulation cascade. It catalyzes key reactions 

during coagulation, including conversion of Factor XI to XIa, Factor VIII to VIIIa, Factor V to 

Va and soluble fibrinogen to insoluble fibrin. Thrombin also causes activation and aggregation of 

platelets during blood clot formation.1 Regulation of thrombin activity via inhibition can play a 

crucial role in clinical conditions such as acute coronary syndrome, peripheral vascular disease 

and deep vein thrombosis as well as arterial and venous thromboembolism.2 Thrombin activity 
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can be modulated by blocking the substrate-binding exosites I and II (Figure 6.1). The anion-

binding exosite I helps in conversion of fibrinogen to fibrin and the heparin-binding exosite II 

plays a crucial role in platelet activation and aggregation during coagulation.1 Several direct 

thrombin inhibitors, such as hirudin, bivalirudin, argatroban, dabigatran, etc. are currently 

available for clinical use. However, many of them have either severe side-effects or they suffer 

from narrow therapeutic windows.3 Nucleic acid aptamers are non-toxic and non-immunogenic 

and thus offer a safer alternative.2  

 

Figure 6.1: Thrombin structure (pdbID: 1ppb).4  (A) and (B) present two views of the protein. 

The binding sites of the aptamers (exosites I and II) are highlighted with green and red circles, 

respectively. Thrombin’s surface is colored by electrostatic potential, where red corresponds to 

negative potential and blue corresponds to a positive potential (units are kT/e).5–7 

Several aptamers specifically target the two exosites of thrombin including: Aptamer HD1 

(hereafter called Apt A) binds to exosite I (Figure 6.2A) and aptamer HD22 (hereafter called Apt 

B) binds to exosite II (Figure 6.2B). Apt A has significant anticoagulant activity in clinical 

clotting assays.3,8 It also binds to prothrombin with high affinity resulting in inhibition of 

prothrombin activation. Apt B binds to exosite II with very high affinity, but it is not a good 

thrombin inhibitor in platelet-deficient plasma clotting assays. Aptamer NU172 (hereafter 

referred to as Apt P) also binds to exosite I (Figure 6.2C), but with a much higher affinity 

compared to Apt A.9 It is currently undergoing clinical trials. In addition to the thrombin-binding 

DNA aptamers, an RNA aptamer called TOG25 that targets exosite II, has also been reported.10 
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Figure 6.2: Thrombin-binding aptamers and DNA weave tile. (A) Apt A (also named HD1) with 

a 7-bp stem and -TT- linkers at the ends. (B) Apt B (also named HD22). (C) Apt P (also called 

NU172). The structure shown here is a model due to the absence of a published crystal structure. 

(D) A two-helix weave tile (2HT), with the four ends numbered for positioning of aptamers. 

Apt A was approved for clinical trials as an anticoagulant during bypass surgery. However, it 

could not be developed further due to suboptimal dosing profile.10 Subsequently, attempts have 

been made to improve the efficacy of Apt A. Studies have shown that creating multivalent 

constructs by concatenating 2-4 copies of the aptamer significantly increases its activity.11–13 

Incorporation of multiple aptamers in a pre-programmed manner may also improve the overall 

binding affinity due to synergy between the binding domains. Another reason for the improved 

performance of multi-aptamer molecules may be increased local concentration. It has been 

shown that four copies of Apt A, when displayed on a DNA weave tile nanostructure, showed 
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much higher anticoagulant activity than individual Apt A owing to the synergistic effects and 

higher local concentration.14 

A second strategy for improving thrombin inhibition involves linking Apt A and Apt B using an 

ssDNA linker.3 However, since inter-aptamer distance and relative orientation appear crucial for 

optimal binding, DNA nanostructures provide a more ideal platform for multi-ligand 

presentation. We have demonstrated the use of a DNA weave tile (Figure 2D) as a platform for 

linking aptamers with significant control over spacing and relative orientation.15 Moreover, the 

moderate flexibility of weave tiles improves the overall binding of the construct to thrombin by 

enabling it to conform more closely to the positively charged thrombin surface (Figure 6.1).  

The detailed mechanism of increased efficacy on weave tiles compared to free aptamers or 

ssDNA linked aptamers is not yet well-understood. Molecular dynamics simulations of 

biomolecules have long been used to study phenomena such as conformational transitions of 

DNA.16,17 Recently, atomistic molecular dynamics have been applied to larger DNA 

nanostructures such as tiles or small origami.18,19 To gain a better understanding of the flexibility 

and conformational space explored by weave tiles (which may aid interactions with thrombin) 

we have employed here all-atom molecular dynamics simulations of several weave tile 

structures. Previous studies15 have shown an effect from both the number of helices on the weave 

tile and the distance between aptamer connection points. We expect results from these 

simulations to provide insights into binding of weave tile to thrombin, as well as tile flexibility 

for different helical linking geometries.  

6.2.1 Guide to Weave Tile Geometry 

In traditional DNA nanotechnology structures including tiles and DNA origami,20 DNA helices 

are connected using Holliday Junction-like cross-overs. An alternative strategy known as the 

DNA weave tile,14 links helices through two complimentary single strands which “weave” 

together to form a tile (Figure 6.3). In contrast to traditional Holliday Junction-like crossovers 
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(Figure 6.3A) which involves four single stranded DNA (ssDNA) molecules, the DNA weave 

tile employs only two ssDNA strands to hold helices together. 

Tiles consist of 16 base pair double stranded DNA helices connected by a single stranded region 

made up of four T bases. These regions prevent the ends tiles from base stacking and to add 

increased flexibility of the tile. Tiles are classified by the number of helices making up the tile. 

For example, a tile made up of 2 helices is classified as a “2 Helix Tile” or 2HT, while a tile 

made up of 3 helices is classified as a “3 Helix Tile” or 3HT. There are four connection points on 

each tile, corresponding to four corners of the tile. Attachment points are labeled on 2HT in 

Figure 6.3.  

 

Figure 6.3: (A) Holliday Junction crossover. (B-D) Tiles with varying number of helices. 
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6.3 Materials and Methods 

6.3.1 DNA strands and weave tile formation  

Synthetic oligonucleotides were purchased from Integrated DNA Technologies (Coralville, IA) 

in unpurified form and used as such. Sequences of all DNA strands used in this study are 

provided in the Supplementary Material of the publication.21 Aptamers and weave tiles were 

folded by annealing stoichiometric mixtures of the participating strands (10 µM) in a buffer 

consisting of 20 mM HEPES (pH 7.4), 150 mM NaCl and 2 mM CaCl2. Annealing was 

performed by incubating samples at 90°C for 5 minutes, followed by room temperature 

incubation for 5 minutes and incubation on ice for 5 minutes. Samples were subsequently kept at 

room temperature for immediate use. 

6.3.2 Computational studies of weave tile 

Weave tile models: DNA tiles were constructed with helices parallel and coplanar with 25 

angstrom distance between their respective centers of mass as a first approximation for the 

simulations.22 Helices were then connected with -TTTT- loops to form the completed tile. 

Molecular dynamics simulations: Structures were solvated in a truncated octahedral box with a 

12.0 angstrom buffer of TIP3P water with explicit sodium counterions for charge neutralization. 

After structures were neutralized, additional salt (NaCl) was added to a concentration of 0.1 M. 

The ff12SB force field in Amber was used with ion parameters by Joung and Cheatham23 for all 

simulations. Structures were subjected to 10,000 steps of steepest descent minimization, 

followed by 100 picoseconds of heating to 300 K in the isothermal-isobaric (NPT) ensemble 

with Langevin thermostat to allow equilibration of solvent before production simulations. 

Production simulations were run with Amber12 using the pmemd.cuda accelerated GPU code24–

26 in the NPT ensemble. Each tile was simulated for at least 180 nanoseconds, of which the last 

120 ns was used for analysis.  
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6.3.3 Coagulation assay  

A model ST4 coagulometer (Diagnostica Stago, Parsippany, NJ) was used to run activated 

partial thromboplastin time (aPTT) assays to determine the clotting time for each sample. Pooled 

human plasma was purchased from George King Bio-Medical (Overland Park, Kansas). CaCl2 

solution and TriniClot aPTT reagent were purchased from Trinity Biotech USA (Jamestown, 

NY). 50 μL plasma was activated with 50 μL TriniClot aPTT reagent and incubated at 37°C for 

5 minutes. Subsequently, 16.67 μL of control buffer or 10 µM sample was added followed by 

further incubation for 5 minutes at 37°C. Clotting was initiated by adding 50 μL CaCl2 solution, 

and all tests presented here were conducted in triplicate at the same final construct concentration 

(1 μM). The coagulometer measured the time for clot formation after the addition of CaCl2; 

clotting times were recorded and analyzed. All data presented here is the average of tests 

conducted on at least two different days. Data for each sample is represented either as the 

average of all the clotting times for the sample obtained over all the conducted tests or as the 

relative anticoagulant activity (described below). Error bars represent the standard error of the 

mean (SEM). 

6.4 Results 

6.4.1 Comparison of anticoagulant activity of the aptamers 

Activated partial thromboplastin time coagulation assays (aPTT) were performed to determine 

the anticoagulant potential of Apt A, Apt B and Apt P (Figure 6.4). As expected, exosite II-

binding Apt B did not show significant anticoagulant activity on its own due to the use of platelet 

deficient plasma. Moreover, higher potency of Apt P as compared to Apt-A was confirmed. 

Additionally, when the aptamer pairs B-A and B-P were connected via a 20-nucleotide ssDNA 

linker, the resulting construct displayed much higher anticoagulant activity compared to free 

aptamers which substantiates previously published results.15,3 
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Figure 6.4: Anticoagulant activity of thrombin-binding aptamers. Apt P demonstrates much 

better anticoagulant activity than Apt A. The anticoagulant activity improves when the aptamers 

are linked via a 20-base ssDNA linker, with B-P pair showing much better anticoagulation than 

B-A pair. The concentration of the construct in each case is 1 µM. Clotting time is expressed as 

mean ± SEM. 

6.4.2 Molecular Dynamics - Structural analysis of weave tile 

 Analysis was performed on the last 120 ns of simulation time (for simulations with total 

times of at least 180 ns) using CPPTRAJ,27 part of the AmberTools suite and Curves+,28 a 

program for analyzing nucleic acid conformations. Clustering analysis for molecular dynamics 

simulations groups similar configurations and provides insight into the range of the 

conformational space visited by the molecule. Tile conformations were grouped using a 

hierarchical agglomerative cluster algorithm29 based on RMSD of the DNA backbone. A critical 

distance of 15 Å for the RMSD was used to determine conformational clusters. It was shown that 

larzger tiles (with more connected helices) provided larger numbers of distinct conformational 

clusters, indicating greater conformational fluctuation of the structure (Figure 6.5). 

6.4.3 Weave tile-based anticoagulation 

Coagulation assays of weave tiles bearing aptamer pairs B-A and B-P were performed. Weave 

tiles ranging from the one-helix tile (1HT) to the four-helix tile (4HT) were used and the aptamer 

pairs were positioned in different configurations, as illustrated in Figure 6.6. For naming the 
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various configurations, available positions are numbered as shown in Figure 6.3B and we 

adopted tile names, such as 2HT-1234. Here, depending on the position of the aptamers, 

numerals are replaced by A, B or P (depending upon the aptamer used at each position), or n 

(when there is no aptamer). While a gradual increase in clotting time was observed from 1HT to 

4HT for B-A and B-P aptamer pairs, the clotting times for the B-P pair were significantly higher 

compared to B-A pair. However, since 2HT-BnPn yielded a longer clotting time than 3HT and 

approaching that of 4HT, we used 2HT for the next round of experiments. In the first instance, 

two and three copies of Apt P were displayed on 2HT (BPPn and PPPB). As expected, they 

demonstrated higher clotting time than 2HT-BnPn containing a single copy of Apt P. 

Furthermore, when two copies each of the Apt B and P were used on 2HT (PPBB and BPPB), it 

resulted in even better anticoagulation with relative anticoagulant activity of more than 16 

compared to approximately 11 for 4HT (Figure 6.6). 
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Figure 6.5: Snapshots showing representative structures of the first two conformational clusters 

from MD trajectories of weave tiles. According to the clustering metric used, 2HT had a total of 

1 cluster, the 3HT had 5 and the 4HT had 7. The first cluster (Cluster 1) is the most common 

conformation of the tile, while Cluster 2 is the second most common conformation observed 

during simulations. 
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Figure 6.6: Relative anticoagulant activity of various weave tile constructs. Weave tiles with B-P 

aptamer pairs (blue) demonstrate much better anticoagulant activity compared to the ones with 

B-A pairs (green). Activity increases with tile size, except for 2HT-BnPn which shows better 

activity than 3HT-BnPn. Incorporating multiple copies of Apt P on 2HT-BnPn correspondingly 

improves anticoagulation due to higher local concentration (purple). However, incorporating 

multiple copies of both Apt P and B yields the most effective anticoagulants in 2HT-PPBB and 

2HT-BPPB. Relative anticoagulant activity is calculated as described in Materials and Methods. 

The error bars represent the standard error of the mean (SEM). 
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6.5 Discussion 

Activated partial thromboplastin time (aPTT) assay is among the most commonly used 

techniques in clinical and research settings to study blood clotting.30 In this study, aPTT was 

used to characterize the clotting of platelet-deficient plasma. Two previously reported results 

were confirmed: Apt B, which binds exosite II, had minimal effect on clotting time; and Apt P is 

a significantly better anticoagulant than Apt A, as expected due to its higher affinity for exosite I 

(Figure 6.4). Previous studies have shown that linking Apt B and Apt A via ssDNA for 

simultaneous targeting of the two exosites improves the anticoagulant activity over individual 

aptamers.3,15 Here, similar results were obtained when the two aptamers were connected using a 

20 nucleotide ssDNA linker. Moreover, when Aptamers B and P were connected in similar 

fashion, much better anticoagulant activity was observed.  

It has also been shown previously that using DNA weave tiles as linking platform for Aptamers 

B and A further improves their activity over ssDNA linker.15 Thus, it was logical to use weave 

tiles for B-P aptamer pairs to obtain even more potent anticoagulants than previously designed. 

In addition to providing an optimum degree of flexibility, weave tiles also offer control over 

inter-aptamer spacing and orientation. Moreover, the weave tile can conform to the thrombin 

surface and improve the overall affinity for thrombin by interacting with the positively charged 

thrombin surface between the two exosites, as illustrated in Figure 6.1, thereby aiding in 

anticoagulation. 

Efficiency of the tile as a scaffold is expected to depend on distance between the binding sites of 

aptamers, as well as the flexibility of the tile.  In order to better understand the likely interactions 

between weave tile and thrombin, molecular dynamics simulations were performed with 2HT, 

3HT and 4HT. The ends of the weave tiles were labeled as 1, 2, 3, and 4, as illustrated in Figure 

6.3B. Analysis of end-to-end distance between attachment points 1-2, 1-3, and 1-4 in simulations 

is shown in  

Table 6.1. The error represents standard deviation and signifies the extent of the movement 

(degree of flexibility) experienced by aptamers connected at the specified corners. Higher 
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standard deviation indicates greater fluctuation of the value. It can be seen that 1-3 configuration 

is the most flexible for each of the tile sizes while 1-2 configuration is the least flexible. These 

results are along expected lines, since double-stranded DNA of this size (16 bp) is known to be 

almost linear with fairly low flexibility31 and the largest conformational fluctuations should be 

between neighboring helices. 

 

Table 6.1: Distance in angstroms between connection points on each tile observed in molecular 

dynamics simulation. Uncertainty associated with each measurement is represented by the 

standard deviation of the data. 1-to-2 represents the distance along one helix, 1-to-3 is the 

diagonal across a tile, and 1-to-4 is the distance between helices on one tile edge. 

Tile 1-to-2 1-to-3 1-to-4 

2HT 47.6±1.8 55.2±3.4 21.4±3 

3HT 49.1±1.8 79.3±5.9 62.3±5.1 

4HT 49.3±1.6 84.9±6.7 83.1±6.6 

Trajectories were grouped into clusters using a hierarchical agglomerative method, using the 

root-mean-square deviation of the DNA backbone as a metric. According to this metric, the 

number of clusters were 1, 5 and 7 for the 2HT, 3HT and 4HT, respectively. A higher number of 

clusters indicates greater conformational space explored by the tile. Shown in Figure 6.5 are 

snapshots of representative structures for each tile. Clusters with a lower number represent 

conformations observed more often in the ensemble. For the 2HT, the specified criteria led to 

only one cluster. Representative structures from clustering show that movement of the tiles 

occurred primarily through movement of the helices relative to one another. The 1-3 

configuration derives its flexibility from the axial flexibility of the helices as well as the 

flexibility of the -TTTT- linkers connecting the helices, making it the most flexible 

configuration. Similarly, 1-4 configuration displays intermediate flexibility, owing mainly to the 
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-TTTT-linkers. Not surprisingly, the flexibility of 1-3 and 1-4 configurations increases with the 

size of the tile, since addition of each helix introduces a new axis and, thereby, a new degree of 

freedom. 

The use of -TTTT- linkers imparts conformational freedom to the tiles. Because the 2HT has 

only two helices, the tile adopts a predominantly planar conformation, and only one cluster is 

observed (Figure 6.5). The 3HT and 4HT, however, show conformations with helices able to 

move relative to one another. A third helix on the tile allows for bending with the center helix as 

a hinge. To better quantify the range of motion experienced by the weave tile, we measured the 

angle formed by the three helices. Two planes may be defined on the 3HT using the end base 

pairs on the outer helix and the center of the middle helix. The angle between the defined planes 

for clusters 1 and 2 of the 3HT was 134° and 218°, respectively. The tile experiences angles 

throughout this range, indicating a high degree of flexibility. The four helix tile is able to explore 

an even greater range of conformational space since all four helices can move relative to one 

another. 

In aPTT assays on weave tiles, ranging from 1HT to 4HT, it was found that B-P aptamer pairs 

gave much higher anticoagulant activity than B-A pairs for the same tile and configuration 

(Figure 6.6). This can easily be attributed to the higher thrombin inhibition activity of Apt P over 

Apt A. Moreover, 1-3 configuration for both sets of aptamers (BnAn and BnPn) performed better 

than other configurations on the same tile. These findings, in conjunction with molecular 

dynamics results, indicate that flexible configurations provide a boost in thrombin inhibition 

activity. It should be noted here that 1-3 configuration is not the best for 4HT for either set of 

aptamers (4HT-BnAn and 4HT-BnPn). This may be because 4HT is large and has more points of 

interactions with thrombin, possibly increasing affinity of the complex, and thus requiring less 

flexibility. In addition to flexibility, anticoagulant activity depends on inter-aptamer spacing and 

relative orientation. A construct with optimal inter-aptamer spacing and orientation for targeting 

both exosites may not require as much flexibility as another structure which does not have 
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optimum spacing or orientation. In the final analysis, all the three factors – flexibility, inter-

aptamer spacing and relative orientation – play crucial roles. 

Weave tiles of different sizes and configurations provide different inter-aptamer spacing and 

orientation, they will conform differently to the thrombin surface, and, therefore, require 

different degrees of flexibility to target both exosites simultaneously. Weave tiles increase the 

on-time of thrombin-aptamer complex due to higher overall affinity of the construct to thrombin. 

The on-time in a protein-ligand interaction is characterized as the amount of time the ligand is 

bound to the protein before dissociating. Thus, greater affinity between protein and ligand leads 

to higher on-time, and thus better inhibition. Similarly, the off-time is characterized as the 

amount of time the ligand is free in solution and not bound to the protein. Off-time should be 

related to the size and concentration of the ligand. The higher on-time of the tile/aptamer 

constructs compensates for the possibly higher off-time of the fairly bulky weave tile structures. 

The combination of all these factors, thus, results in higher affinity between thrombin and 

aptamers on weave tile as compared to free aptamers, which gives higher anti-thrombin activity 

and better anticoagulation. 

It may be noted from Figure 6.6 that the anticoagulant activity increases with the size of the tile, 

except for 2HT-BnPn. This construct has higher activity compared to other 2HT configurations 

as well as to all the 3HT configurations. The same is, however, not true for 2HT-BnAn. This 

illustrates that while designing an effective inhibitor, the size of the weave tile and configuration 

of aptamers for optimum inhibition depend on which aptamers are used. 2HT-BnPn has slightly 

lower anticoagulant activity than 4HT constructs, but due to its smaller size, it is much less 

expensive to synthesize. Considering the lower cost of synthesis and its significantly higher 

anticoagulant activity compared to similarly sized constructs, 2HT-BnPn was used as a model 

anticoagulant for further studies. 

It has been demonstrated that increasing the local concentration of aptamers increases their 

anticoagulation activity.14,15  Here, 2HT-BnPn was labeled with additional copies of Apt P to 

further increase its local concentration while maintaining the concentration of tile complex at 1 
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µM. Anticoagulant activity of the resulting constructs (2HT-BPPn and 2HT-PPPB) is shown in 

Figure 6.6. As expected, two copies of Apt P on the weave tile (2HT-BPPn) was significantly 

better than 2HT-BnPn, and three copies of Apt-P (2HT-PPPB) was the best owing to the highest 

local concentration of Apt P. Moreover, having multiple copies of Apt P on a smaller tile (2HT) 

was more effective than having a single copy on larger tiles (4HT). In this design, however, there 

was only one copy of Apt B targeting exosite II, but multiple copies of Apt P targeting exosite I. 

Although having more copies of Apt P caused the observed increase in the anticoagulant activity 

in Figure 5, it was hypothesized that having more than one copy of both the aptamers targeting 

the two exosites should significantly increase the overall binding affinity of the construct to 

thrombin, and therefore the on-time of the weave tile on thrombin, resulting in even higher 

clotting times. This hypothesis was confirmed when two copies each of Apt P and Apt B were 

incorporated into 2HT in two different configurations (2HT-PPBB and 2HT-BPPB), and these 

constructs showed the best anticoagulant activity observed so far. Activity of these constructs 

was more than 16 times better than the free Apt A, and almost seven times more potent than free 

Apt P. Thus, by suitable choice of weave tile and aptamers as well as placement of multiple 

copies of those aptamers on the tile, we were able to obtain highly potent anticoagulants which 

are significantly more effective and considerably less expensive due to their smaller size than the 

ones previously obtained.15 

5. Conclusions  

In summary, we have successfully demonstrated the use of DNA weave tile and thrombin-

binding DNA aptamers to develop a very potent and controllable anticoagulation regime. 

Molecular dynamics simulations of the weave tiles provided insight into their flexibility and 

likely interactions with thrombin. We also used more effective thrombin-binding aptamer, Apt P, 

for anticoagulation studies. Much better anticoagulation was achieved when potent Apt P and 

Apt B were used on weave tiles. Anticoagulation was significantly improved when multiple 

copies of these aptamers were displayed on weave tile. The most effective anticoagulants found 

in this study, 2HT-PPBB and 2HT-BPPB, were more than 16 times better than Apt A, the 
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clinical trial of which was terminated due to low efficacy, and almost seven times better than Apt 

P, currently undergoing clinical trials. We also demonstrated the use of short DNA strands to 

repeatedly turn the coagulation cascade off and on as desired, thereby providing better control 

over coagulation. This strategy can be used to target multiple components of the coagulation 

cascade simultaneously using aptamers, wherein each component could be activated or 

deactivated independently as desired. Moreover, weave tile or other DNA nanostructures can be 

used to design distance-dependent multivalent ligands for other targets with therapeutic 

applications. 
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Chapter 7 

Cadnanovis – Software Tool for Visualizing DNA Origami 

Design 
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7.0 DNA Origami Visualization Code 

7.1 Abstract 

In the DNA origami technique, a long single stranded DNA molecule is folded into structures 

through appropriately designed complementary oligonucleotide strands. There are many design 

possibilities for a DNA origamis, and although the technique is widely used, the effect of 

origami design on stability remains to be fully studied. Here, I present a tool which works with 

existing DNA origami software, cadnano. The tool provides visualization of DNA origami 

designs from cadnano, including maps of scaffold routing, heatmaps of DNA sequence and 

staple cross-over location, and is available online at nanohub.org 

(https://nanohub.org/tools/cadnanovis). 

7.2 Introduction - DNA Origami Design 

DNA origami allows for the arrangement and placement of molecules on the nanoscale through 

the use of DNA’s base pairing properties. Although from schematic diagrams DNA origami 

appears to be similar to folding a long string, there are several properties of DNA which must be 

considered in DNA origami design.  

All helical nucleic acids have a property which defines the periodicity of the local structure 

called “base-pairs per turn.”  For B-DNA, there are ~10.5 base-pairs per turn, defining the 

repeating unit of the helix structure. DNA origami shapes are held together through either 

scaffold or staple cross overs, where the single stranded DNA crosses between DNA helices, and 

the location where these cross overs can occur are limited by DNA’s geometry. Crossovers can 

only occur where DNA strands of adjacent helices are close, a property defined by the number of 

base-pairs per turn. It is for this reason, that DNA origami objects have been compared to 

“developing a blueprint for a building,” where double helical domains have been likened to 

“bricks.”1 For scaffolded DNA origami, two lattice types are currently employed. These are the 
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“honey-comb” lattice, which is often used for 3 dimensional structures, and the “square lattice” 

which is often used for 2 dimensional structures. 

Scaffold strands are typically thousands of bases in length, leading to the use of hundreds of 

oligonucleotide staple strands. Other considerations include choosing staple length, and 

crossover location, as well as where along the scaffold to begin design, scaffold routing, and 

defining the sequence of the staple strands. Thus, designing these structures by hand is a 

daunting task.  

3.2.1 Existing Software 

Fortunately, software exists to aid in DNA origami design. Two which are commonly used are 

cadnano2 and cando.3,4 Cadnano, is a computer-aided design (CAD) software for scaffolded 

DNA origami. The other software tool, Cando, implements a coarse-grained finite element 

method in which properties of B-DNA such as stiffness are used to predict three-dimensional 

structure. Cando, which was initially designed to only work with lattice origami, now may be 

used for many more topologies.3 Because the size of DNA origami objects are often too large to 

be described using all-atom methods, Cando is a valuable resource to evaluate three dimensional 

structure and stability of DNA origami designs.  

Cadnano provides an efficient way to easily design scaffolded DNA origami. Since being 

introduced in 2009, the publication introducing the software has been cited over 350 times, and 

aided in design of numerous DNA origami objects.2 Figure 7.1 shows a screenshot of the 

cadnano interface. This figure shows the Tall Rectangle origami, first reported by Rothemund.5 

There are two viewing panels. The one on the right shows the location of DNA helices (looking 

down the z-axis) relative to one another, while the right shows a flattened two dimensional view. 

Cadnano allows the user to apply a sequence to the design, and export the sequence of the staple 

strands in comma separated values (CSV) format. This format can be used to order staple strands 

for creating the origami. 
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Figure 7.1: Interface for cadnano software. The left panel shows the view of the square lattice. 

Highlighted helices are being used for the design. The right panel shows the 2-D projection of 

the design. 

Although this software is very valuable to users, there are many aspects of DNA origami design 

that can not be readily accessed. For example, binding locations for staples are listed in y[x] 

format where x is an x-coordinate similar to the base number on a helix, and y is the helix 

number. In this way, the indexing in cadnano is more similar to x,y pixels in an image. If one 

wished to know where along the scaffold strand is, the value must be converted for each 

structure. As an example, consider the scenario described in Figure 7.2. The red dot in this figure 

shows the 5’ end of the scaffold, while the green point is an end point. Depending on where the 

scaffold numbering starts, the scaffold index (labeled scaffold #) will be different. However, the 
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green point is at the same point in cadnano, indicated with the 1[103] index. Thus, it is not 

possible to know the scaffold number of a point based only on its index in cadnano. 

 

Figure 7.2: Illustration of cadnano indexing system and scaffold numbering.  

From cadnano, the user may export the staple sequences as a comma separated value (CSV) file. 

Figure 7.3 shows a sample CSV export from cadnano. For each staple, the file lists the first and 

last index, the sequence, the length, and the color it appears in cadnano. This file can be used to 

easily order (purchase) DNA sequences. However, it gives no information on the number of 

helices a staple binds to or where that binding occurs. An illustration of a staples which binds 

two or three helices is shown in Figure 7.4. For both of these, only two locations would be 

specified in the CSV export of staple information (5’ and 3’ end of staple). 
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Figure 7.3: Sample sequence export from cadnano. The location of each staple is listed in the 

notation of “helix#[x coordinate]” 

 

Figure 7.4: Staple which binds to three DNA helices (A) and staple which binds to two DNA 

helices (B) 

The visualization code addresses these problems and provides more information to the user about 

DNA origami design. The tool, cadnanovis, produces visualizations of scaffold sequence and 

staple binding locations. 

7.3 Visualization Code 

As the field of DNA origami matures, researchers are attempting to understand how design 

influences DNA origami folding.  Researchers have used a temperature controlled AFM to 

observe the melting and annealing of the Tall Rectangle origami on a surface,6 or have used mica 

as a substrate to quench the structure during annealing.7 Dunn et al. recently reported probing the 

folding of DNA origami using a dimer scaffold.8 By analyzing the observed folded shapes, the 

authors could probe the folding landscape of the origami.  
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The LaBean group has also been working in this area. Jacob Majikes and I have published papers 

which probe DNA origami folding through the use of chemical quenching,9 and competitive 

anneals with  multiple staple sets.10 The code presented here analyzes and provides visualization 

of scaffolded DNA origami designs from cadnano. Understanding how design elements such as 

scaffold routing, local DNA sequence, and cross over length influence the folding of DNA 

origami is essential for continued development of the DNA origami.  

This code is written to interface with cadnano, the program used to design most scaffolded DNA 

origami objects. Cadnano is written in Python, thus, in order to effectively interface with 

cadnano, the visualization code is also written in Python. The code exists as three different 

Python classes. The first (analysisHelpers.py) takes a Document object from cadnano, and adds 

additional information and functionalities in order to generate data such as crossover location 

along the scaffold. The additional classes are objects which generate interactive plots using 

plotly, which can be saved as static images, or viewed interactively using a browser. The 

graphical interface is written using the Rapid application infrastructure (Rappture) toolkit, 

which is recommended to build graphical interfaces by nanohub.org. 

7.3.1 Overview of Visualization Types 

This code produces three visualizations, two of which are unique and not possible from 

thecurrent version of cadnano. The first is a map showing routing of the DNA scaffold (similar 

to view user interacts with in cadnano), the second is a map of the DNA sequence, and the third 

is circle map showing binding location of DNA along the scaffold. In the following sections, 

thee new visualization types are introduced conceptually. 

Base Maps 

Base pairs which are made up of G-C bases typically have higher melting points than A-T 

basepairs due to the higher number of hydrogen bonds between bases (3 for G-C bp vs 2 for A-T 

bp), and to more favorable base stacking interactions.11 Thus, it may be beneficial to know if a 
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DNA origami contains areas with a large concentration of GC or AT basepairs, as this could 

affect the annealing temperature of the origami. For example, the edges of the Tall Rectangle 

origami have been observed to have a higher melting point than the center of the object, 

corresponding to a higher GC content.7,9 

In the DNA origami base map produced here, GC content is represented with red and blue. Red 

corresponds to GC basepairs, and blue corresponds to AT basepairs. This is illustrated 

conceptually in Figure 7.5. 
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Figure 7.5: Conceptual illustration of DNA origami base map. 

Circle maps 

The circular staple map shows the scaffold as if it were stretched into a circle. For DNA origami, 

arcs are drawn between points on the circular scaffold which are connected by staples. This type 

of visualization has been used for many years in the visualization of the folding of single 

stranded RNA.12 In the case of RNA, arcs are drawn between bases which are likely to interact 

through base pairing when the RNA folds.  
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Figure 7.6: Conceptual illustration of circular staple binding map. 

7.3.2 Visualization Code Interface 

Nanohub is an NSF-funded (National Science Foundation) science gateway which makes 

software and simulation tools accessible to audiences worldwide.  As of  2013, there were over 

225,000 users of the gateway, in over 172 countries.13 Use of tools on nanohub does not require 

the user to download code, or to install any software on their local machine. However, the user is 

required to register a free account with nanohub. The tool discussed here is available with a 

graphic user interface (GUI).  Figure 7.7A shows the landing page for the tool as of May 4, 2017. 

From this page, detailed usage statistics such as the number of users, number of simulation runs, 

and locations of users can be accessed. For example, Figure 7.7B shows the location of users as 
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of May 4, 2017. 

 

Figure 7.7: Landing page (A) and detailed user location information (B) for DNA origami 

visualization tools as of May 4, 2017. 

To use the tool, the user should log in with a nanohub.org account and select the “Launch Tool” 

button in A, above. This will take the user to the interface for the code, shown with the default 

options below in, Figure 7.8. From here, the user can upload an origami design from cadnano in 

.json format, or can use the Tall Rectangle Origami design by Rothemund5 as a demo. 
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Figure 7.8:  Graphical interface for cadnanovis tool on nanohub 

7.3.3 Input Options and Outputs 

This section gives an overview of each type of output from the tool, as well as the associated 

input options. For this demonstration, Tall Rectangle origami design is used. This origami design 

is available as default with the tool online. 

Scaffold Routing and Staple Map Figures 

The scaffold routing map, which is automatically generated with each run, is the most similar to 

what the user sees and interacts with in cadnano. The scaffold routing map shows the final shape 

the DNA origami will have after annealing with staples.  
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As stated previously, the staple map shows points along the circular scaffold connected by 

staples. This type of visualization was first introduced for DNA origami in a recent paper by 

Dunn et al. which examined folding of DNA origami.8 We have also utilized this visualization in 

our work on DNA origami design and stability.9,10 

The scaffold routing figure for the Tall Rectangle is shown in Figure 7.9A. In this map, the red 

and pink dots indicate the locations of the 5’ and 3’ of the scaffold respectively. The y-axis 

shows the helix number, and the x axis indicates the number of bases in a helix. 

 

 

Figure 7.9: Scaffold routing map (left, A) and staple cross-over location map (right, B) for the 

Tall Rectangle origami design 

The circular staple map for the Tall Rectangle example is shown Figure 7.9B. Staple maps show 

the crossover points where staples bind. The circumference of the circle in this plot equal to the 
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“Scaffold Length” input in Figure 7.8, above. The default value is appropriate for the M13 

scaffold, but must be changed if the scaffold in the DNA origami design differs in length. To 

make this type of plot, the user should switch “Generate Staple Map and Histogram” to “yes”. In 

the interactive version of the plot, hovering the mouse over the center of the arc gives the base 

numbers which are connected by the staple strand.  

Base Map Figure Options 

The user may also select to create a heatmap of DNA sequence. In the visualizations produced 

by this code, G-C base pairs are represented with red, while A-T base pairs are represented with 

blue, due to the higher melting point of GC base pairs. The base map will only show a base being 

present on origami if the object is double stranded at that point. To generate a heatmap of GC 

content, the user should switch the “Generate heatmap of GC content” button to “yes.” The next 

input parameter is the scaffold sequence. Many commonly used sequences are built into the tool 

in the “Scaffold Sequence” drop down menu. These sequences are also the default sequences 

available from cadnano. The code begins applying the sequence where the user has specified the 

5’ end of the DNA scaffold in the cadnano software, and is indicated by the red dot on the 

scaffold routing map (Figure 7.9).  

The user can apply a smoothing window to the sequence, which is implemented using a 

Savitsky-Golay filter in numpy. The smoothing function is applied to the scaffold, and the map 

only appears if there is double-stranded DNA (i.e. – single stranded DNA sections do not show 

up).  Figure 7.10 shows the basemap for the Tall Rectangle with various smoothing averages 

applied. 
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Figure 7.10: GC content map for the tall rectangle with the M13 sequence applied. A,B,C show 

various smoothing windows applied to the scaffold sequence (3,9, and 18 smoothing window for 

A,B,C respectively) 

7.3.4 Downloading Results 

Graphs are available for download from nanohub as text files. Figure 7.11 shows the results 

window for the code. Plots can be selected from the drop down window and downloaded by 

clicking the button with the green arrow to the right of the dropdown menu. To view the figures 

after downloading, they should be opened using a browser. In Windows this may require 

changing the file extension to .html. 
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Figure 7.11: Results window. This shows the text of the html files which can be downloaded to 

view on the user’s local computer by clicking the green arrow download button next to the 

“Results” drop down menu. 

7.4 Application to DNA origami design 

We have implanted this visualization tool to analyze the design of origamis and compare to 

folding using a chemical quenching technique,9 and in competitive origami annealing.10 Figure 

7.12 shows the structures used in our paper reporting chemical quenching of DNA origami. In 

this paper, we used formaldehyde to stop the formation of DNA origami at various temperatures 

along its annealing curve. 
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Figure 7.12:  Scaffold routing, base heat map, and circle maps for three DNA origami designs. 

The top is for the Tall Rectangle, while the bottom two were made using the miniM13 scaffold to 

have the same footprint, but drastically different scaffold routing. 

These structures were created to examine the role of scaffold routing on folding by varying the 

distance between scaffold crossovers, changing the length of the scaffold “fingers”. Reducing 

these finger lengths is one way to reduce the distance along the scaffold that the average staple 

must bridge; this should reduce the variance in conformational entropy penalties for the binding 

of various stable oligonucleotides. These structures were designed before visualization of staple 

binding location was fully implemented, and were thus not as different in staple binding location 
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as we originally hoped. In the future, we hope that this type of tool can be used during the design 

process to prove the effects of DNA origami staple cross over location on origami stability.  

Base maps of the Tall Rectangle, however, provided some insight into its formation during 

annealing. The top and bottom of the structure were observed to form first, which we 

hypothesize may be correlated with the high GC content at these points. More quantitative and 

detailed study is needed to test these results, however.  
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8.0 Conclusions and Future Directions 

Herein, several examples of the application of molecular modeling to DNA nanomaterials have 

been presented. In silico techniques can be used for the formulation of new design rules for 

nanomaterials, and provide crucial insight for the continued development of the field.  For the 

systems considered here, there are several short term and longer term research goals which can 

be achieved. 

8.1 Future directions in biomimetic DNA packaging 

The all-atom molecular dynamics simulations reported here have provided insight into the 

binding mechanisms of DNA to NPs, and design rules which can be used to create nanoparticles 

capable of distinguishing DNA and RNA. In Chapter 4, we reported simulations of cationic 

nanoparticles with 1.5 nm core and 3 nm core to DNA. Both of these nanoparticles were able to 

cause DNA compaction. Chapters 2 and 3, however, showed that nanoparticles with long ligands 

are not able to cause RNA compaction. 

I considered three nanoparticle designs in this dissertation. However, there are many more design 

options for nanoparticles and nucleic acids. Figure 8.1 shows an illustration of some of these 

possibilities. For example, one could add a poly-ethylene glycol (PEG) group to the ligands 

(OCH2CH2) to create more hydrophilic nanoparticles. Shape and charge distribution can also be 

investigated through the use of Janus NPs or nanorods. 
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Figure 8.1: Illustration of design possibilities for histone mimic nanoparticles. The bottom half of 

the figure illustrates design possibilities for nanoparticles.  

Future directions in the research project should include investigation of multiple nanoparticles 

and longer DNA. In the cell, multiple nucleosome pack to form chromatin fibers. Comparing 

NPs to these types of systems will require multiple nanoparticles as well as longer DNA. The 

longest nucleic acid molecule considered in this dissertation was 100 base-pairs, which is still 

under the persistence length of DNA and RNA (~150 bp persistence length).  
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The interactions of multiple nanoparticles will also lead to investigation of optical properties. All 

work and data presented in this chapter is preliminary. 

8.1.1 Calculation of optical properties 

In particular, assemblies of two interacting gold nanoparticles or gold nanoparticle dimers, may 

be used as “molecular rulers” because solution color changes occur when internanoparticle 

distances change.1,2 Here, we present preliminary studies of nanoparticle dimers assembled 

through physisorption to DNA. We model the self-assembly of DNA-NP systems using all-atom 

molecular dynamics simulation and perform calculations of the absorbance profiles and NP 

electric fields using the discrete dipole approximation. We find that DNA brings positively 

charged nanoparticles close to one another. The distance between nanoparticles in the DNA-NP 

assemblies depends on nanoparticle charge, with increasing NP charge causing greater separation 

between the nanoparticles. Optical absorbance profiles show a red shift for NP dimers compared 

to NPs alone in solution, with a greater shift occurring for closer NPs. 

For these calculations, we first performed molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of the binding 

of two nanoparticles to 100 base pairs of DNA. After MD simulations were performed, the 

optical and electrical behavior of the nanoparticle dimers were analyzed using the Discrete 

Dipole Approximation. System set up and molecular dynamics runs were similar to those 

described earlier in this dissertation. DNA had the sequence which was given in Chapter 3. 

Discrete Dipole Approximation Calculations  

Gold nanoparticles are well known for their optical and electrical properties.3 When 

nanoparticles agglomerate, or come close together, NP surface plasmons couple, leading to a 

change in optical behavior relative to nanoparticles alone. Here, we consider the optical and 

electrical properties of the nanoparticles dimers assembled in MD simulations using the Discrete 

Dipole Approximation (DDA). In the DDA, the scattering properties of arbitrary shapes or 

periodic structures can be calculated through the conversion of continuum shapes to finite points 
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(or dipoles), which interact with each other in response to an electric field. For a more in-depth 

explanation, the reader is referred to the reference.4 To perform these calculations, we used the 

NanoDDSCAT+5 module available on nanoHub (https://nanohub.org/), which implements the 

popular and well-known DDSCAT code of Draine and Flatau4,6,7 and the DDAConvert tool8 

using a convenient graphical interface.  

In order to use the nanoDDSCAT plugin, the surface area of final conformations of gold 

nanoparticles systems from VMD were exported as Wavefront (obj) files. The obj files were then 

imported into Blender in the nanoDDSCAT interface. In the Blender interface, the incident light 

radiation was set to be perpendicular to the nanoparticle dimer axis and the polarization direction 

was parallel to the nanoparticle dimer axis. The 3D objects were then converted to dipoles using 

the convert tool with a resolution of 10 dipoles per nanometer. Thus, a cubic nanometer contains 

103 dipoles. Each nanoparticle was made up of approximately 15,000 dipoles.  

DNA absorbs in the ultraviolet region of the electromagnetic spectrum (around 260-280 nm)9 , 

while gold nanoparticles typically have optical behavior in the visible region of the 

electromagnetic spectrum (around 400-700 nm). Thus, in these calculations we only consider the 

effect of nanoparticles on optical behavior in the 400-700 nm region. In the DDSCAT 

calculations, the refractive index of water was used, 1.33, which corresponds to the nanoparticles 

and DNA being in an aqueous system. 

Preliminary Results 

MD Simulation of NP Binding 

The positively charged nanoparticles bound to the negatively charged DNA backbone through 

electrostatic interactions for both NP charges simulated. Final simulation snapshots are shown in 

Figure 8.2A-B. Shown in Figure 8.2C is the distance between the nanoparticle surfaces vs. 

simulation time. In both simulations, nanoparticles start unbound to DNA. Once NPs bind the 
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DNA, the NPs start to cause compaction, or bending of the DNA molecule, bringing the 

nanoparticles closer together. 

 

Figure 8.2: Simulation snapshots and nanoparticle core distance. (A) Snapshot showing binding 

of two +60 nanoparticles with 3.0 nm core diameter binding to 100 basepairs of DNA (B) 

Snapshot of two +120 nanoparticles with 3.0 nm core diameter binding to 100 basepairs of DNA. 

(C) Distance between nanoparticle surfaces vs. simulation time for the 120 charge NPs with 

DNA(black) and the 3.0 nm NPs (red) with DNA. 
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Without DNA, the interaction energy of two positively charged NPs at these distances would be 

unfavorable. Nanoparticles with +120 charge assemble with DNA and bend the molecule more 

quickly than NPs with +60 charge, as can be seen in Figure 8.2C. Assembly with the +60 NP 

occurs more slowly than the +120 charged nanoparticles. However, the nanoparticles are able to 

move closer together due to a lower electrostatic repulsion between charged NP end groups for 

the NPs with lower charge. Thus, the final and stable conformation of the +60 NPs has a 1.6 nm 

distance between NP surfaces, while the +120 NP has a final distance of 3.7 nm between NP 

surfaces.  

Electrical and Optical Properties of Nanoparticle Assemblies 

Before calculating the optical and electrical properties of the assembled nanoparticle dimers, We 

first considered two sample cases. The first is the properties of a single nanoparticle with 3.0 nm 

core diameter. The second sample case corresponds to two 3.0 nm NPs which are touching 

(center of mass distance =3.0 nm). Using nanoDDSCAT+, we calculated the optical efficiency 

profile for wavelengths of 400- 700 nm and the electric field intensity at the surface plasmon 

resonance of a single nanoparticle (shown in Figure 8.3A-B) and for the second sample case 

where nanoparticles are touching (Figure 8.3C-D). 
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Figure 8.3: Optical behavior of single nanoparticle and touching nanoparticles. (A) Absoprtion 

and scattering behavior for single NP from 400 to 700 nm. (B) Electric field intensity calculated 

from DDA. (C) Absorption and scattering profiles for touching NPs. (D) Electric field intensity 

calculated from DDA for touching NPs. For these calculations, the incident light and polarization 

direction were as indicated in the figure above (B).  

As can be seen in Figure 8.3A, the 3.0 nm NPs scatter a negligible amount of light and most of 

the optical efficiency is made up of absorption. The maximum efficiency peak occurs at 526 nm, 

which is a higher wavelength than the expected peak for NPs of this size of approximately 520 

nm. As can be seen in the figure, the electric field around the nanoparticle is enhanced in the 

light polarization direction.  
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When a second nanoparticle is added with a center of mass distance of 3.0 nm from the first, so 

that the NP surfaces are touching, the spectrum in Figure 8.3C is obtained. For the case of two 

nanoparticles touching, in the spectrum shows an increase in intensity, and a shift to longer 

wavelengths. The peak for this case occurs at 547 nm, which is a  redshift of nearly 20 nm. 

Additionally, one sees that there is a strong enhancement of the electric field between the 

nanoparticles (Figure 8.3D). Thus, these two calculations set the start and end point for shifts we 

can expect to see occurring for our nanoparticle dimer systems. 

Figure 8.4 shows optical properties obtained from DDA calculations of NPs assembled with 

DNA. As expected from preliminary calculations presented above, the maximum efficiency 

shifts to the right as distance between the nanoparticles is decreased. 
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Figure 8.4: (A) Scattering profile for nanoparticle dimer assemblies. Profile for NP alone is 

shown for reference. (B) Electric field intensity for +60 NP dimers (C) Electric field intensity for 

+120 NP dimer.  

8.1.2 Challenges 

Before the Discrete Dipole Approximation (DDA) can be used to calculate optical properties of 

nanoparticles in these simulations, the results should be rigorously evaluated and compared to 

known optical properties of nanoparticles. While the discrete dipole approximation is generally 

applicable to larger nanoparticles and bulk gold, it may not be applicable to the small gold 

nanoclusters considered here. DDSCAT and nanoDDSCAT are typically used with nanoparticles 

with diameter greater than 10 nnm.10 Evaluation of the DDA with other techniques have shown 

results to be dependent properties such as number of dipoles and shape of the target. DDA was 

also found to be inaccurate in the near-IR region.11 
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There are several parameters to consider for DDA calculations, including the number of dipoles 

per nm, and wavelength for which properties are calculate. Increasing either of these will 

increase the computational power and time required for the calculations.  

Long term challenges for the simulation of nanoparticles and nucleic acids include expansion to 

larger systems. Genomic DNA is many thousands of base pairs in length, but all-atom simulation 

is currently limited to systems containing only a few million atoms at most.  

Recent advances in implementation of GPU-based computing architecture has expanded the 

length and timescales accessible for simulations. The success of future studies will depend on 

careful parameterization of force fields for all-atom MD and CGMD.  For instance, the 

description of metallic nanoparticles may benefit from treatment with polarizable force fields or 

reactive force field potentials. Multiscale and multi-resolution models may also play important 

roles in describing the inorganic-biomolecule interface. 

8.2 DNA Origami Design – Future Directions 

The visualization tool, cadnanovis, presented in Chapter 7 provides new opportunities for 

evaluating DNA origami designs. The effect of DNA origami design on folding is still unclear 

and an active area of investigation. This tool can be used in the future to design DNA origami 

objects with drastically different staple motifs or base distribution.  

For the tool itself, there are several improvements which could be implemented on a relatively 

short time scale. I would like to add the functionality to download the staple locations as a CSV, 

rather than just the visualization as is currently available. Other minor improvements include the 

ability to choose a custom color map for the visualizations, and larger text sizes. Although these 

changes are minor, they would require the release of a new version on nanohub. 

One relatively easy study to evaluate the effect of GC content distribution would be to rotate the 

starting point of the tall rectangle scaffold to the middle of the structure, or by changing the 
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scaffold sequence used. We observed using base maps that a high GC content occurs on the 

edges of the structure (Figure 7.10) An illustration of how the sequence might be changed is 

shown below. 

  

Figure 8.5: Base map resulting from alternate starting position of scaffold. 
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Appendix A 

 cadnanovis code 

This appendix contains the code for cadnanovis as of 5/23/2017. This code is available for 

download on nanohub. The first two codes are for interfacing specifically with nanohub, 

while the last two can be used without nanohub.  

Code to create GUI - Rappture 

<?xml version="1.0"?> 

<run> 

 

<tool> 

  <title>Cadnano Visualization Tools</title> 

  <about>Tools for visualing cadnano DNA origami designs.</about> 

  <layout>wizard</layout> 

  <action><label>Generate</label></action> 

  <command>python @tool/../bin/makeinp.pyc @driver @tool/..</command> 

</tool> 

 

<input> 

  <loader id="loader1"> 

    <about> 

      <label>Cadnano json file</label> 

      <description>Upload cadnano design here.</description> 

    </about> 

    <example>*.xml</example> 

    <default>Tall Rectangle Origami</default> 

    <upload> 

      <to>input.string(uploadedFile)</to> 

      <prompt>Upload cadnano json here.</prompt> 

    </upload> 

  </loader> 

 

<string id="uploadedFile"> 

    <about> 

      <label>Uploaded File</label> 

      <enable>no</enable> 

    </about> 

  </string> 

 

 <boolean id="visualize"> 

   <about> 

     <label>Preview plots in web browser</label> 

     <description></description> 
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     <default>yes</default> 

   </about> 

 </boolean> 

 

<integer id="scaffoldLength"> 

    <about> 

      <label>Scaffold Length</label> 

      <description></description> 

    </about> 

    <min>1</min> 

    <max>100000</max> 

    <default>7249</default> 

</integer> 

 

 <boolean id="circlemap"> 

   <about> 

     <label>Generate Staple Map and Histogram</label> 

     <description></description> 

     <default>yes</default> 

   </about> 

 </boolean> 

 

 

 <boolean id="baseMap"> 

   <about> 

     <label>Generate heatmap of GC content</label> 

     <description></description> 

     <default>yes</default> 

   </about> 

</boolean> 

 

 <boolean id="seqChoice"> 

   <about> 

     <label>Use custom sequence?</label> 

     <enable>input.boolean(baseMap)</enable> 

     <description></description> 

     <default>yes</default> 

   </about> 

</boolean> 

 

<choice id="sequence"> 

    <about> 

    <enable>!input.boolean(seqChoice)</enable> 

      <label>Scaffold Sequence</label> 

      <description>Default sequences available from cadnano</description> 

    </about> 

 

    <option> 

      <about> 

        <label>M13mp18</label> 
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      </about> 

    </option> 

 

    <option> 

      <about> 

        <label>p7308</label> 

      </about> 

    </option> 

 

    <option> 

      <about> 

        <label>p7560</label> 

      </about> 

    </option> 

 

    <option> 

      <about> 

        <label>p7704</label> 

      </about> 

    </option> 

 

    <option> 

      <about> 

        <label>p8064</label> 

      </about> 

    </option> 

 

    <option> 

      <about> 

        <label>p8100</label> 

      </about> 

    </option> 

 

    <option> 

      <about> 

        <label>p8634</label> 

      </about> 

    </option> 

 

    <default>M13mp18</default> 

  </choice> 

   

<integer id="smooth"> 

    <about> 

        <label>Smoothing Window</label> 

        <enable>input.boolean(baseMap)</enable> 

        <description>Number of bases to use for smoothing. Input will be 

changed to closest odd number</description> 

    </about> 

        <min>3</min> 
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        <max>21</max> 

        <default>9</default> 

</integer> 

 

 

  <loader id="loader2"> 

    <about> 

      <label>Scaffold Sequence</label> 

      <description>Upload scaffold sequence.</description> 

      <enable>input.boolean(seqChoice)</enable> 

    </about> 

    <upload> 

      <to>input.string(scaffoldFile)</to> 

      <prompt>Upload scaffold sequence here.</prompt> 

    </upload> 

  </loader> 

  <string id="scaffoldFile"> 

    <about> 

      <label>Uploaded Sequence</label> 

      <enable>input.boolean(seqChoice)</enable> 

    </about> 

    <size>5x5</size> 

    <default></default> 

  </string> 

</input> 

 

<output> 

            <string id="output_file0"> 

            <about> 

                <label>Scaffold Routing Map HTML file</label> 

            </about> 

        </string>    

 

     

     

        <string id="output_file"> 

            <about> 

                <enable>input.boolean(circlemap)</enable> 

                <label>Circle Map HTML file</label> 

            </about> 

        </string>    

 

 

        <string id="output_file3"> 

            <about> 

                <enable>input.boolean(baseMap)</enable> 

                <label>Base Map HTML file</label> 

            </about> 

        </string>    

    </output> 
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</run> 

 

Interface code between GUI and Python code 

 

#!/usr/bin/env python 

import sys 

from analysisHelpers import analysisHelpers 

from caDNAnoPlotDrawer import * 

import Rappture 

import os 

import re 

import webbrowser 

import time 

import cadnano 

from data.dnasequences import sequences 

 

b=webbrowser.get('firefox') 

 

driver = Rappture.library(sys.argv[1]) 

lib = Rappture.library(driver) 

binDirectory=os.path.join(sys.argv[2],'bin') 

dataDirectory=os.path.join(sys.argv[2],'data') 

 

jsFile=os.path.join(binDirectory,'plotly-latest.min.js') 

 

option=lib.get('input.(loader1).current') 

 

 

writeDataLocation = lib.get('input.(loader1).upload.to') 

writeData = lib.get(writeDataLocation+'.current') 

     

visualize=driver.get('input.(visualize).current') 

drawCircle=driver.get('input.(circlemap).current') 

drawHeat=driver.get('input.(baseMap).current') 

 

 

scf=int(driver.get('input.(scaffoldLength).current')) 

smooth=int(driver.get('input.(smooth).current')) 

 

if smooth%2==0: 

    smooth+=1 

 

 

## Start analysis 

input_filename="temp.json" 
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fh = open(input_filename, 'w') 

fh.write(writeData) 

fh.close() 

jsonFile=input_filename 

 

shape=analysisHelpers(jsonFile) 

shape.setScaffoldLength(scf) 

 

p=caDNAnoBaseMapDrawer(shape,3) 

p.makeScaffoldMap() 

p.writeScaffHTML(jsFile) 

if visualize=="yes": 

    b.open('scaffNanohub.html') 

    time.sleep(3) 

 

 

with open('scaff.html', 'r') as myfile: 

    html0=myfile.read() 

driver.put('output.string(output_file0).current',html0,append=1 ) 

 

 

if drawHeat=="yes": 

    shape.getCircleMapData() 

    customSeq=driver.get('input.(seqChoice).current') 

    if customSeq=="no": 

        seqChoice=driver.get('input.(sequence).current') 

        seq=sequences.get(seqChoice) 

        shape.findScaffold() 

        shape._scaffold.applySequence(seq) 

    else: 

        seqFileLocation = lib.get('input.(loader2).upload.to') 

        seqFile = lib.get(seqFileLocation+'.current') 

        shape._scaffold.applySequence(seqFile) 

    p=caDNAnoBaseMapDrawer(shape,smooth) 

    p.makeBaseMap() 

    p.writeHTMLfile(jsFile) 

     

    if visualize=="yes": 

        time.sleep(1) 

        b.open_new_tab('baseMapNanohub.html') 

        time.sleep(3) 

    with open('baseMap.html', 'r') as myfile: 

           htmlT=myfile.read() 

    driver.put('output.string(output_file3).current',htmlT,append=1 )    

    os.remove("baseMap.html") 

     

if drawCircle=="yes": 

    shape.getCircleMapData() 

    p=caDNAnoCirclePlotDrawer(shape) 

    p.writeHTMLfile(jsFile) 
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    with open('circle.html', 'r') as myfile: 

           htmlT=myfile.read() 

    if visualize=="yes": 

        b.open_new_tab('circleNanohub.html') 

        time.sleep(2) 

    driver.put('output.string(output_file).current',htmlT,append=1 ) 

    os.remove("circle.html")     

    os.remove("CD_temp.json.csv") 

         

 

Rappture.result(driver) 

 

#Remove temporary files used for analysis 

os.remove("scaff.html") 

os.remove("temp.json") 

 

analysisHelpers.py – adds to cadnano functionalities. Adds information needed for 

visualizations. 

import sys 

import json 

import cadnano 

import main 

from model.document import Document 

from model.io.decoder import decode 

from model.io.encoder import encode 

import util 

import copy 

from model.strand import Strand 

import numpy as np 

 

class analysisHelpers(object): 

    def __init__(self, fileName): 

        self._fN=fileName 

        self._doc=Document() 

        self._numStaples=0 

        self._scaffoldLength=0 

        decode(self._doc,file(self._fN).read()) 

        self.getModelInfo() 

        self.printModelInfo() 

        self.vhLoop() 

        self.numberScaffold() 

     

    ##Initialization Functions 

    def vhLoop(self): 

        for vh in self._vhList: 

            vh._renumber=-1 

            vh._neighbors=self._part.getVirtualHelixNeighbors(vh) 
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    def getModelInfo(self): 

        self._part=self._doc.selectedPart() 

        self._vhList=self._part.getVirtualHelices() 

        self._oligos=list(self._part.oligos()) 

     

    def printModelInfo(self): 

        self._numVH=len(self._vhList) 

        self._numOligos=len(self._oligos) 

        print "Design with %s virtual helices and %s oligos loaded" 

%(self._numVH,self._numOligos) 

     

    #Sequence Application Functions  

    def readSeqFile(self,sequenceFile): 

        sqFile=file(sequenceFile) 

        self._fullSeq=sqFile.read().strip() 

        self._fullSeqLength=len(self._fullSeq) 

        print "Sequence length %s" %(self._fullSeqLength) 

     

    def applySequenceToScaffold(self, sequenceFile): 

        self.readSeqFile(sequenceFile) 

        #Find scaffold 

        self.findScaffold() 

        self._scaffold.applySequence(self._fullSeq) 

        print "Applied sequence with %s length\n" 

%(len(self._scaffold.sequence())) 

        self._scaffoldLength=len(self._scaffold.sequence()) 

         

    def findScaffold(self): 

        for x in self._oligos: 

            scaf=x.isStaple() 

            if scaf==False: 

                self._scaffold=x 

                #print "scaffold found" 

     

    def getCircleMapData(self): 

        self.numberScaffold() 

        self.numberStaples() 

        self.printCircleData() 

 

     

    def numberScaffold(self): 

        #Get start info 

        self.findScaffold() 

        count=1 

        first=0 

        for strand in self._scaffold.strand5p().generator3pStrand(): 

            sLowIdx, sHighIdx = strand._baseIdxLow, strand._baseIdxHigh 

            subn=strand.insertionLengthBetweenIdxs(sLowIdx, sHighIdx) 

            difference=strand.length()+subn 

            vh=strand.virtualHelix() 
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            if vh._renumber==-1: 

                #print "Renumbering helix %s as %s\n" %(vh.number(), 

first) 

                vh._renumber=first 

                first=first+1 

            #print "length is %s" %difference 

            count+=(difference) 

            idx5p=strand.idx5Prime() 

            idx3p=strand.idx3Prime() 

            #if strand.isDrawn5to3 

             

            strand.num5Prime=count-difference 

            strand.num3Prime=count-1 

            if not self._scaffoldLength: 

                self._scaffoldLength=strand.num3Prime 

        #scaffvh=self._scaffold._strand5p.virtualHelix() 

         

    def numberStaples(self): 

        for x in self._oligos: 

            if x.isStaple()==True:               

                self._numStaples+=1 

                for strand in x.strand5p().generator3pStrand(): 

                    strand.num5Prime=[] 

                    strand.num3Prime=[] 

                    #print "Staple part\n" 

                    scafComp=strand.getComplementStrands() 

                    if len(scafComp)>0: 

                        for p in range(0,len(scafComp)): 

                            dir1=scafComp[p].isDrawn5to3() 

                                diff53p=np.abs(scafComp[p].idx5Prime()-

strand.idx3Prime()) 

                                diff35p=np.abs(scafComp[p].idx3Prime()-

strand.idx5Prime()) 

                                

strand.num5Prime.append(scafComp[p].num3Prime-diff35p) 

                                

strand.num3Prime.append(scafComp[p].num5Prime+diff53p) 

 

 

    def printCircleData(self): 

        fileString="CD_" 

        fileString+=self._fN 

        fileString+=".csv" 

        self._circleFileName=fileString 

        self._circleFile=open(fileString,'w') 

        self._circleFile.write("Staple locations on scaffold 5'->3'\n") 

        for x in self._oligos: 

            if x.isStaple()==True: 

                stapleString="" 

                count=0 
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                for strand in x.strand5p().generator3pStrand(): 

                    if count>0: 

                        stapleString+="," 

                    scafComp=strand.getComplementStrands() 

                    if len(scafComp)>0: 

                    n=len(strand.num5Prime) 

                    for p in range(0,n): 

                        if p!=0: 

                            stapleString+="," 

                        stapleString+=("%s, %s") 

%(strand.num5Prime[p],strand.num3Prime[p]) 

 

                    count+=1 

                if stapleString: 

                    stapleString+="\n" 

                    #print stapleString 

                    self._circleFile.write(stapleString) 

         

        self._circleFile.close() 

         

    def getVirtualHelixSequences(self):       

        for vh in self._vhList: 

            seq='' 

            first=1 

            minLoc=0 

            maxLoc=0 

            for scaffStr in vh.scaffoldStrandSet(): 

                scaffStr._minMax=[] 

                seq+=scaffStr.sequence() 

                if minLoc==0 and maxLoc==0: 

                   minLoc=scaffStr.idx5Prime() 

                   maxLoc=scaffStr.idx3Prime() 

                if scaffStr.isDrawn5to3(): 

                  if scaffStr.idx5Prime()<minLoc: 

                     minLoc=scaffStr.idx5Prime() 

                  if scaffStr.idx3Prime()>maxLoc: 

                     maxLoc=scaffStr.idx3Prime() 

                else: 

                  if scaffStr.idx3Prime()<minLoc: 

                     minLoc=scaffStr.idx3Prime() 

                  if scaffStr.idx5Prime()>maxLoc: 

                     maxLoc=scaffStr.idx5Prime()      

                scaffStr._minMax.append([minLoc,maxLoc]) 

            vh._minMax=[minLoc,maxLoc] 

            vh._sequence=seq 

         

     

    def printScaffoldLength(self): 

        return self._scaffoldLength 
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    def printCircleFileName(self): 

        return self._circleFileName 

     

    def setScaffoldLength(self,sfL): 

        self._scaffoldLength=sfL 

    

    def getVirtualHelixList(self): 

    return self._vhList 

    

    def getScaffoldStrand(self): 

    return self._scaffold 

     

 

 

                         

                 

             

caDNAnoPlotDrawer.py 

This contains two classes for drawing visualizations based on information obtained from 

analysisHelpers.py 

##caDNAno Plot Drawer## 

# This file contains definition of two classes. 

# 1. caDNAnoCirclePlotDrawer draws circle plots 

# 2. caDNAnoBasePlotDrawer 

 

from plotly.offline import download_plotlyjs, init_notebook_mode, iplot 

import plotly.offline as offline 

from plotly.graph_objs import * 

from analysisHelpers import analysisHelpers 

from scipy import signal 

 

import pylab as pl 

import numpy as np 

import math 

import csv 

import matplotlib.cm as cm 

 

class caDNAnoCirclePlotDrawer(object): 

    def __init__(self, arg, *kwarg): 

        if isinstance(arg,analysisHelpers): 

            self._fN=arg.printCircleFileName() 

            self._scaffoldLength=arg.printScaffoldLength() 

 

        else: 
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            print "is not instance" 

            self._fN=arg 

            self._scaffoldLength=kwarg[0] 

             

        self._lengthList=[] 

        self._rad=self._scaffoldLength/(np.pi*2) 

         

        self.readFileCSV() 

         

        self._histLayout={ 

            'xaxis': { 

                'title': 'Number of bases between crossovers', 

             

            }, 

             

            'yaxis': { 

                'title':'Count', 

            }, 

        } 

         

         

        self._layout={ 

            'xaxis': { 

            'range': [-self._rad-100, self._rad+100], 

            'zeroline': False, 

            'showgrid': False, 

        }, 

        'yaxis': { 

            'range': [-self._rad-100, self._rad+100], 

            'showgrid': False, 

            'zeroline': False, 

        }, 

        'width': 600, 

        'height': 600, 

        'hovermode' : 'closest', 

        'showlegend' : False, 

        'shapes': [ 

            { 

            'type': 'circle', 

            'xref': 'x', 

            'yref': 'y', 

            'x0': -self._rad, 

            'y0': -self._rad, 

            'x1': self._rad, 

            'y1': self._rad, 

            'line': { 

                'color': 'rgba(0,0,0,0.5)', 

            } 

            } 

            ] 
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        } 

         

        self.makeFigData() 

        self._fig = dict( data=self._data , layout=self._layout) 

         

     

    ##Functions for Bezier Lines 

    def bezierPoint(self,b,t): 

        Btx=(1-t)*((1-t)*b[0]+t*b[2])+t*((1-t)*b[2]+t*b[4]) 

        Bty=(1-t)*((1-t)*b[1]+t*b[3])+t*((1-t)*b[3]+t*b[5]) 

        return [Btx,Bty]          

 

    def computeBezier(self,pointsx, pointsy, Btype): 

        midPointX=np.mean(pointsx) 

        midPointY=np.mean(pointsy) 

        distanceXY=((pointsx[0]-pointsx[1])**2+(pointsy[0]-

pointsy[1])**2)**0.5 

        #print distanceXY 

        ref=0 

        if distanceXY<(self._rad/2): 

            ref=self._rad-distanceXY 

        else: 

            ref=0 

        if (Btype==1): 

            ref=self._rad 

 

        angleAT=np.arctan2(midPointY,midPointX) 

        refX=ref*np.cos(angleAT) 

        refY=ref*np.sin(angleAT) 

        #print "%s %s" %(refX,refY) 

        if (True): 

            ##Points for Bezier Curve - If making arc 

            x0=np.cos(np.pi/2) 

            y0=np.sin(np.pi/2) 

            x1=(4-x0)/3 

            y1=((1-x0)*(3-x0))/(3*y0) 

            angleAT=np.arctan2(midPointY,midPointX) 

            ref1x=ref*np.cos(angleAT) 

            ref1y=ref*np.sin(angleAT) 

            x2=x1 

            y2=-y1 

            angleAT=np.arctan2(midPointY,midPointX) 

            ref2x=self._rad*np.cos(angleAT) 

            ref2y=self._rad*np.sin(angleAT) 

            x3=x1 

            y3=-y0 

            

bezierPoints=[pointsx[0],pointsy[0],refX,refY,pointsx[1],pointsy[1]] 

            return bezierPoints 
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    ##Read csv file 

    def readFileCSV(self): 

        f=open(self._fN) 

        #circThreshold=(numThreshold*360.0)/self._scaffoldLength 

        rowCount=sum(1 for row in csv.reader(f)) 

        self._numStaples=rowCount-1 

        secsPerStaple=0 

        gradient=np.linspace(0.2, 1, 2*self._rad) 

        multfactor=5 

         

         

        if self._numStaples<5: 

            multfactor=10 

 

        #This creates arrays and then sets all values in the array to 

2*rad. 

        

self._xPlot=np.zeros((self._numStaples+1,self._numStaples*multfactor)) 

        self._xPlot=[x+2*self._rad for x in self._xPlot] 

         

         

        

self._yPlot=np.zeros((self._numStaples+1,self._numStaples*multfactor)) 

        self._yPlot=[x+2*self._rad for x in self._yPlot] 

         

        self._circlePoints=np.zeros((self._numStaples+1, 

self._numStaples*multfactor)) 

        self._circlePoints=[x+2*self._rad+1 for x in self._circlePoints] 

         

        

#colorList=np.zeros((self._numStaples+1,self._numStaples*multfactor)) 

        

self._labels=np.zeros((self._numStaples+1,self._numStaples*multfactor)) 

        

self._labels2=np.zeros((self._numStaples+1,self._numStaples*multfactor)) 

 

        count=0 

        f=open(self._fN) 

 

        #Read data from file 

        for row in csv.reader(f): 

            count=count+1 

            secsPerStaple=len(row)/2    #Number of sections to staple. 

            if (count>1): 

                x1=[int(row[x]) for x in range(0,len(row),2)] 

                #x1=[i-self._scaffoldLength if (i>self._scaffoldLength) 

else i for i in x1] 

                x1theta=[x*360.0/self._scaffoldLength for x in x1] 

                x2=[int(row[x]) for x in range(1,len(row),2)] 
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                #x2=[i-self._scaffoldLength if (i>self._scaffoldLength) 

else i for i in x2] 

                x2theta=[x*360.0/self._scaffoldLength for x in x2] 

                for i in range(0,len(x1)+1): 

                    if (i==0): 

                        keepNext=x2theta[i] 

                        keepNextLabel=x2[i] 

                        self._xPlot[count-

2][0]=np.cos(math.radians(x1theta[i]))*(self._rad)         

                        self._yPlot[count-

2][0]=np.sin(math.radians(x1theta[i]))*(self._rad) 

                        self._circlePoints[count-2][0]=x1[i] 

                        self._labels[count-2][0]=x1[i] 

                        c=0 

                     

                    else: 

                        c=c+2 

                        self._xPlot[count-2][c-

1]=np.cos(math.radians(keepNext))*(self._rad)        #Uses previous value 

for first point 

                        self._yPlot[count-2][c-

1]=np.sin(math.radians(keepNext))*(self._rad) 

                        #colorList[count-2][c-

1]=np.ceil(keepNext/circThreshold) 

                        self._labels[count-2][c-1]=(keepNextLabel) 

                        self._circlePoints[count-2][c-1]=keepNextLabel 

                         

                        if (i!=secsPerStaple): 

                            self._xPlot[count-

2][c]=np.cos(math.radians(x1theta[i]))*(self._rad) 

                            self._yPlot[count-

2][c]=np.sin(math.radians(x1theta[i]))*(self._rad) 

                            #colorList[count-

2][c]=np.ceil(x1theta[i]/circThreshold) 

                            self._circlePoints[count-2][c]=x1[i] 

                            self._labels[count-2][c]=x1[i] 

                            keepNext=x2theta[i] 

                            keepNextLabel=x2[i] 

                         

                         

                             

 

    def makeFigData(self): 

        self._layout=dict(self._layout) 

        start=0 

        xP=[] 

        yP=[] 

        self._data=[] 

        self._histData=[] 

        self._connectionLength=[] 
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        pathString="" 

 

        for i in range(0,self._numStaples): 

          labelTmp=np.where(self._labels[i][:]!=0) 

          labelT=self._labels[i][labelTmp] 

          colorsP=[] 

          tmpX=np.where(self._xPlot[i][:]!=2*self._rad)    #x-coordinates 

for staple points 

          tmpY=np.where(self._yPlot[i][:]!=2*self._rad)    #y-coordinates 

for staple points 

          xP=(self._xPlot[i][tmpX]) 

          yP=(self._yPlot[i][tmpY]) 

           

          for n in range(0,len(labelT)): 

            #color1=np.ceil(float(labelT[n]/numThreshold)) 

            #colorsP.append(colorArray[6])   ##Get colors for scatter 

points 

            if (n>0): 

                BezType=n%2 #If one, draw Bezier Curve along scaffold. If 

0, draw along inside 

                passX=[xP[n],xP[n-1]] 

                passY=[yP[n],yP[n-1]] 

                labelXY=[labelT[n],labelT[n-1]] 

                connectL=np.abs(labelT[n]-labelT[n-1]) 

                 

                if (connectL>self._scaffoldLength/2): 

                    connectL=connectL-self._scaffoldLength/2 

 

                if BezType==0: 

                    self._connectionLength.append(connectL) 

                 

                passString=self.computeBezier(passX,passY,BezType) 

 

                pathString = 'M %s,%s Q %s,%s %s,%s' 

%(passString[0],passString[1],passString[2],passString[3],passString[4],pa

ssString[5]) 

                pathString=pathString.replace('"','') 

                pathString=pathString.replace("'","") 

                shapeString = { 'type': 'path', 'path' : pathString, 

'line': {'color': 'rgb(0, 0, 0)'}} 

                #print layout['shapes'].append 

                self._layout['shapes'].append(shapeString) 

                bPdraw=self.bezierPoint(passString,0.5) 

 

 

                trace=Scatter( 

                    x=[bPdraw[0]], 

                    y=[bPdraw[1]], 

                    mode = 'markers', 

                    marker = dict( 
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                    size = 1, 

                    color = 'rgba(0, 0, 0, .8)', 

                    ), 

                    text=str(labelXY[0])+' to '+str(labelXY[1]), 

                    hoverinfo='text', 

                ) 

                self._data.append(trace) 

 

 

        #All points for one staple are stored in a single trace object 

          trace1=Scatter( 

            x=xP[:].tolist(), 

            y=yP[:].tolist(), 

            mode='markers', 

            marker=Marker( size=10, color=colorsP ), 

            text=[str(labelT[p]) for p in range(0,len(labelT))], 

            hoverinfo='text' 

            ) 

          self._data.append(trace1) 

         

        trace2=Histogram( 

            x=self._connectionLength, 

            histnorm='count', 

            autobinx=False, 

            xbins=dict( 

               start=0, 

               end=self._scaffoldLength/2, 

              size=2 

            ), 

            marker=dict( 

            color='black', 

            ), 

            opacity=0.75 

            ) 

        self._histData.append(trace2) 

         

    def writeHTMLfile(self,jsFile): 

        fstring="circle.html" 

        f=open(fstring,'w') 

        f.write('<!DOCTYPE html>\n<html>\n<head>\n<script 

src="https://cdn.plot.ly/plotly-

latest.min.js"></script>\n</head>\n\n<body>\n<div 

id="myDiv">\n</div>\n<div id="myDiv2" 

style="width:800px;">\n</div>\n<script>\n') 

        f.write('var data = ') 

        fstringData=str(self._data) 

        fstringLayout=str(self._layout) 

        fstringData=fstringData.replace('False','false') 

        fstringData=fstringData.replace('True','true') 

        fstringLayout=fstringLayout.replace('False','false') 
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        fstringLayout=fstringLayout.replace('True','true') 

        f.write(fstringData) 

        f.write('\n\n') 

        f.write('var layout= ') 

        f.write(fstringLayout) 

         

        f.write('\n\n') 

        fstringData=str(self._histData) 

        fstringData=str(self._histData) 

        fstringData=fstringData.replace('False','false') 

        fstringData=fstringData.replace('True','true') 

        f.write('var data2 = ') 

        f.write(fstringData) 

        f.write('\n\n') 

        f.write('var layout2 = ') 

        f.write(str(self._histLayout)) 

        f.write('\n\nPlotly.newPlot("myDiv",data,layout);') 

        f.write('\n\nPlotly.newPlot("myDiv2",data2,layout2);\n') 

         

        f.write('</script>\n</body>\n') 

        f.close() 

         

        fstring="circleNanohub.html" 

        f=open(fstring,'w') 

        f.write('<!DOCTYPE html>\n<html>\n<head>\n<script 

src="%s"></script>\n</head>\n\n<body>\n<div id="myDiv" 

style="width:600px;height:600px;">\n</div>\n<script>\n' %(jsFile)) 

        fstring="circle.html" 

        f.write('var data = ') 

        fstringData=str(self._data) 

        fstringLayout=str(self._layout) 

        fstringData=fstringData.replace('False','false') 

        fstringData=fstringData.replace('True','true') 

        fstringLayout=fstringLayout.replace('False','false') 

        fstringLayout=fstringLayout.replace('True','true') 

        f.write(fstringData) 

        f.write('\n\n') 

        f.write('var layout= ') 

        f.write(fstringLayout) 

         

        f.write('\n\n') 

        fstringData=str(self._histData) 

        fstringData=str(self._histData) 

        fstringData=fstringData.replace('False','false') 

        fstringData=fstringData.replace('True','true') 

        f.write('var data2 = ') 

        f.write(fstringData) 

        f.write('\n\n') 

        f.write('var layout2 = ') 

        f.write(str(self._histLayout)) 
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        f.write('\n\nPlotly.newPlot("myDiv",data,layout);') 

        f.write('\n\nPlotly.newPlot("myDiv2",data2,layout2);\n') 

         

        f.write('</script>\n</body>\n') 

        f.close()     

               

class caDNAnoBaseMapDrawer(object): 

    def __init__(self, arg,arg2): 

        if isinstance(arg,analysisHelpers): 

            arg.getVirtualHelixSequences() 

            self._part=arg._part 

            self._numVH=arg._numVH 

            self._smooth=arg2 

            self._vhList=arg.getVirtualHelixList() 

            self._scaffold=arg.getScaffoldStrand() 

            self._colorscale = [[0, '#0505FF'],[0.5 ,'#DCDCDC'], [1, 

'#FF0505']] 

            self._vhNums=[] 

            self._x=[] 

            self._y=[] 

            self._z=[] 

            self._scafX=[] 

            self._scafY=[] 

            self.numberVH()             

 

             

        else: 

            print "input is not not instance of analysisHelpers Class" 

            #Write function here to read data from file. 

     

    def makeScaffoldMap(self): 

        self.drawScaffoldRoute() 

        self.makeScaffoldFigData() 

     

    def drawScaffoldRoute(self): 

        lookupY=self._vhLookUp 

        for strand in self._scaffold.strand5p().generator3pStrand(): 

            vh=strand.virtualHelix() 

            coord=vh.coord() 

            vhNum=vh._number 

            ycoord=lookupY[vhNum] 

            stapleStrands=vh.stapleStrandSet() 

            low, high=strand.idxs() 

            fiveToThree=strand.isDrawn5to3() 

 

            if fiveToThree==0: 

                self._scafX.append(high) 

                self._scafY.append(ycoord) 

                self._scafX.append(low) 

                self._scafY.append(ycoord) 
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            else: 

                #reverse order 

                self._scafX.append(low) 

                self._scafY.append(ycoord) 

                self._scafX.append(high) 

                self._scafY.append(ycoord)           

         

    def makeBaseMap(self): 

        self.fillDataStructure2() 

        self.makeFigData() 

        return 0 

     

     

         

    def initDataStructure(self): 

        self._map=[None]*(self._vhRange+1) 

        for i in range(0,self._vhRange+1): 

            self._map[i]=[None]*(self._range+1) 

         

        print "Created list of dimension %s by %s" 

%(self._range+1,self._vhRange+1) 

     

     

    def numberVH(self): 

        first=1 

        ycoord1=0 

        vhList=[] 

        yList=[] 

        lookupY=[None]*(self._numVH) 

        coord=None 

         

        for strand in self._scaffold.strand5p().generator3pStrand(): 

            vh=strand.virtualHelix() 

            vhNum=vh._number 

            coord=vh.coord() 

            stapleStrands=vh.stapleStrandSet() 

            if first!=1: 

                diff=[coord[0]-coordP[0],coord[1]-coordP[1]] 

                if abs(sum(diff))>1: 

                    ycoord1+=1 

 

            if vhNum not in vhList: 

                vhList.append(vhNum) 

                yList.append(ycoord1) 

                lookupY[vhNum]=ycoord1 

                ycoord1+=1 

             

            coordP=coord 

            first=0 

        self._vhLookUp=lookupY 
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    def fillDataStructure2(self): 

        lookupY=self._vhLookUp 

        for strand in self._scaffold.strand5p().generator3pStrand(): 

            vh=strand.virtualHelix() 

            coord=vh.coord() 

            vhNum=vh._number 

 

            ycoord=lookupY[vhNum] 

            stapleStrands=vh.stapleStrandSet() 

            low, high=strand.idxs() 

             

            if strand.sequence(): 

               #print "Strand has sequence\n" 

               sequence=strand.sequence() 

               compS=strand.getComplementStrands() 

               numericSequence=self.convertSeqtoNum(sequence) 

               fiveToThree=strand.isDrawn5to3() 

               #print "Start set to %s; End set to %s\n" %(start,end) 

 

            if fiveToThree==0: 

               numericSequence=numericSequence[::-1] 

            bcount=0 

            for x in range(low,high+1): 

                subn=strand.insertionLengthBetweenIdxs(x, x) 

                if (stapleStrands.hasStrandAt(x,x) and subn!=-1): 

                    self._z.append(numericSequence[bcount]) 

                    self._y.append(ycoord) 

                    self._x.append(x) 

                    bcount+=1 

                elif subn==-1: 

                    self._z.append('nan') 

                    self._y.append(ycoord) 

                    self._x.append(x) 

                else: 

                    self._z.append(None) 

                    self._y.append(ycoord) 

                    self._x.append(x) 

         

         

        xmax=max(self._x) 

        xmin=min(self._x) 

        ymax=max(self._y) 

        self._map=self.initDataStructure2(xmax,ymax) 

        for n in range(len(self._x)): 

            self._map[self._y[n]][self._x[n]]=self._z[n] 

 

        for y in range(len(self._map)): 

            noneSt=-1 
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            addEnd=0 

            for x in range(len(self._map[y])): 

                if self._map[y][x]!=None and noneSt==-1: 

                    noneSt=x 

                if self._map[y][x]=='nan': 

                    del(self._map[y][x]) 

                    if addEnd%2==1: 

                        self._map[y].append(None) 

                    else: 

                        self._map[y].insert(0,None) 

                    addEnd+=1 

 

        for p in range(len(self._map)): 

            

mRow=signal.savgol_filter(self._map[p],self._smooth,2).tolist() 

            #Sgolay filter will have values greater than 1 or less than 0. 

This shouldn't 

            #be possible, so fix it here. 

            mRow=[x if np.isnan(x)==True or (np.isnan(x)==False and x<1) 

else 1 for x in mRow] 

            mRow=[x if np.isnan(x)==True or (np.isnan(x)==False and x>0) 

else 0 for x in mRow] 

            self._map[p]=mRow 

                 

     

    def initDataStructure2(self,x,y):    

        xyMap = [ [ None for i in range(x+1) ] for j in range(y+1) ] 

        return xyMap 

                    

     

    def convertSeqtoNum(self,sequence): 

        seqList=[] 

        #print sequence 

        for base in sequence: 

           if (base is 'A') or (base is 'T'): 

              baseNum=0 

           elif (base is 'G') or (base is 'C'): 

              baseNum=1 

           else: 

              baseNum=None 

           seqList.append(baseNum) 

        return seqList 

 

               

    def makeScaffoldFigData(self): 

        self._scafData=[] 

         

        trace1=Scatter( 

            x=self._scafX, 

            y=self._scafY, 
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            name="scaffold", 

            mode='lines', 

            marker = dict( 

                color = 'rgba(0, 0, 0, .9)', 

              ), 

         

        ) 

         

        trace2=Scatter( 

            x=[self._scafX[0]], 

            y=[self._scafY[0]], 

            name="5' scaffold", 

            mode = 'markers', 

            marker = dict( 

                size = 10, 

                color ='rgba(0.6, 0, 0, .8)', 

              ), 

             

        ) 

         

        trace3=Scatter( 

            x=[self._scafX[-1]], 

            y=[self._scafY[-1]], 

            name="3' scaffold", 

            mode = 'markers', 

            marker = dict( 

                size = 10, 

                color = 'rgba(255, 182, 193, .9)', 

              ), 

             

         

        ) 

         

        self._scafData.append(trace1) 

        self._scafData.append(trace2) 

        self._scafData.append(trace3) 

        self._figScaf=dict(data=self._scafData) 

         

     

    def makeFigData(self): 

       self._data=[{ 

          'z': self._map, 

          'type': 'heatmap', 

          'showscale' : True, 

          'connectgaps' : False, 

          'colorscale': self._colorscale, 

          'colorbar' : { 

            'title':'GC Content', 

            'titleside':'right', 

            'titlefont' : { 
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                'size': 16, 

            } 

           

          }, 

        }, 

        ] 

         

              

       self._layout={ 

            "autosize": True, 

            "margin" : { 

               't':0, 

               'b':0, 

               'l':0, 

               'r':0, 

             

            } , 

           

        }  

         

       self._meshData=Mesh3d(x=self._x,y=self._y,z=self._z) 

         

       self._fig2 = [self._meshData] 

       self._fig = dict( data=self._data , layout=self._layout) 

        

 

    def writeHTMLfile(self, jsFile): 

        fstringData=str(self._data) 

        fstringData=fstringData.replace('False','false') 

        fstringData=fstringData.replace('True','true') 

        fstringData=fstringData.replace('None','null') 

        fstringData=fstringData.replace('nan','null') 

         

        fstringLayout=str(self._layout) 

        fstringLayout=fstringLayout.replace('False','false') 

        fstringLayout=fstringLayout.replace('True','true') 

         

        fstring="baseMap.html" 

        f=open(fstring,'w') 

        f.write('<!DOCTYPE html>\n<html>\n<head>\n<script 

src="https://cdn.plot.ly/plotly-

latest.min.js"></script>\n</head>\n\n<body>\n<div id="myDiv" 

style="width:800px;height:800px;">\n</div>\n<script>\n') 

        f.write('var data = ') 

        f.write(fstringData) 

        f.write('\n\n') 

        f.write('var layout= ') 

        f.write(fstringLayout) 

        f.write('\n\nPlotly.newPlot("myDiv",data,layout);') 

        f.write('</script>\n</body>\n') 
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        f.close() 

         

        fstring="baseMapNanohub.html" 

        f=open(fstring,'w') 

        f.write('<!DOCTYPE html>\n<html>\n<head>\n<script 

src="%s"></script>\n</head>\n\n<body>\n<div id="myDiv" 

style="width:500px;height:500px;">\n</div>\n<script>\n' %(jsFile)) 

        f.write('var data = ') 

        f.write(fstringData) 

        f.write('\n\n') 

        f.write('var layout= ') 

        f.write(fstringLayout) 

        f.write('\n\nPlotly.newPlot("myDiv",data,layout);') 

        f.write('</script>\n</body>\n') 

        f.close() 

         

    def writeScaffHTML(self, jsFile): 

        fstringData=str(self._scafData) 

        fstringData=fstringData.replace('False','false') 

        fstringData=fstringData.replace('True','true') 

        fstringData=fstringData.replace('None','null') 

        fstringData=fstringData.replace('nan','null') 

         

         

        fstring="scaff.html" 

        f=open(fstring,'w') 

        f.write('<!DOCTYPE html>\n<html>\n<head>\n<script 

src="https://cdn.plot.ly/plotly-

latest.min.js"></script>\n</head>\n\n<body>\n<div id="myDiv" 

style="width:800px;height:800px;">\n</div>\n<script>\n') 

        f.write('var data = ') 

        f.write(fstringData) 

        f.write('\n\nPlotly.newPlot("myDiv",data);') 

        f.write('</script>\n</body>\n') 

        f.close() 

         

        fstring="scaffNanohub.html" 

        f=open(fstring,'w') 

        f.write('<!DOCTYPE html>\n<html>\n<head>\n<script 

src="%s"></script>\n</head>\n\n<body>\n<div id="myDiv" 

style="width:600px;height:600px;">\n</div>\n<script>\n' %(jsFile)) 

        f.write('var data = ') 

        f.write(fstringData) 

        f.write('\n\nPlotly.newPlot("myDiv",data);') 

        f.write('</script>\n</body>\n') 

        f.close() 
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Appendix B 

Figure and Text Permissions 
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